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FOREWORD

By David Packard, Chairman

.o

Less than one year ago, President Reagan established his Blue Ribbon .°
Commission on Defense Management to "study the issues surrounding defense ,
management and organization, and report its findings and recommendations." "
In February 1986, the Commission submitted an Interim Report to the President.h

Intended as a blueprint for overall improvement in defense management, the
Interim Report provided initial recommendations concerning key aspects of na-
tional security planning and budgeting, military organization and command, ac-
quisition organization and procedures, and government-indlustry accountability.
This Final Report compiles the Commission's full findings and recommendations

in each of these areas. I wish to add a final personal word on the "Quest for Ex-
cellence"-a standard to which defense management must always aspire. ,

As the Commission concludes its efforts, the urgent need we have found for :

reforms in defense management should not obscure accomplishments of recent,'
years. The American people justly continue to have high confidence in the [

United States military as an institution, and in the ability of" our men and women
in uniform to defend the nation. The morale and fighting ability of'our Armed
Forces have achieved a level higher than at any time in my recent memnory. "Despite many positive achievements, however, I believe the importance of

revitalizing defense management has become ever more apparent. The para-
mount purpose of the Commission's work has been to identify and develop so-
lutions for those structural problemspand to ease the stifling burdens of regu-

lation, reporting, and oversightothat have long limited the success ofthe many
people in government and industry oi whose talents and dedication the na-
tion's defense depends. Innovations in American industrial management, yield-

ing products ofever higher quality and lower cost, have provided a key insight:
human effort must be channeled to goondore nt-industry aotralidy
policies, but free expression ofmpeople's energy, entdusiasm, and creativit Must

be encouraged in highl differentiated settings. m.
The Commission's recommend ations are intended to help establis strong

centralized policies that are both sound in themselves and rigi mn adhered
to throughout the Department of Defense (DoD). In any large organization,Ar.

policies must b manaeme nto h cme estructures. In the large, complex e-

terprise of national defense, this requires that We culivate resilient centers o

xi!

peoplei oeneta~ nutyo hs et nI (eictnthn-

tions dfene deend. Inovtion inAmeicanindstral anagmen, yeld

in r(ut fee ihrqaiyadlwrcshv provided a' key: inih:.:5::-



management excellence dedicated to advancing DoD's overall goals and objectives.
The Commission's recommendations, if fully implemented, will help create an
environment in which each DoD component can achieve ever higher standards '
of performance by summoning forth the enthusiasm and dedication of every
man and woman involved in accomplishing its mission. Excellence can flourish,
I believe, only where individuals identify with a team, take personal pride in
their work, concentrate their unique efforts, develop specialized know-how, and
above all constantly explore new and better ways to get their job done. Freedom "
and incentives of *ust this sort, President Reagan has observed, "unleash the
drive and entrepreneurial genius that are the core of human progress."

This tech nique-establish ment of strong centralized policies implemented
through highly decentralized management structures-has its legacies at DoD. ,
On this model, for example, Navy-industry teams working together as one -
brought the Polaris submarine-launched missile system from initiation to suc- "
cessful operational test in one-third the time it. would take now. InI today's ad- :
vance development work, centers of excellence should in,-lude select program
management and induIstry teams working more closely together on new proto-
type weapons. If'DoD truly is to fly and know the cost before it buys, the early"
phase of'research and development must be one of surpassing quality, following '
procedures and meeting timetables distinct frlomi those of approved production '
programs.[

Despite formidable bureaucratic obstacles, I believe that a centers-of-excel-
lence approach can tangibly Improve produictivity and quality. If widely adopted ]
and steadfastly Supported, it could achieve revolutionary progress throughout,"
defense management. The potential applications are almost without number. In -
1984, for example, DoD began to apply this concept to managing its installations"
its potential centers of excellence, by according installation commanders much,-
greater latitude to run things their own way, cut through red tape, and experi- ;
mient with new ways of accomiplishing their missions. A-s it result, commanders
and their personnel have found more effective ineans to do their jobs, identified,.
wasteful regulations, and reduced costs while Improving quality. The programn
has shown the increased defense capability that comes by freeing talented peo-
ple front over-regulation and unlocking their native creativity and enthusiasm.

Excellence in defense Inanagetnent %%-]] not ,-11d can not emerge by legislat-SI

P

tion or directive. Excellence requires the o)p ,)sitc--esp~onsilility and authority
placed firmly in the hands of those at the working level, who have knowledge
and enthusiasm lot- the tasks at hand. T1o accomplish this, ways mutst be found torestore el sense ofdshared purpos and cing o'l convidence a song Congress,.
Io), and industr. Each mnist forsake Its asment wavs Odoing ousinesv in
favor ofma enewei quest aor excellence. iEs

Xii
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Congress must resist its inveterate tendency to legislate management prac-
tices and organizational details for DoD. Excellence in defense management will
not come from legislative efforts to control and arrange the minutest aspects of'
DoD's operations. Congress can more usefully contribute by concentrating on
larger, often neglected issues of overall defense posture and military perform-
ance.

DoD must displace systems and structures that measure quality by regula-
tory compliance and solve problems by executive fiat. Excellence in defense
management can not be achieved by the numerous management layers, large
staffs, and countless regulations in place today. It depends, as the Commission
has observed, on reducing all of these by adhering closely to basic, common-
sense principles: giving a few capable people the authority and responsibility to
do their job, maintaining short lines of communication, holding people ac-
countable for results.

Defense contractors and DoD must each assume responsibility for improved
self-governance to assure the integrity of the contracting process. Excellence in
defense management will not be achieved through legions of government audi-
tors, inspectors, and investigators. It depends on the honest partnership of
thousands of responsible contractors and DoD, each equally committed to
proper control of its own operations.

Xiii
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Summary

Final Report
to the President



In July 1985, tis Commission was charged by thle President to cond~uct at
defense management study of important dlimen~sion. Our findings and

recommendations,* summarized below, concern major feat ures of national se-
curity planning and budgeting, mihltarv organization and command, acquisition
organization andi procedures, and government-induistry accountability. Thiis
summary represents, with certain imp~ortant additions, the lblueprint for overall
improvement in defense management 1)1esenited ats our biner un Report to1/he Pres-
idetit onl February 28. 1986.

National Security Planning and Budgeting
The C ommissioni fi nds that t her e Is i t1at ineed for Inmpirovemient In thec

wsav w~e think ti loughl and tie togethei our SCCUI ItV o)Je*( ux eS, W~hat We Spend to
achiev e them, and wh-lat we decide to buy . The entlire Under taking forf ourit na-
ion11s (defense requnires more anti better long- range planniing. T1his will in volve

concerted action by our- professional mili1tary, thle civilian leadership of the
D~epartment of LDeifnse, the P~residlent, and tile Congress.

TI l.i hre Is n iti() )loal msseiWItei thle [Xeculi l B ranch an11r1 c
SA ingress rechl~ c )llercit andl eilltiling agiveient 01t inatioinal in ilitarv st rat -

cg . 1i1 l cics to ) (a liv it (nit, and the fliidinig that shoul bi e prmxil(-iil
Iight ()I lit, )\Vflll (A )1iv and( (A)llipet ing( ('Iillis oin iit i(tial resources. I he
absc)(i t 1stlI a Ssserii co mribuic s su bstlm i alk lo ) h i tIsialiliv anid Ii titr-
al\ IlOF(0 iitc I ta,'t pig ourlevise progirai. I liese caus illaaces 'iou 0111 il-

Ulr\~~~~ f(aI'd n 1]1-ae h cs" Iprcrigit11tr
cIpi lct i 1 i S 111iltes i (sI5(P l ciii.mlt'r

Bowlc lImig-linige plamiiiiig ililist bc based: onI iiiilitarv advxice (A l order11(
mml itsti~ld ii0~.lvv i~able-I Iil (AP15 aii'l )Wa1(l looking, and Itillv mtc-

oi atl. ill, .1(1\~ luti11st tpit- the best 1 )ossiblt assilel oI ()iil m crall
riidttliix \ is-a-vjs jXI'li.lq)pollt'lts. and muitst caddl vailuate the

l~piliaiio 1-11 aitoladlitss o)f tlie Iindividutal seix ices an111 the'llil lando

((P0 )IliI 11(11 ld.Iliiglilrsa.lalelloos )1lli1(ltlt

I()5~~P1 iiilto S t pamiit' requ(it~lie alt~,iilv higis(m 1review o f e(It-

lisc lumilge. 'Ilic jptllt ill mol (Pt loielgt It\1CV itx. ixovitig (Iilli.tiv

*Ilit' (A 1u4;is si;1 IO NctmItItm Im ill t t i ll ail dt-taIle fl tillat At y~cli i n w

tis I. matf ?ipvi. All appl)( I ll iia i s~ IS lltO i'( ill .1 sqmI~il(- i)dn. Fma I, rp17.?
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ef tr by nuimerouIs congressionial (-(I n tittees ad( subl)flu~llitees. cenlt ers o11 ('i-

iethe1 tlitinutid (A- lil1c Itllis ()I the( gl-ass (lIlill. .1ll(at loll 1to d(-Ielsc, '11)(I
)I)S(1l lS ilupw)ill dii liti terS ( )I si rate. i( )i o al (o( l( t s, ad ( ke'. (Ic Iei is

issues. A\s sc'il( t ( l(ldwat(1 Ir iiiii ( )tI lie seildi Armcnd scricse (:( )Ill-
Iiiit CC. 1t(ltlv() -eve( I. I iI)l( Ig'c pi )( S (listor)ts II( tue iaid le (d) ()iirs

Si011,11 over1sight by' hwCIlSIIIg j)1iliard,\l Oml Ili(c (flIeSIMlol ()t huw iiih lX'(,l w
dliwelt ie ey(Iltils -fwi~t IC )I. whIi'. and1( li( well.-

01 gledler (01 wern (01igiecssimfl'll aplimOal o)I the l)1ldge mi a weai-to-ve.1i

l -ss(oIlilvjue odillii(e h n)e wiiiei's owii hiisto)Iit*i ei idl
(M- (IOClIISC. 11"Iiia iin iii i b)\ fits ai11( Starts .ii( ljxlt('( (lt ( '1157 (1(41,1is I-re -d

(da ( ( )sl t I Mltig m O\('iilhl bl(idgets. 11111I11ti1A of,11c gv .111 laiiiig.

AIlie liet eltet ofI this 11\1g 1) v-"-ld is less (IeI'lise ali(d lorets Althomuh
0()t. 11 Ii((leii. tis elf etI is silifi(Illll-ahlid It (1111 be a\voided.

11111 , III\ua bu ()ill\ at1. key iniilstoiies. intI a loii1S om strategy anid o)peii-
tIoiial o()ipS ilisteadl(Il m. itemis are .iiiioiig thlilos ll()lipontrallt (li111ligeS
that (mild lbe illaIe wo iiiipiome (fle iahliliilg. IIW\ \%()uII( eiihiaiwem 1 lie

oiigissioi .I( oeinIaiiig" goo(I ii1iioiiIl1 setc111u 1)hi\
(.[geI is ~d Oil strategy an 1(ycrjteimi~ial toiiteIs also) would pro'mlle

It ll L1i('li(' iii civ liiii Ill t he p l oial icc () o I the ( )M I ' oe ()II ll S(te l of
1)e1lise thli '.vouilii aii' lc.isatel c -(al ]ev i/"It iml of() that 014,1(c. Ill g('ileral. We
helit''.t' CA( lgies should piii1 it, eseietaiv\ to ouglaii/e hIs Offlice as lie

.\oiiiiist tii 1(io)hu ( )ligi('ss/cd (will th i l't5l M ogil iid fIc ali l iaiiitl lllpc

1)1(0 's.1 tha tlll ' Iilics/' the etleiiiit o 01iI .~(Siicl iiiav~('it 10o
H.ll'l'xithii C iolistjol (omiIIIes of'a uitel);Ite, bug-tedIl~c awi fuiiidioiig.pill

S.lo Pulht '11 ()Itt ill debate~li t'us bs folloiws:ca (I tic

xv-gI iils ))l 11si l. H c Co lils i lsr l- i~ s(
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Defense planning would start with a comprehensive statement of national
security objectives and priorities, based on recommendations of the National
Security Council (NSC).

Based on these objectives, the President would issue, at the outset of his
Administration and thereafter as required, provisional five-year budget lev-
els to the Department of Defense (DoD). These budget levels would reflect
competing demands on the federal budget and projected gross national prod-
uct and revenues and would come from recommendations of the NSC and the
Office of Management and Budget.

The Secretary of Defense would instruct the Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff (JCS) to prepare a military strategy for the national objectives,
and options on operational concepts and key defense issues for the budget
levels provided by the President.

The Chairman would prepare broad military options with advice from
the JCS and the Commanders-in-Chief of the Unified and Specified Com-
mands (CINCs). Addressing operational concepts and key defense issues
(e.g., modernization, force structure, readiness, sustainability, and strategic
versus general purpose forces), the Chairman would frame explicit trade-offs .

among the Armed Forces and submit his recommendations to the Secretary
of Defense. The Secretary of Defense would make such modifications as he
thinks appropriate and present these to the President.

The Chairman, with the assistance of the JCS and the Director of Central
Intelligence, would prepare a net assessment of the effectiveness of United
States and Allied Forces as compared to those of possible adversaries. The
net assessment would be used to evaluate the risks of options and would ac-
company the recommendations of the Secretary of Defense to the President.

The President would select a particular military program and the associ-
ated budget level. This program and budget level would be binding on all ele-
ments of the Administration. DoD would then develop a five-year defense
plan and a two-year defense budget conforming to the President's
determination.

The President would submit to the Congress the two-year budget and the
five-year plan on which it is based. Congress would be asked to approve the
two-year budget based upon this plan. It would authorize and appropriate
funding for major weapon systems at the two key milestones of full-scale en-
gineering development and high-rate production.

xix



DoD would present the budget to Congress on the basis of national strat-
egy and operational concepts rather than line items. The details of such pres-
entation would be worked out by the Secretary of Defense and appropriate
committees of Congress.

Military Organization
and Command

In our Interim Report, the Commission recommended the changes in military
organization and command described below. These were designed to assure
unified action by our Armed Forces. On April 24, 1986, in a Special Message to
Congress, the President endorsed these recommendations and requested early
enactment of legislation required to implement them. As the culmination of a
major legislative effort begun in the House of Representatives in 1982 and
joined in the Senate by passage of the Barry Goldwater Department of Defense
Reorganization Act of 1986, we anticipate enactment of our basic
recommendations by the end of 1986.

Recommendations
Current law should be changed to designate the Chairman of the Joint

Chiefs of Staff (JCS) as the principal uniformed military advisor to the Presi-
dent, the National Security Council, and the Secretary of Defense, repre-
senting his own views as well as the corporate views of the JCS.

Current law should be changed to place the Joint Staff and the Organiza-
tion of the Joint Chiefs of Staff under the exclusive direction of the Chair-
man, to perform such duties as he prescribes to support the JCS and to re-
spond to the Secretary of Defense. The statutory limit on the number of
officers on the Joint Staff should be removed to permit the Chairman a staff
sufficient to discharge his responsibilities.

The Secretary of Defense should direct that the commands to and reports
by the Commanders-in-Chief of the Unified and Specified Commands
(CINCs) should be channeled through the Chairman so that the Chairman
may better incorporate the views of senior combatant commanders in his ad-
vice to the Secretary.

The Service Chiefs should serve as members of the JCS. The position of
a four-star Vice Chairman should be established by law as a sixth member of

xx
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the JCS. The Vice Chairman should assist the Chairman by representing the
interests of the CINCs, co-chairing the Joint Requirements and Management
Board, and performing such other duties as the Chairman may
prescribe.

The Secretary of Defense, subject to the direction of the President,
should determine the procedures under which an Acting Chairman is desig-
nated to serve in the absence of the Chairman of the JCS. Such procedures
should remain flexible and responsive to changing circumstances.

Subject to the review and approval of the Secretary of Defense, Unified
Commanders should be given broader authority to structure subordinate
commands, joint task forces, and support activities in a way that best sup-
ports their missions and results in a significant reduction in the size and
numbers of military headquarters.

The Unified Command Plan should be revised to assure increased flexi-
bility to deal with situations that overlap the geographic boundaries of the
current combatant commands and with changing world conditions.

For contingencies short of general war, the Secretary of Defense, with
the advice of the Chairman and the JCS, should have the flexibility to estab-
lish the shortest possible chains of command for each force deployed, con-
sistent with proper supervision and support. This would help the CINCs and
the JCS perform better in situations ranging from peace to crisis to general
war.

The Secretary of Defense should establish a single unified command to
integrate global air, land, and sea transportation, and should have flexibility
to structure this organization as he sees fit. Legislation prohibiting such a
command should be repealed.

Acquisition Organization
and Procedures

Action within the Administration and in Congress to improve national
security planning and budgeting and military organization-as recommended
by the Commission-will provide the element of stability required for substantial
improvement of the acquisition system. This element is critical, and has been
missing. While significant savings can be and have been made through better
procurement techniques, more impressive savings will come from eliminating
the hidden costs that instability imposes.

xxi
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Our study of' acquisition reveals, andl our. collective experience f uilly con-
firms, that there are certain common characteristics of' successful comimercial
ad( governmental jprojects. Short., LinaligliouIS liles Of" commun1111cationl
among levels of' management. Small stalls of' highly competent professional
p~er'sonnel, an eimp1 hasis onl Innovat ion and product ivityv smiart buying practices,
and, most imp~ortantl1y, it stab~le environment of' planning and f Iunding-all are
characteristic of, efficient and successfutl management.

These characteristics should be hallmarks of lef'ense acquisition. '[hey are,
iinf'Ortunatelv, antithetical to the pro(ess the Congress and1 the D~epartment of'
IDef'ense have createdl to condluct 11uLch of' def'ense aC(IuliSitiOnl over the y'ears.
With notable exceptions, weapon systems take too long and cost too m-uch to
produce. Too often, they (10 not lperf'friu as promised1 or expected. T[he rea-
soils are numerous.

Over the long term, there has been chronic instability in t )p-line funding
and, even worse, in p~rograms. TIhis eliminates key economies of' scale, stretches
out p)rograms, andl discourages contractors f rom making the long-term invest-
mlents req1uiredl to Improve productivity.

Federal law governing procurement has become overwhelmingly complex.
Each new statute adopted by Congress has spawned imore adinistr'ative regu-

lain-slwadiegulatio) hae iolif erated, (lef'ense aCcqiLsition has become

ever more1- bure-aulcratic and encumbered by unprIMoductive lavers of' manage-
mlerit and overstaffing.

Respon sibili ty For acquisition policy has become f'ragmented. 'Ther'e is to-
day nto single senlior official in the Office of' the Secretary of' Def'ense (051)
Wo)rking fuill-timne to provide overall supervision of' thle acquisition system.
While otherwise convinced that the Secretary should b~e left f'rec to organize his
Office ats hie sees fit, the Commission conicludes that the dlemand1s of the acqtii-
sition svstemn have become so %%eight-,, as to require organizational change
withinl that Office.

lInfthe absence of* such at senioi' ( SI official, policy resp~onsibilityv has
teiiledl to devolve to the Services, where at tines it has been exercisedl without
fle eCCessai'V COOrd I flat iOn Or Llnifoi'nutyV.

Authority For acqluisit ion execution, and accuntilability vfor its results, have
become vast lv (Iiltted. P~rogiram nmanagei's have inl effect beeii dleprived of' coin-

roI) over pro~ gramus. '1 hey are con f'rontied Instead by. never-ending bi rcauc'auic
ob~ligat ionis for imakiing r'eport s and gaining approvals that beai' no i'elat ion to

lDeficiencies In thle seni or-level appointment sv'stelul hit\,( complj)icatedl the
rc( rll iielit (U lop t( o t eetive p~ersonn iel withI i ndutstrial and acquiisit ion ex pert-
cnice. Recen t steps I () iImprove tlie pro-(fecs(Ioisui of' militai'y ;1qmiilsiii( )il p~er-
SOMiCI have been made wit hi ii the I epaieli ( fIefs adrIi f)icl1
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legislation. T[he existing civilian personnel management system has not, how-
ever, allowed similar imlprovement s in career lpatlis andl edutcation for civilian
acquisition personnel. 1T) attract andl retain a good work t'Orce req1uires a more
flexible system f'or management ol'contracting officers an(I ot her se nior acqu i-
sition persoiinel--one compilaralble to the successful systeml for scientists and enl-

gineers recently demonstrated in the Navy's so-called China Lake personnel
project. Major innovations in personnel management and regulations are
needed. The Commission's recommendations in this critical area can and should
be acted upon quickly and are of the highest priority.

A better job of (letermnining requiremenlts and1 estimnating costs has b~een
needed at thle outset of' weapons development. M'ore nioriev andl better engi-
neering investedl at thle f'ront endi will get more reliable and better p)erf'Orming
weapons into the field moire q1uickly and chealy1. For exanmple, recent imp~rove-
ments in budgeting to mlost-likelv cost have (Iemonstratedl that this approach
canl result in a reduction in overruns.

All too often, requirements for nlew' weapol sy*stemls have b~eef) overstatedl.
'This has led to overstated specifications, which has led to higher cost equip)-
iiient. Such so-ca-lled goldplating has become dleeply embedded In Our sy'stemi
today. '[he (clirrent streamllining effttot in thle D~efense Department is directed
atl this plem.)Ii1

D~evelopmental andl operational testing hav'e been too divorced, the latter
has been undfertaken too late in tile cycle, and pr)Iototypes have been used anid
tested farl too little.

In their advanced dlevelop~ment projiects, thle Services too often have dupli-
catedl each othiers eflorts and (list avored new ideas and systems. Tlhe D~efense
Advanced Research IProjedts Agency has not had at sufficient role lin hardware
experimlental ion aind 1)r-ototv,)inlg.

C;ommon sense, thle Indispensable ingredlient hrl a1 successful system, has
not always governied acquisitloll strategies. More competition, for example, is
bleleficial, butl thle mechanistic pulrsuit of competitin Foir its own sake wotilIl e
inlefficient and sactrifice qualit -with harmnful results. Niulti-vear procuremenlt,
baselinling. and thle use of' lion-developmental items all entail costs to manage-
mnent flexibility. bitlwouldl vield far- greateir benefits iii priogr'am stabilit y. Tlhe
Dl'fense D~eparttment has intitiatedl some baselining (thle 1B-I is an examp~le) and
has made pi'ogress in gaining conigr'essioinal ac'ep~taince of' miulti-yeat'
contracting.

lIn sumll, thle C omnmissio~n finds t(hilt here Is legitimate cause For dissatisla.-c-
[loll) with thet process by which thle D)epart ment of' lefeitse and Congress buy~
milita iv equpi jmen~t and ma1iterial. We st rongly (disagree. however, with thle co )m-
ito11N. lv hld views of what is wrong ad~ how it iI nISI be fixed, '[he naition's (de-

tenlse jpi'(gralis lose tat' fll( )ie to inefficienlt procHeduri ies I hait to I r-audl and
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dishonesty. The truly costly problems are those of overcomplicated organization
and rigid procedure, not avarice or connivance.

Chances for meaningful improvement will come not from more regulation
but only with major institutional change. Common sense must be made to pre-
vail alike in the enactments of Congress and the operations of the Department.
We must give acquisition personnel more authority to do their jobs. If we make
it p ossible for people to (1o the right thing the first time and allow them to use
their common sense, then we believe that the )epartment can get by with far
fewer people.

The well-publicized spare parts cases are only one relatively small aspect of
a far costlier structural problem. Each spare parts case has its own peculiarities,
but there are several major recurring causes that are systemic in nature. Many
of these causes have been identified by the )efense Department.

It is undoubtedly important to buy spare parts with care and at reasonable
cost. It is vet more important not to let the spare parts cases lead us to ignore
larger problems or, even worse, to aggravate them. Policy makers must address
the root causes of inefficiency, not dwell on marginal issues. The prescription
we ofter for those larger problems will, we believe, result in savings on major
weapon systems and minor spare parts alike.

Recommendations
Notwithstanding our view that the Secretary of Defense should be free to

organize his Office as he sees fit, we strongly recommend creation by statute
of the new position of Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition) and authori-
zation of an additional Level II appointment in the Office of the Secretary of
Defense. This Under Secretary, who should have a solid industrial back-
ground, would be a full-time Defense Acquisition Executive. He would set
overall policy for procurement and research and development (R&D), super-
vise the performance of the entire acquisition system, and establish policy for
administrative oversight and auditing of defense contractors.

The Army, Navy, and Air Force should each establish a comparable sen-
ior position filled by a top-level civilian Presidential appointee. The role of
the Services' Acquisition Executives would mirror that of the Defense Acqui-
sition Executive. They would appoint Program Executive Officers (PEO),

• 'each of whom would be responsible for a reasonable and defined number of
acquisition programs. Program Managers for these programs would be re-
sponsible directly to their respective PEO and report only to him on program
matters. Each Service should retain flexibility to shorten this reporting chain
even further, as it sees fit.
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Establishing short, unambiguous lines of authority would streamline the
acquisition process and cut through bureaucratic red tape. By this means, the
Department of Defense (DoD) should substantially reduce the number of ac-
quisition personnel.

Congress should work with the Administration to recodify all federal
statutes governing procurement into a single government-wide procurement
statute. This recodification should aim not only at consolidation, but more
importantly at simplification and consistency.

DoD must be able to attract, retain, and motivate well qualified acquisi-
tion personnel. Significant improvements, along the lines of those recom-
mended in November 1985 by the National Academy of Public Administra-
tion, should be made in the senior-level appointment system. The Secretary
of Defense should have increased authority to establish flexible personnel
management policies necessary to improve defense acquisition. An alternate
personnel management system, modeled on the China Lake Laboratory dem-
onstration project, should be established to include senior acquisition per-
sonnel and contracting officers as well as scientists and engineers. Federal
regulations should establish business-related education and experience crite-
ria for civilian contracting personnel, which will provide a basis for the
professionalization of their career paths. Federal law should permit ex-
panded opportunities for the education and training of all civilian acquisi-
tion personnel. This is necessary if DoD is to attract and retain the caliber of
people necessary for a quality acquisition program.

The Joint Requirements and Management Board (JRMB) should be co-
chaired by the Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition) and the Vice Chair-
man of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The JRMB should play an active and impor-
tant role in all joint programs and in appropriate Service programs by
defining weapons requirements, selecting programs for development, and
providing thereby an early trade-off between cost and performance.

Rather than relying on excessively rigid military specifications, DoD
should make much greater use of components, systems, and services avail-
able "off the shelf." It should develop new or custom-made items only when
it has been established that those readily available are clearly inadequate to
meet military requirements.

A high priority should be given to building and testing prototype sys-
tems and subsystems before proceeding with full-scale development. This
early phase of R&D should employ extensive informal competition and use
streamlined procurement processes. It should demonstrate that the new
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technology under test can substantially improve military capability, and
should as well provide a basis for making realistic cost estimates prior to a
full-scale development decision. This increased emphasis on prototyping
should allow us to "fly and know how much it will cost before we buy."

The proper use of operational testing is critical to improving the opera-
tions performance of new weapons. We recommend that operational testing
begin early in advanced development and continue through full-scale devel-
opment, using prototype hardware. The first units that come off the limited-
rate production line should be subjected to intensive operational testing and
the systems should not enter high-rate production until the results from these .

tests are evaluated.

To promote innovation, the role of the Defense Advanced Research Proj-
ects Agency should be expanded to include prototyping and other advanced
development work on joint programs and in areas not adequately emphasized
by the Services.

Federal law and DoD regulations should provide for substantially in-
creased use of commercial-style competition, relying on inherent market
forces instead of governmental intervention. To be truly effective, such com-
petition should emphasize quality and established performance as well as
price, particularly for R&D and for professional services.

DoD should fully institutionalize "baselining" for major weapon systems
at the initiation of full-scale engineering development. Establishment of a
firm internal agreement or baseline on the requirements, design, production,
and cost of weapon systems will enhance program stability.

DoD and Congress should expand the use of multi-year procurement for
high-priority systems. This would lead to greater program stability and lower
unit prices.

DoD must recognize the delicate and necessary balance between the gov-
ernment's requirement for data and the benefit to the nation that comes from
protecting the private sector's proprietary rights. That balance must exist to
foster technological innovation and private investment which is so important
in developing products vital to our defense. DoD should adopt a data rights
policy that reflects the following principles:

* If a product has been developed with private funds, the government
should not demand, as a precondition for buying that product, unlim-
ited data rights even if the government provides the only market. The
government should acquire only the data necessary for installation,
operation, and maintenance.
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* If a product is to be developed with joint private and government fund-
A ing, the government's needs for data should be defined during contract

negotiations. Government contribution to development funding should
not automatically guarantee it rights to all data.

C.

* If a product is developed entirely with government funds, the govern-
ment owns all the rights to it but may under certain circumstances make
those rights available to the private sector.

The President, through the National Security Council, should establish a
comprehensive and effective national industrial responsiveness policy to sup-
port the full spectrum of potential emergencies. The Secretary of Defense,
with advice from the Joint Chiefs of Staff, should respond with a general
statement of surge and mobilization requirements for basic wartime defense
industries, and logistic needs to support those industries and the essential
economy. The DoD and Service Acquisition Executives should consider this
mobilization guidance in formulating their acquisition policy, and program
managers should incorporate industrial surge and mobilization considera-
tions in program execution.

Government- Industry
Accountability

In recent years there has been increasing public mistrust of the perform-
ance of private contractors in the country's defense programs. Numerous re-
ports of questionable procurement practices have fostered a conviction, widely
shared by members of the public and by many in government, that defense con-
tractors place profits above legal and ethical responsibilities. Others argue that
contractors have been unfairly discredited through ill-conceived official actions,
exaggerated press, and mistaken public dialogue. The depth of public senti-
ment and prospect of continuing tensions and divisions betwc n government
and industry are cause for concern.

Our nation relies heavily upon the private sector in executing defense pol-
icy. Cooperation between government and industry is essential if private enter-
prise is to fulfill its role in the (lefense acquisition process. Contractor or gov-
ernment actions that undermine public confidence in the integrity of the
contracting process jeopardize this needed partnership.

Aggressive and sustained enforcement of civil and criminal laws governing
l)rocurement punishes and deters misconduct by tile few, vindicates the vast
Iniijoritv who deal with the government lawfullW, and recoups losses to the
'I reasurv. As President Reagan emphasized in public remarks announcing tile
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f'ormation of' this Commission, "Waste andl f'rald b1 corporate cont ractors are
more than at ril)off' of' the taxpayer-they're a blow to tile SeCUri-tV' 011ow- na-
tion. And this the American people cannot an(I should not tolerate.- Specific
measures can andI should be taken to make civil and criminal enfor01cemrent still
m'ore effective.

Management and emiployees of' companies that contract with the D)efense
D~epartment assume uniq1 ue andl compelling obligations to the people of' our
Armed Forces, the American taxpayer., andl on r nation. l'heV muILst apply (and

- lbe perceived as applying) the highest standards of, business ethics and conluct.
- Significant improvements in contractor self-governance. addressing problems'

uniq1ue to defense contracting, are requiredl. Contractors have at legal and
moral obligation to disclose to government aut horities miiisconduct dliscoveredl
ats at result of' self-review.

Improvements also should be made in the Department's administration of'
current standards of conduct for military personnel and civilian employees. Ad-
ditional enforcement and compliance, and complementary efforts to address
the respective ethical concerns of government and industry, are required.

Despite an Unquestioned need f'or b)road adininist rative oversight of" -onl-
t ractor 1 )erf'Orma nce, defense programs have too often suffered from lack of'
clear dlirect ion and cooperation among over. ight agencies. ProlifeCratlonl of'
uincoordinated contractor oversight-both administrative and congres-
sional-has added unnecessary cost andl inefficiency iii the pr)culremiett
p~rocess.

Government action should not imp)ede ef'forts by (contractors to imlpro ve
their own perf'ormance. The Commission is concernied that, f'or exam ple,
overzealous use of' investigative subpoenas by Defense D~epartmwent agencies
may result in less vigorous internal corporate auditing.

T"he Services and the IDef'ense Logistics Agency are authorized to suspend
or debar cont ractors, prohibitinig the award of' new government cont racts for1 a
particular period. Suspension andl debarment are powerful admtinist rat ive
tools. Existing regulations provide insuifficient guidance, however, as to whenl
anol how these sanctions should be used to p~rotec't legitlimate government inter-
Usts. It' poorly admninisteired, used for- impler'missib~le purlposes, or applliedl too

- ~broadly. tilie sanctions c-an toi'e('lose impJoirtanit sources of, suply and inflict
su~bstanilal harm-il onl responsible c('oriactors. A un1ifoim policy andl more pre-
oise adlminist rat ive criiter'ia are r'equir'ed to assurie predi(ctable and equitable ap-
p~licat ion of' these sanctions thbroughout the IDeparti ment of' l)etenIlse.



Recommendations
"The (ommission's rcconiendations address each of the above aspects of'

the )ef eise )epartment's relations with ind(usrv-lawe fllfolC elflellt corporate
governance, ofticial etihics, and contractor oversight.

We recommend continued, aggressive enforcement of federal civil and
criminal laws governing defense acquisition. Specific measures can be taken
to make enforcement still more effective, including the passage of Adminis-
tration proposals to amend the civil False Claims Act and to establish admin-
istrative adjudication of small, civil false claims cases.

To assure that their houses are in order, defense contractors must pro-
mulgate and vigilantly enforce codes of ethics that address the unique prob-
lems and procedures incident to defense procurement. They must also de-
velop and implement internal controls to monitor these codes of ethics and
sensitive aspects of contract compliance.

The Department of Defense (DoD) should vigorously administer current
ethics regulations for military and civilian personnel to assure that its em-
ployees comply with the same high standards expected of contractor person-
nel. This effort should include development of specific ethics guidance and
specialized training programs concerning matters of particular concern to
DoD acquisition personnel, including post-government relationships with de-
fense contractors.

Oversight of defense contractors must be better coordinated among the
various DoD agencies and Congress. Guidelines must be developed to re-
move undesirable duplication of official effort and, where appropriate, to en-
courage sharing of contractor data by audit agencies.

Government actions should foster contractor self-governance. DoD
should not, for example. use investigative subpoenas to compel such disclo-
sure of contractor internal auditing materials as would discourage aggressive
self-review. The new Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition) should estab-
lish appropriate overall audit policy for DoD agencies and generally super-
vise the DoD's oversight of contractor performance.

Suspension and debarment should be applied only to protect the public
interest where a contractor is found to lack 'present responsibility" to con-
tract with the federal government. Suspension and debarment should not be
imposed solely as a result of an indictment or conviction predicated upon
former (not ongoing) conduct, nor should they be used punitively. The Fed-

eral Acquisition Regulation should be amended to provide more precise
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criteria for applying these sanctions and, in particular, determining present
responsibility. Administration of suspension and debarment at DoD should be
controlled by a uniform policy promulgated by the Secretary of Defense.
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Introduction
p,

I. Background
In July 1985, the Commission was charged by the President to conduct a

defense management study of important dimension, including:

the budget process, the procurement system, legislative oversight, and
the organizational and operational arrangements, both formal and
informal, among the Office of the Secretary of Defense, the
Organization of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Unified and Specified
Command systems, the Military Departments, and Congress.*

The Commission held its first organizational meeting on August 15-16, %

1985, and received briefings from Secretary of Defense Weinberger and other
officials. Following this meeting, Commissioners were organized into six panels:
Strategy and Resource Planning; Military Organization and Command;
Acquisition; the Human Element-Personnel; Conduct and Accountability; and
Implementation.

In all, between August 1985 and June 1986 the Commission had some 30
day-long working sessions. Included among these were five days of public
hearings at which the Commission took testimony on a variety of defense
management issues. Witnesses at these and other meetings included members of
the Senate and House of Representatives, officials of the Office of the Secretary
of Defense (OSD) and Military Departments, industry leaders and associations,
public interest organizations, defense experts, and private citizens. In response
to its published requests, the Commission received and considered numerous b.

public comments on a wide range of acquisition-related issues. The Commission
also met with the three former Presidents, as well as foirmer Secretaries of 66
Defense and Assistants to the President for National Security Affairs. We
received presentations from a broad range of current and former civilian
officials and military officers. Amon these were (hairmen of theJoint Chiefs
of Staff, Service Secretaries and Service Chiefs, combatant and logistics
commanders, other military leaders, and high-ranking civilian officials of the
OSI) and Military Departments. We also had the benefit of unerous briefings
by major defense research centers.

*Set Exe(tuiive ()rder 12526 (J uh I 5, 19 85). inluded as Appendix B to this inal Report.

'I.
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On February 28, 1986, the Commission presented its Interim Report to the
President, which contained our initial findings and recommendations. These
recommendations were offered as a single blueprint for overall improvement in
defense management. They have provided the framework for three subsequent
Reports to the President: Defense Acquisition, which we submitted on April 7,
1986; National Security Planning and Budgeting, submitted June 12; and Conduct
and Accountability, submitted June 30. The present document, A Quest for
Excellence: Final Report to the President, compiles our detailed findings,
conclusions, and recommendations from each of these separate submissions.

In. Purpose
We have tried to take a broad and searching look at defense issues, and to

address the root causes of defense problems. Our overall blueprint for change
flows from certain enduring propositions of sound national security policy,
effective government, and basic management.

The Armed Forces of the United States are now and for the foreseeable
future an essential bulwark against the advance of tyranny. The purpose set
forth two centuries ago by the drafters of the Constitution-to "provide for the
common defense"-is one that we can meet today only with Armed Forces of the
utmost strength and readiness. Maintaining peace and freedom requires
nothing less.

To achieve this military capability, a sense of shared purpose must prevail in
relations between the Executive Branch and the Congress, and between
government and defense industry. Public and private institutions must
cooperate well, to serve the national good rather than mere partisanship or
special interest. The spirit of cooperation needed to promote the common
defense is today in jeopardy. This vital spirit must be preserved. Like the
effectiveness of our forces, it cannot simply be taken for granted.

The United States' defense effort is an enormous and complex enterprise.
It poses unique challenges-to plan sensibly for an uncertain future, to answer
new and unexpected threats to our security, to husband our technological and
industrial capacities and resources. Meeting these challenges will require, we
believe, a rededication by all concerned to some basic principles of management.
Capable people must be given the responsibility and authority to do their job.
Lines of communication must be kept as short as possible. People on the job
must be held accountable for the results. These are the principles that guide our
recommendations on defense organization and acquisition. They apply whether
one is fighting a war or managing a weapons program.

The present structure of the Department of Defense (Dol)) was established

2 r
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by President Eisenhower in 1958. His proposed reforms, which sprang from
the hard lessons of command in World War 1I and from the rich experience of
his Presidency, were not fully accomplished. Intervening years have confirmed
the soundness of President Eisenhower's purposes. The Commission has sought
to advance on the objectives he set for DoD.

Together, our recommendations are designed to achieve the following
significant results:

Overall defense decision-making by the Executive Branch and the Congress
can be improved.

Our military leadership can be organized and chartered to provide the
necessary assistance for effective long-range planning.

Our combatant forces can be organized and commanded better for the
attainment of national objectives.

Control and supervision of the entire acquisition system-including
research, development, and procurement-can be strengthened and

' streamlined.

Waste and delay in the development of new weapons can be minimized, and
there can be greater assurance that military equipment performs as expected.

DoD and defense industry can have a more honest, productive partnership
working in the national interest.

III. Implementation
Having called in our earlier Reports for a new spirit of cooperation among

the Executive Branch, Congress, and industry, we are especially gratified to note
that important actions have been and are being taken, by each of these

3
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institutions which share responsibility for the nation's defense, to implement the
Commission's recommendations.

* On April 1, 1986, the President issued National Security Decision
Directive (NSDD) Number 219, directing DoD and other responsible
Executive agencies to implement virtually all of those recommendations
contained in our Interim Report that do not require legislative action.* On
the same day, the Secretary of Defense issued detailed instructions to
DoD for this purpose.

0 On April 24, 1986, the President sent to Congress a Special Message
requesting the early enactment of legislation in order to implement the
balance of the recommendations in the Commission's Interim Report. This
included statutory designation of the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff as the principal military adviser to the President, the Secretary of
Defense, and the National Security Council; provision for the
Chairman's exclusive direction of the Joint Staff and the Organization of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff; and creation of the new position of Under
Secretary of Defense for Acquisition at Level II of the Executive
Schedule. The President also asked Congress to take recommended
action to simplify and consolidate procurement laws, develop procedures
for the authorization and appropriation of defense budgets on a biennial
basis, encourage the use of multiyear procurement, and support
milestone funding for major weapon systems.t

* Both the House and Senate have passed legislation, now awaiting
conference, which substantially achieves the objectives of our Interim
Report with respect to the role and authority of the Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, the establishment of a Vice Chairman, and the authority
of Commanders-in-Chief of the Unified Commands. By late June 1986,
both the House and Senate had approved legislation establishing the
Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition at Level II.

*The unclassified portions of NSDD 219, as announced in summary forim by the White House,
are included as Appendix C to this Final Report.
tThe President's April 24 Special Message to Congress is included as Appendix 1) to this Final
Report.
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0 A substantial number of leading defense contractors recently have
pledged to adopt and implement principles of business ethics and
conduct that acknowledge corporate responsibilities under federal
procurement laws. This important initiative, discussed more fully in our
report on Conduct and Accountability, is in keeping with the Commission's
recommendations on improvements in contractor self-governance.

It is only through a willingness to change by both public and private
institutions that our recommendations will achieve their ultimate purpose of
restoring stability to defense programs, saving money, and fielding better
military forces. These steps toward implementation are a promising beginning.
But much more remains to be accomplished. As an aid to the complete
implementation of our recommendations, we offer the succeeding portions of
our Final Report.
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Chapter One

National Security
Planning and Budgeting



I Introduction

A mong the major tasks assigned to the Commission by the President in July
1985 was the study of resource allocation for defense, including the

legislative process. While national security planning is primarily the
responsibility of the Executive Branch, principally the President, the National
Security Council, the Secretary of Defense, and the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the
defense of the nation requires constructive collaboration between the President
and Congress. Although the planning process has improved in recent years, we
believe that further reforms are required. Reforms must deal with three major j r .
problems in the current national security planning and budgeting process: the
need to relate military plans more adequately to available resources; the
instability of the defense budget process in both the Executive Branch and
Congress; and the inefficient role of Congress in the review of the defense
budget. Our work has addressed each of these problems in turn.

This Chapter sets forth our findings and recommendations* on the role of
the President in national security planning, a new process for planning national
military strategy, and an improved defense budget process in the Executive and
Legislative Branches. (A schematic representation of the process we propose is
provided in Appendix E to this Final Report.)

.'

*Amplifying on our Interim Report, these were presented earlier in National Securit. Planning and

Budgeting: A Report to the President, submitted June 12, 1986.
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II. The Role of the President in National
Security Planning

n our Interim Report, the Commission found that there is a need for more and
better long-range planning to bring together the nation's security objectives,

the forces needed to achieve them, and the resources available to support those
forces. It is critically important that this relationship be clearly established
through a national military strategy. At the same time, military strategy cannot
be carried out in isolation from the larger questions of the nation's overall ,-

foreign policy and its domestic economic and fiscal objectives. Within the
Executive Branch, only the President can make the decisions necessary to
balance these elements of national policy. For this reason, the Commission sees
a need to streamline the present extensive process for defense planning and
budgeting within the Executive Branch by establishing a mechanism for early,
firm Presidential guidance.

Today, the President provides national security objectives to the Executive
Branch in the form of National Security Decision Directives (NSDDs) that are r,
issued through the National Security Council (NSC). Formulated by an
incoming President as policy guidance, these directives are updated periodically,
either as a result of a continuing review of major national security issues or as
additional guidance in response to crises.

Historically, this process has yielded unclear guidance for national security
planning because objectives have been stated in NSDDs without recognition of
the limits to fiscal resources that are finally made available. Because of the lack
of early Presidential guidance on fiscal limits, defense resource plans are subject
to debate and change within the Administration up to the moment the
President makes final decisions before sending his annual budget to Congress.
These changes can ripple throughout the entire five years of the planning
period, resulting in annual change-sometimes quite large-to each year of the
Five-Year Defense Program.

Based on Presidential guidance contained in NSDDs, the Secretary of
Defense currently issues his own Defense Guidance document, early in the
budget planning year, for development of detailed programs and budgets by
the Military Departments and agencies of the Department of Defense (DoD).
The Secretary's Defense Guidance incorporates fiscal guidance to the Military
Departments and Defense Agencies for a five-year period. His guidance is built -

on ajudgment of the threats to national interests and the adequacy of our
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military forces to meet those threats. But it also reflects such changeable near-
term factors as the previous year's congressional decisions, the current budget
debate in Congress, guidance from the Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) to DoD based on Presidential decisions during the previous year's
budget formulation, and recent international events with national security
implications.

Late in the year, two events can cause extensive changes to the Secretary's
budget plan. First, Congress makes decisions on the budget submitted to it at the
beginning of each calendar year. Typically, these decisions are postponed by
Congress as long as possible. Congress usually does not enact a defense budget
until after the fiscal year has begun on the first of October, with obvious
disruptive effects not only for execution of the budget, but also for planning a
defense program for subsequent years. Recently, moreover, congressional
decisions increasingly have diverged not only from the President's budget
proposal, but also from Congress' own pronouncements on future defense
budgets as projected in earlier concurrent budget resolutions.

Second, in November of each year before the President transmits his
budget to Congress in late January, OMB conducts an independent review of
the Secretary's budget plan, drawing upon updated economic projections,
recently enacted congressional budget decisions, and the President's budget
priorities. As late as December, based on issues raised by the OMB review, the
President often directs changes to the Secretary's budget plan that affect
thousands of line items and require major revisions to the Five-Year Defense
Program. Such Presidential decisions on the defense budget, so close in time to
presentation of the President's budget to Congress, do not allow the Secretary of'
Defense sufficient time to review and advise the President of their effects on the
national defense program.

In the Commission's view, the instability induced by the present planning
and budgeting process can be substantially reduced, and its effects can be made
far less disruptive. As the Commission recommended in our Interim Report,
defense planning should start with a comprehensive Presidential statement of
national security objectives and priorities based on recommendations of the
NSC. On this basis, the President would issue provisional five-year budget levels
to the Secretary of Defense reflecting competing demands on the federal
budget as well as projections of gross national product and revenues. These
budget levels would be based on recommendations from the NSC with the
advice and assistance of the OMB.

Upon receipt of Presidential planning guidance, the Secretary of l)efense
would instruct the Chairman of the.Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) to prepare a
national military strategy that best achieves the national security objectives
within provisional budget levels. The Chairman would also be instructed to
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develop strategy options for each of the provisional budget levels, based on
consideration of major defense policies and operational concepts, to meet the
entire range of threats to these tional security objectives. A recommended
national military strategy and options would be prepared by the Chairman with
the assistance of the other members of the JCS and the Comnanders-in-Chief
(CINCs) of the Unified and Specified Commands. The military capabilities
provided by this strategy and options would be compared with the present and
projected capabilities of potential opponents in a military net assessment.

The Secretary of Defense would review the Chairman's recommendations
as described, and make such modifications as he deems appropriate. Upon
completing that phase of the new defense planning process, the Secretary, and
the Chairman as the principal military adviser, would present to the President a
recommended national military strategy, strategy options, and the net
assessment.

After review by the NSC, the President would select his preferred national
military strategy and its corresponding five-year defense budget level, based
upon his national security objectives and priorities, and an acceptable level of
risk. He would provide this decision to the NSC, the OMB, and the Secretary of'
Defense. The Presidential decision, including the five-year fiscal guidance,
would be binding on the Executive Branch unless changed by further
Presidential decision.

Based on the President's decision, the Secretary of Defense would develop
a detailed Defense Guidance for the Military Departments and Defense
Agencies to launch the Planning, Programming, and Budgeting System (PPBS)
internal to the DoD. The final version of the Defense Guidance would contain
the Secretary's detailed guidance on defense objectives, policy, strategy, force
levels, and fiscal guidance, all based on the President's decisions. The detailed
fiscal guidance would be the basis for a new Five-Year Defense Program and for
detailed pricing and scheduling of the new defense budget.

The Commission strongly believes that an early Presidential decision on a
five-year defense budget level, clearly linked to a Presidentially approved
national military strategy, is necessary to achieve a more orderly and more stable
process for executive and congressional planning and budgeting for defense.
Early Presidential determination of an appropriate five-year budget level would
better integrate all elements of the Executive Branch in the resource allocation
process, result in more coherent and stable long-range planning for national
defense, and provide the Congress a proposed defense program more readily
explained and justified in terms of national security requirements.

Our recommended improvements in national security planning and
defense budgeting process (outlined in Appendix E to this Final Report) should
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be commenced immediately to assist the defense planning and budgeting
activities now underway in DoD and in Congress to construct the first biennial
defense budget. The budget to be submitted to Congress in January 1987 for
fiscal years 1988 and 1989 should be the transitional budget for the new
planning process. The new defense planning and budgeting process would
thereby be fully implemented for the fiscal year 1990-91 budget. To achieve
that end, the President should provide the strongest guidance possible to the
NSC, the OMB, the Secretary of Defense, the Chairman of theJCS, and the
Military Departments.

Recommendations
To institutionalize, expand, and link a series of critical Presidential

determinations, we recommend a process (Appendix E) that would operate in
substance as follows:

The National Security Council would develop and direct a national
securit 3 planning process for the President that revises current national
security decision directives as appropriate and that provides to the Secretary
of Defense Presidential guidance that includes:

" A statement of national security objectives;

* A statement of priorities among national security objectives;

* A statement of major defense policies;

* Provisional five-year defense budget levels, with the advice and
assistance of the Office of Management and Budget, to give focus to the
development of a fiscally constrained national military strategy. Such
budget levels would reflect competing demands on the federal budget
as well as projections of gross national product and revenues; and

* Direction to construct a proposed national military strategy and
strategy options for Presidential decision in time to guide development
of the first biennial defense budget for fiscal years 1988 and 1989.

Following receipt of the Secretary's recommended national military
strategy, accompanying options, and a military net assessment, the President,
with the advice of the NSC, would approve a particular national defense
program and its associated budget level. This budget level would then be
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provided to the Secretary of Defense as five-year fiscal guidance for the
development of biennial defense budgets such that:

* The five-year defense budget level would be binding on all elements of
the Administration.

* Presidential guidance, as defined above, would be issued in mid-1986
to guide development in this transitional year of the first biennial
defense budget for fiscal years 1988 and 1989 to the maximum possible
extent.

* The new national security planning process would be fully imple-
mented to determine the course of the defense budget for fiscal years
1990 to 1994.
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Ill. A New Process for Planning National
Military Strategy

T ° provide the President and the Secretary of Defense with military advice
that better integrates the views of the nation's combatant commands and

Military Services, the Commission in our Interim Report recommended legislation
creating new duties for the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS). In the
Commission's view, the Chairman should become the principal military adviser
to the President, the National Security Council, and the Secretary of Defense,
representing his own views as well as the corporate views of the JCS. The
Chairman should be given exclusive direction of the Joint Staff, and other
elements of the Organization of the joint Chiefs of Staff, to perform such duties
as he prescribes to support the JCS and to respond to the Secretary of Defense.
To further assist the Chairman in performing his new duties, a new position of
Vice Chairman of the JCS should be created. We note that in a message to
Congress on April 24, 1986, the President endorsed these recommendations
and that the Senate and House have separately passed legislation along these
lines.

In making these recommendations, the Commission envisioned that the
new duties of the Chairman would iclude a major role in national security
planning. The Commission recommended that the Chairman, with the advice of
the other members of the JCS and the Commanders-in-Chief (CINCs) of the
combatant commands, be given responsibility for preparing and submitting to
the Secretary of Defense a fiscally constrained national military strategy, with
strategy options, based on the President's initial guidance on national security
objectives and priorities, and his provisional five-year budget levels. The
Chairman would also, with the assistance of the other members of the JCS, and
in consultation with the Director of Central Intelligence, prepare a military net
assessment of the capabilities of United States and Allied Forces as compared to
those of potential adversaries. The net assessment would be used to evaluate the
risks of the strategy and the strategy options.

On April 1, 1986, the President issued a directive to the Secretary of
Defense (see Appendix C to this Final Report) calling for a new process for
planning national military strategy. The following section of this report
elaborates the Commission's views on the new process to aid in implementing
our recommendations.
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Improved Defense Strategy Development

Just as the President's guidance on national security objectives and priorities
should provide a clear statement of what we must achieve, military strategy
should provide a clear statement of how we will achieve it. That strategy must
address how we plan to achieve particular national ends with available, or
reasonably anticipated, military means. Specifically, a strategy must relate
proposed military force levels to available resources.

It is incumbent upon our senior military leaders, as they chart a course for
the nation's military fhrces into the next century, to apply financial limits to
military force planning in a way not previously attempted. The questions that
such planning entails must be answered in that light. These include:

0 What kind and what numbers of forces should we field in the future?

" What kind of equipment should they have:,

0 How rapidly should we modernize their equipment:,

0 How, and at what pace, can we best incorporate the benefits of
technological advances?

* How much should we spend on readiness and sustainability, on the one
hand, and modernization, oin the other?

0 What balance should we strike between strategic nuclear and general
purpose fbrces?

0 How can we keep the overall cost of building and mnaintaiiing military
forces within limits while achieving performance objeclives?

fito devehp a well-designed national militar a sratcg. tile (;haii-nwl should
first ensure that he has it ftull range of % iews fr)lti (le J<mii ( Chiefs. who ts
individ ual Service (hiefs are (-hargcd wiih (lehcl(pilig and l)(vIiig the
natio n's Armed Fo)rces. and l mi tilhe ()ietatianal C)llnatl(lets. wh) are charged
with enliplovirig them. Seco)iud, Ite ( hainrm shm()il i intcgrale the s inlet inles
conf licting perspe(tives arising fr ti ihe ldiIfercn I ij(' )m,,siileitis held )v thcse
ofli(ces into ,i (oherentI nilitar .sratcg. [his strategy tihts \o uld rellect tile
best thinking (I the i iai i tim ', setif Ii l iii iiitarv lcadcrship.

Th lPi (tla( t If sti(l l ttegv-de'er )l)IIi(li Ii pr(wcss W( t)ld rtflc(t tile fiscal
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constraints directed by the President for the planning period and would include:

" an appraisal of threats to the achievement of our national objectives
across the full range of potential conflict during the five-year planning I,

period;

* a recommended strategy to meet our objectives and to respond to these
threats during the planning period; and

• the force requirements and capabilities to support the strategy.

In order to frame a wide range of decision alternatives for the President,
the Chairman would be directed to provide the Secretary with strategy options
resulting from the President's five-year budget levels and from variations within
a given budget level. These would reflect explicit trade-offs among the Services
and among competing requirements from the combatant commands. In
addressing options to the proposed national military strategy, the Chairman
would consider major defense policies and operational concepts (e.g.,
modernization, force structure, readiness, sustainability, security assistance
policy and funding levels, strategic nuclear forces versus general purpose forces,
etc.).

In order fOr the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff to provide sound
military advice on the various strategy options, a companion analysis should be
prepare( that would i(teltifv:

" adcjuistments to current f)rce levels in accor(lance with the President's
provisional budget levels and the associated costs or savings;

* problems that iay preclude attainment of' needed force levels or
capabilities without moilbilization (eg.. persoMnel quality Or quantity
unattainable with)ut c(onscrilption, and the adequacy of the industrial
base to Support force levels);

" tin ique regi()nil |(insile railoi ns that nmay restrict outn ability to enip)loy
n ililarv r e (e.g.I py Flit ical oi other po tential disadvantages to the use of
i .S. torces, aiintainabilitv of Iinles o)f su pply. access I) friendly ports of'
entr', etc.): ail

• liniits oii deploy)iient o r mo)bilizatioii hat IllaV restrict our ;il)1lit\v to
eu lploy imiliturv For)ces in confliiit (e.g., lie availabillitv of transport, tile

adequacy o)f Ilie training base, etc.).
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Our proposed process for strategy development does not diminish the value
of force planning as currently provided in the Joint Strategic Planning Docu-
ment (JSPD). The JSPD serves as the JCS contribution to the planning phase of'
DoD's Planning, Programming, and Budgeting System, but it could be revised to
provide a more meaningful overarching framework for strategy and force
planning. The analytical value of the JSPD lies in its identification of force levels
for global general war that could guide the development of related peacetime,
resource-constrained forces. Specifically, the JSPD planning force could be
linked to a peacetime mobilization base for a "worst case" contingency of a global
general war. The mobilization base derived from theJSPD planning force could
be developed to achieve the shortest possible time to expand from mobilization
base levels to planning force levels-consistent with the President's fiscal
guidance. Such a peacetime posture should be a central consideration in
developing the recommended national military strategy and strategy options
provided to the President. In addition, forces for support of regional unified
commanders in pursuit of U.S. national security objectives in peacetime, as well
as the more probable, less intense forms of conflict, should also be identified in
the JSPD mobilization base planning force.

An Improved Net Assessment
As an element of the planning process we propose, it would be necessary to

make a more comprehensive effort to assess the capabilities of our forces to
accomplish their missions in the light of projected military threats posed by
potential adversaries. Where appropriate, Allied Forces should be included in
this analysis.

A net assessment of military capabilities, projected five years into the
future, can help identify the risks associated with alternative military strategies
and force postures. It would be of major assistance to the Chairman, the
Secretary of Defense, and the President in framing and selecting a defense
budget level and force posture better tied to national security objectives and
priorities. As an adjunct to the new strategy planning process, the net
assessment could help identify existing or emerging problems and opportunities
that need to be brought to the attention of the Secretary of Defense and the
Chairman for further study in the development of strategy options.

The expanded planning responsibilities to be assigned to the Chairman of'
the Joint Chiefs of Staff would require that he prepare an independent,
comprehensive military net assessment in order to evaluate the recommended
national military strategy and any strategy options proposed. The Commission
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has recommended that the Chairman prepare this assessment for the Secretary
of Defense with the assistance of the other members of the JCS and in
consultation with the Director of Central Intelligence. He should also draw
upon the advice of the combatant commanders.

Recommendations
The Secretary of Defense, following receipt of the Presidential guidance

described previously, should direct the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
(JCS), with the advice of the other members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the
Commanders-in-Chief (CINCs) of the Unified and Specified Commands, to:

" Appraise the complete range of military threats to U.S. interests and
objectives worldwide;

" Derive national military objectives and priorities from the national
security objectives, major defense policies, and priorities received from
the President; and

* Provide the Secretary of Defense a recommended national military
strategy that:

Best attains those national security objectives provided by the
President, in accordance with his policies and priorities;

Identifies the forces and capabilities necessary to execute the
strategy during the five-year planning period; and

Meets fiscal and other resource constraints directed by the
President during the five-year planning period.

At the direction of the Secretary of Defense, the Chairman also should
develop strategy options to achieve the national security objectives. Such
strategy options would:

* Frame explicit trade-offs among the Armed Forces;

* Reflect major defense policies and different operational concepts, in
terms of different mixes of forces or different degrees of emphasis on
modernization, readiness, or sustainability;

* Respond to each provisional budget level provided by the President;
:J-.
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0 Explore variations within a particular provisional budget level; and

* Highlight differences in capability between the recommended national
military strategy, on the one hand, and feasible alternatives, on the
other.

At the direction of the Secretary of Defense, the Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, with the assistance of the other members of the JCS and the
CINCs, and in consultation with the Director of Central Intelligence, should
also prepare a military net assessment that would:

* Provide comparisons of the capabilities and effectiveness of U.S.
military forces with those of forces of potential adversaries for the
Chairman's recommended national military strategy and other strategy
options;

* Reflect the military contributions of Allied Forces where appropriate;

0 Evaluate the risks of the Chairman's recommended national military
strategy and any strategy options that he develops for the Secretary of
Defense and the President; and

* Cover the entire five-year planning period.

The Secretary of Defense, following his review and analysis of the
Chairman's recommendations, should provide to the President:

* The Secretary's recommended national military strategy and its
corresponding five-year defense budget level, consistent with the
President's policy and fiscal guidance;

* Appropriate strategy options and corresponding five-year defense
budget levels sufficient to provide the President a wide range of
alternatives in choosing a national defense program; and

* A military net assessment of the recommended national military
strategy and strategy options.

p,
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IV. The Congressional Defense Budget
Process-A Need for Change

The recommendations discussed above, when implemented by the President

and the Secretary of Defense, will go a long way toward making defense
planning and budgeting within the Executive Branch more rational and stable.
But this effort will fail to achieve the desired results if Congress does not do its
part to improve its role in the process. Realism in long-range planning and
budgeting for defense within the Executive Branch must be met by a responsible
exercise of congressional power in budget review and oversight.

In defense budgeting, as in most other matters of national policy, the
President proposes but Congress disposes. The national defense program
depends upon steady, long-term vision if it is to meet our long-term security
needs effectively. Congressional focus, however, is myopic and misdirected.
Only the upcoming budget year gets real attention, and this attention is directed
at the budget's microscopic pieces, its line items.

Problems inherent in Congress' defense budget review manifest themselves
in budget resolutions that reflect little or no consistency from year to year; in
changes to thousands of line items within the defense budget that, taken
together on this kind of scale, verge on randomness; and in defense
appropriations that are invariably late in enactment.

It is true that changing political and economic circumstances may require
the Congress to adjust its plans from time to time. But the Commission believes
that both the number and the magnitude of changes resulting from
congressional review of the defense budget are excessive and harmful to the
long-term defense of the country.

Where national defense is concerned, today's congressional authorization
and appropriation processes have become mired in jurisdictional disputes,
leading to overlapping review of thousands of line items within the defense
budget. A growing rivalry between the Armed Services Committees and the
Defense Appropriations Subcommittees over the line-item makeup of the
defense budget has played a major role in moving congressional review of the
defense budget toward narrowly focused financial action on individual items
and away from oversight based on operational concepts and military
effectiveness. During the review of the 1985 defense budget, for example,
Congress made changes to over i,800 separate defense programs and directed
DoD to conduct 458 studies ranging from the feasibility of selling lamb
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products in commissaries to the status of retirement benefits for Philippine
scouts.

This kind of tinkering and financial fine-tuning has heightened defense
program instability because of its wide reach and lack of broader operational
focus. Congressional action on the 1985 budget reduced the President's request
by $20.5 billion, but, of that amount, only $0.5 billion (or 2 percent) involved
outright program cancellations or procurement terminations. The other 98
percent of the reduction came from changes to procurement rates and mixes,
level-of-effort cuts, miscellaneous personnel trims, and financing adjustments.

In addition, DoD now finds itself involved in a new congressional budgeting
phenomenon in which the Appropriations Committees have funded programs
that the Armed Services Committees have not authorized. In fiscal year 1986,
the DoD Appropriation Act included over 150 line items, valued at $5.7 billion,
that were authorized at a lower level or were not authorized at all. As of this
date, the fiscal year is more than half over but DoD cannot obligate funds nor
conclude contract negotiations for almost $6 billion of programs while the
disagreement continues between congressional committees.

Under these circumstances, the Secretary of Defense and the Military
Departments find themselves in the position of making final decisions in
formulating a budget for the next fiscal year while Congress is still debating its
own wide-ranging differences on the budget for the ongoing fiscal year. When
Congress finally makes its appropriation decision, the Secretary and the Services
are forced to adjust the proposed budget for the upcoming fiscal year, late in the
budget-formulation process within the Executive Branch, in order to
incorporate the impact of congressional changes. The timing and scope of these
changes prevent the DoD from making coherent linkages among the three
defense budgets that it manages at any one time-the budget being executed,
the budget under review by Congress, and the budget that DoD is developing
for the upcoming fiscal year.

Meanwhile, defense managers and defense procurement personnel around
the world must implement late congressional decisions after the fiscal year has
started. They are confronted with numerous changes that alter and delay their
program plans, schedules, and contract decisions. This instability, in turn,
spreads outward to the defense industry, whose investment and production
plans must be hastily adjusted annually as a result of late congressional
appropriations.

Finally, instability in defense budget planning has been further exacerbated
as a result of the new Gramm-Rudman-Hollings legislation. In March 1986, the
sixth month of the fiscal year, DoD was forced to take a 4.9 percent reduction in
each of almost 4,000 programs, projects, and activities, for a total cut of $13.6
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billion in budget authority and $5.2 billion in outlays. These across-the-board,
automatic cuts allowed no analysis or management judgment to be exercised
about priorities or about their effect on defense programs and forces. The
essence of budgeting is setting priorities. Our recommendations depend upon a
rational choice of priorities by responsible defense managers, as opposed to a
mechanistic allocation of resources across all activities. We must assume that
government will remain a place of judgment.

Many of the problems described above affecting congressional action result
from major differences of opinion within Congress on the funds to be provided
for defense in any one year. However, as this debate continues from year to
year, congressional budget resolutions show very little consistency regarding
national defense funds, and, as a result, their projections of defense budgets for
future years have become unreliable measures of congressional intent.

Shortly after congressional budget resolution projections are made, the
budget-formulation process begins in the Executive Branch to build budgets for
the years covered by such projections. As the last guideposts of congressional
intent before Executive Branch budget formulation, budget resolution
projections p)lay a central role in decisions on the levels for defense that are used
for planning within DoD and that the President ultimately will propose to
Congress. To the extent, then, that Congress has reflected unrealistic levels for
future defense budgets in its budget resolutions, lack of realism will also affect
the President's budget. This document to a large degree each year mirrors the
congressional budget resolution of the previous year. That is why congressional
budget resolution projections should be made with great care, with full
commitment to those projections from key committees that review the defense
budget.

The Commission urges the leaders of Congress to develop ways to relate
projections in budget resolutions to the five-year budget levels developed within
the Executive Branch (as described in the previous sections of this report) for
provision, in turn, to Congress. We believe that a much-improved linkage
between the new proposed process for defense planning and budgeting within
the Executive Branch, and the current budget resolution process within
Congress, is central to responsible decision-making on matters of national
security.

Another concern is the role budget resolutions play in later phases of the
overall congressional process. The practice has been for the authorizing and
appropriations committees to treat Budget Committee targets as ceilings from
which they could depart, rather than as congressional commitments. The
steadiness that should mark long-term planning for the nation's defense has
suffered as a result.
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The Commission is also concerned about the lack of cooperation in review
of the defense budget that marks authorization and appropriation actions today
in Congress.

The Armed Services Committees need to become less concerned with
attempting to control line items through authorization action and need to
concentrate more on the task for which they are best suited, allocation of funds
between and within major operational categories of the defense budget. In the
Commission's view, the Armed Services Committees also should have an
important role to play in ensuring that new weapon programs in fact contribute
to military effectiveness within major operational categories. They should be
the primary congressional agents for approval of acquisition programs entering
full-scale development and high-rate production as recommended by the
Commission in its report on Defense Acquisition and described later in this
Chapter.

The Armed Services Committees cannot, however, simply take on such
roles unilaterally. The leadership of the authorizing and appropriations bodies
that deal with the defense budget must agree on a division of labor that lessens
considerably the overlap and consequent rivalry that marks the process today.
We agree completely with the observations made by the Senate Armed Services
Committee, in an April 1986 report, on the need for congressional reform in
providing for the nation's defense:

Congressional reform must extend beyond the confines of defense oversight.
Ultimately, fundamental patterns of congressional behavior must change.
Committee jurisdictions must be reasserted and tightened to minimize overlap
and duplication. Redundant legislative phases of budgeting, authorizing, and
appropriating must be consolidated.

Procedural Reforms
If leadership problems within Congress can be overcome, and stability of

the defense budget and a more appropriate division of labor among committees
can be achieved, procedural reforms can have further beneficial effect. The
most important reform, in the Commission's view, is adoption by Congress of'
biennial defense budgets tied to a five-year plan.
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A. Biennial Budgeting and Five-Year Planning forDefense

In our Interim Report, we recommended that the President submit to
Congress a two-year defense budget and the five-year plan on which it is based.
Congress would be asked to approve a two-year budget based upon this plan. It
would do so through a two-year authorization and appropriation for national 0,

defense. We note that the 1986 Defense Authorization Act calls for the
submission to Congress by the President of a two-year defense budget for fiscal
years 1988 and 1989 in early 1987. DoD is now preparing such a budget. We
applaud this initiative by the House and Senate Armed Services Committees,
and we believe that, if Congress decides to adopt this new method of budgeting,
it can lead to the two-year defense authorization and appropriation that we
have recommended. We are mindful, however, that for some years the
President has, at congressional direction, provided requests for two-year
defense authorizations, but only the first year of each of these requests has ever
been acted upon.

The Commission believes that a biennial budget process for defense, tied to
a five-year defense plan, would promote stability by providing additional time
to do a better job-to think through military planning options, to evaluate
results of current and prior-year execution of the defense budget, and to ensure
that each phase of the cycle has the attention needed. A two-year cycle also
would, in particular, allow DoD to pay more attention to programming, the
second phase of the Planning, Programming, and Budgeting System (PPBS)
where individual defense programs are put together, refined, and compared to
each other to respond to defense needs.

A new biennial defense programming process would need to be fashioned
to precede the process through which biennial budgets are formulated. Stability K
obtained from such two-year processes would provide many benefits
throughout DoD not the least of which would be found at the operational level
in the field, where installation and activity commanders and program managers
turn budget decisions into action.

A two-year defense budget cycle could also allow the Executive and
Legislative Branches of government to spend one of the two years on a
necessary, but generally ignored, evaluation process. It should help the Services
to better manage their programs, and Congress to stick to its deadlines and
schedules. Having spent a year reviewing ongoing activities, Congress should be
able to begin earlier and move faster in the appropriation year.

One of the major arguments against biennial budgeting is that it builds too
much inflexibility into the system. National security objectives and priorities,
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however, ordinarily do not change appreciably from year to year, nor should
military strategy or the military force structure change radically over a two-year
period. In addition, the appropriate tools needed to make any changes
required in the second year of budget execution are already in existence.
Current reprogramming, supplemental, and budget amendment procedures
are more than adequate to address the need. Reprogramming thresholds and
transfer limitations within program categories should be reviewed by both
Congress and DoD in a biennial budget context, and additional flexibility should
be provided if needed. Rescissions and deferrals are also techniques that can be
used when necessary.

Primarily, however, a two-year appropriation for defense would stop the
yearlong chaos of budget-making that we now have, or at minimum, allow it to
happen only every two years rather than annually. This would surely provide a
greater degree of stability over a longer period of time. -

We applaud DoD support for two-year defense budgets and growing
support within the Congress. We are particularly encouraged by Secretary
Weinberger's commitment to the concept. He echoed the Commission's
sentiments in his letter transmitting the April 1, 1986, Report on Two-Year
Defense Budgeting to the Armed Services Committees and Appropriations
Committees when he stated:

... The resulting improved stability could increase the efficiency of lefense
operations. Such an approach could also serve to simplify the currently lengthy
and time consuming budget process. Both Congress and the Executive Branch
would have significantly more time to focus on the resolution of policy issues
and the establishment of priorities. Moreover, the adoption of biennial
budgeting should reduce the need for Congress to fund our (defense)
operations through limited and ineffective Continuing Resolution Authority
proced u res....

B. Milestone Authorization, Baselining, and Multi-Year
Procurement
To complement biennial budgeting, the Commission believes that milestone %

authorization, baselining, and multi-year procurement should be instituted and
expanded by both DoD and Congress for all major defense programs.

Milestone authorization would allow the Armed Services Committees to
Focus their review of major acquisition programs on two key program
milestones, the beginning of full-scale engineering development and the start of
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high-rate production. Programs advancing through these milestones in either
the first or second year of a particular biennial authorization request would be
identified to Congress by DoD, which would provide a program baseline for
each identified program. A program baseline would describe the cost, schedule,
and operational performance of the systems to be acquired during the
production lifetime of the program, would be certified at the highest level of
responsible officials within DoD, and would establish a contract between the
Executive and Legislative Branches based on mutual expectations for the
program.

If such a process were in place, the Armed Services Committees would not
need to subject defense programs performing well, relative to an approved
baseline previously established at a key milestone, to the same level of scrutiny as
programs arriving at key milestones. In fact, to the maximum possible extent,
programs that proceed successfully through congressional authorization at the
high-rate production milestone should be executed through multi-year
procurement. Once multi-year procurement is initiated, changes to a program
baseline, either through DoD action or through later congressional
authorization or appropriation action, should be avoided because of the
financial penalties involved. In the Commission's view, milestone authorization,
baselining, and multi-year procurement would promote the kind of stability
and proven cost savings in budgeting for national defense that are central
objectives of our recommendations.

C. Changing the Structure of the Defense Budget
Finally, the Commission believes that the Congress, DoD, and the Office of'

Management and Budget must together begin the hard work necessary to
reduce an overly detailed line-item review of the defense budget and to bring a
broader, operational perspective to the defense budget and its companion Five-
Year Defense Program.

The Five-Year Defense Program has been constructed to provide a
crosswalk between the input (financial) side of the nation's defense budget and
the output (forces, weapon systems, manpower, etc.) side where defense
programs are grouped according to the operational purposes they serve.
However, the relative lack of attention historically directed at operational
concepts to guide defense spending has resulted in relatively poor structural
development of the output side. While the basic foundation of an operationally
oriented structure has been in place in the Five-Year Defense Program for some
time, much more work must be done to build a new, and more adequate,
budget structure for congressional biennial defense authorizations and
appropriations.
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For example, such a new budget structure might better show the
contribution of the B-I bomber to national defense by grouping the B-i
program and other appropriate programs within a budget account titled
"Modernization of Strategic Nuclear Forces" rather than, as is now the case, a
budget account called "Aircraft Procurement, Air Force." A revised budget
structure of this type would allow a better review of the different types of
strategic nuclear systems, in relationship to each other and to overall national
security objectives, than is now the case.

In addition, it would allow for more management judgment to be
introduced by aggregating, consolidating, and reorganiLing thousands of line
items into fewer budget activities within the Military Departments. For example,
if all Army cargo and utility helicopters and their modifications, spares, and
simulators were placed in a new, single, aggregated activity, 39 line items could
be reduced to 4. Similarly, 358 line items for trucks could be reduced to 11. This A,

would permit more reasoned, practical, and balanced decisions to be made.

Recommendations

CONGRESS

A joint effort among the Appropriations Committees, the Armed Services
Committees, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB), and the
Department of Defense (DoD) should be undertaken as soon as possible to
work out the necessary agreements, concepts, categories, and procedures to .0
implement a new biennial budget process for defense. Biennial budgeting for
defense should be instituted in 1987 for the fiscal year 1988-89 defense
budget. Congress should authorize and appropriate defense funding for those
two years. The second year of this new biennial budgeting process should be
used by both Congress and DoD to review program execution where
appropriate.

Congress should reduce the overlap, duplication, and redundancy among
the many congressional committees and subcommittees now reviewing the
defense budget.

The leadership of both parties in the House and the Senate should review
the congressional process leading up to annual budget resolutions with the
intent of increasing stability in forecasts for defense budgets for future years.
We cannot stress strongly enough that a responsible partnership in providing
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for the national defense means agreement between Congress and the President
on an overall level of a five-year defense program early in a new President's
term in office and adherence to this agreement during his Administration.

The chairmen and ranking minority members of the Armed Services
Committees and the Defense Appropriations Subcommittees should agree on
a cooperative review of the defense budget that has the following features:

* Review by the Armed Services Committees of the defense budget in
terms of operational concepts and categories (e.g., force structure,
modernization, readiness, and sustainability, etc.);

* Review and authorization of individual programs by the Armed
Services Committees that concentrate on new defense efforts at key
milestones-specifically the beginning of full-scale development and
the start of high-rate production-in terms of their contributions to
major defense missions; and

* Review by the Appropriations Committees, using the new budget
structured in terms of operational concepts and categories, to adjust the
the President's defense budget to congressional budget resolution
levels through refinements based on information not available when
the President's budget was formulated months earlier.

Congress should adhere to its own deadlines by accelerating the budget
review process, so that final authorizations and appropriations are provided to
DoD on time, and less use is made of continuing resolutions.

Congress should review and make major reductions in the number of
reports it asks DoD to prepare and should closely control requirements for
new reports in the future.

EXECUTIVE BRANCH

The President should direct the Secretary of Defense and OMB to
institute biennial budgeting for defense in 1987 for the fiscal year 1988-89
defense budget and budgets thereafter.

The Secretary of Defense should develop and submit to Congress defense
budgets and five-year plans within an operationally oriented structure. He V
should work with the appropriate committees of Congress and with OMB to , .
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establish the necessary mechanisms and procedures to ensure that a new
budget format is established.

The Secretary of Defense should institute a biennial programming
process within DoD to complement the proposed biennial planning and
budgeting processes.

The Secretary of Defense should work with the Armed Services
Committees to define procedures for milestone authorization of major defense
programs.

Baselining and multi-year procurement should be used as much as
possible to reinforce milestone authorization.
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V. Conclusion

D efense of the nation demands that better links be forged among national
security objectives, national military strategy, and defense budgets.
The President must initiate the effort. He must challenge the Secretary of

Defense, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the nation's key military
leaders to create a national military strategy that can become the basis of'
America's protection into the next century. Only the President can define the
terms and boundaries necessary to set such a broad gauge effort in motion, and
he must be confident that it will yield the proper result.

Prepared with this kind o," . national military strategy, the President can
provide Congress a blueprint for national security, and a constructive
partnership can be formed to carry it out-through a five-year national defense
program that logically follows. This partnership will, however, require
Congress to improve its methods and make them more responsive to the
requirements of national defense.

In the end, all responsible senior officials must exercise leadership if better
methods are to take hold and yield a better national defense. We must depend
upon dedicated and talented people to take the concepts we have presented and
build upon them for the future.
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To accomish meaningful, long-range defense planning, certain modifica-
t ions are needed in ou. defense establishment.*

The President and the Secretary of' Defenuse require miilitary advice that
better integrates the individual views of' the nation's comb~atant commanders
and the Chiefs of the Services. Today, there is no( one uiiifOrtned officer clearlIN
responsib~le for providIing such anl integrated view, who canl draw upon the best
thinking of', and act as an effective spokesman f'or, our senior military leader-
ship. The current authority of' the Chairman of' the Joint Chiefs of'Staff is in-
sufficient to eniable him to perform effectively in this cap~acity. The Chairman's
advisory relation to the President and the Secretary of Defenlse, the Chairman's
mandlate over the joint Staff and the Organization of the Joint Chief's of'Staff.
and the Chairman's place in the channel of commnuications between the Secre-
tary of' Defense and the Commanders-in-Chief ofI thle Unified and Specified
C;ommands (Cl NCs), all muist be strengthened to tis eill.

So, too, must the views of' the (11NCs be more strongly andl purposefully
represented than they are at present within the couniicils of the joint Chief's and'
in weapons requirements decision-mnaking. Because it is the responsibility of
the Chairman to integrate the sometimes conflictinig advice of the Service
Chief's and the (:1NCs ito at national st rategy, t 1ie(ecssity VFor inliJarlialiv

* ~ and (l)becli viin doing So argues for another voice in the joint Chiefs of'Staf
* to rep~resent the views of' the (A NCs. For these purposes, and to assist thle

Chaliati In Is existing and additional resp~onsibilit ies, we conclude that the
p)osit ion of' Vice C hairiman of the Joint Chiefis Of' St should be established.

T here is anl imjipor-in nleed to provide for cont inunity of advice to the Sec-
retarv of, Iefenlse anld thle President inl thle absence of, thle Chaiimni of, tilie

.Joint Chief's of' Staff'. The current system, in which thle members ofI thle joint
C hief's of, Sta ff (J( S) rotate quarterly ias Actling C hairman, has prov'ided contl-
ii uitx' better thanl earlier svstemls. It also has servedl to enhiance it needled joint

* lpersp~ectiv'e imong the Service Chief's and~ increase their effectiveness in both
their-JCS a1nd Service roles. T he establishment of' a Vice Ch]airman ats at mlei-
ber of the J oiint Chief's of' Sta ff having special resp~onsibilities For representing
he itrests of' the ( I N( s ando reviewinig weapons requirements wvould lbe anl

impo~rtanit innlovation. While tinllerscolring thec imiportance of' continuity, the

*With certain imlportantl addlitionis, this Chapter represents relevant findings anol
recomn etdationis presented earlier iii our Intertim Rep~ort. .
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Connission believes the procedures under which an Acting Chairman is desig-
nated should remain flexible. Under the President's direction, the Secretary of'
Defense should be permitted to adopt those procedures which are best suited
to the particular circumstances and to revise them in accordance with changing
needs.

The Commission believes that the present authority of the Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff to influence the quality of the personnel assigned by the
Armed Services to the Joint Staff is adequate to assure proper support for him,
and for the joint Chiefs of Staff. We note that the JCS corporately control all
military personnel, and therefore are in the best position to provide the Chair-
man with the best possible staff. We do not believe that Congress can usefully
legislate new rules for selecting and promoting Joint Staff officers. 0

We find that improvements also are needed in the several Unified (i.e.,
multi-Service) and Specified (i.e., single Service) Con mmands into which our
combat forces are organized.

The measure of command now accorded the nation's combatant corn-
manders is not always sufficient for our forces to perform with high confidence
of success and coherence of ef'Ort. Unified Commanders require broader all-
thority than "operational command," as now understood and practiced, in or-

(ter to mneet the heavy responsibilities that their niissions place on them.
In our Interim Report, we expressed the conviction that, were combatant

commanders authorized and directed to do so, they could reduce significantly
the numbers of headquarters subordinate to them and their components, as well
as the numbers of personnel assigned to staff duties in these headquarters. We
remain convinced that increased authority for each CINC should enable him so
to rationalize his command structure. We therefore urge that the Secretary of
Defense elicit, through the JCS, specific recommendations to that end.

T'he Unified Command Plan divides responsibilities among combatant
commanders too arbitrarily on the basis of geographical boundaries. Today, ,
sone threats overlap those bloundaries and nust be lealt with Functionally.

Moreover, tile cuirrent comnland siUcture reflects coliniand arralge-
mIents illtha evolved during World Willr I! to deal with high-intensity conflict
acrolss Vast regions oft tihe globe. However well tile layers of t l )reselt co01n-
miand structure suit tile cint ingency of general war, they are in )t always well-
suite([!to ti he regional crises, leiisiis, ald conflicts that ire cOriio i plc
tolday.

Finally, lose c)ordination of' strategic lift oft lilitary fo0rces tlroighout
lile wo)rlil now consi rains nilitary effecttiven less. lhere are dln()linstrated naiia-
gria[ shortfalls in our aIbility to) allo)alte iailable air, ladl , aldi( sea talisl)orla-

36n an()lg Inanv cllinianiS.
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The specific changes recommended by the Commission are necessary to as-
sure unified action by our Armed Forces. On April 24, 1986, in a Special Mes-
sage to Congress (see Appendix D to this Final Report), the President endorsed
our recommendations on military organization and command and requested
early enactment of legislation required to implement them. As the culmination
of a major legislative effort begun in the House of Representatives in 1982 and
joined in the Senate by passage of the Barry Goldwater Department of Defense
Reorganization Act of 1986, we anticipate enactment of our basic recommenda-
tions by the end of 1986.

Recommendations
The Commission recommends the following reforms in federal law and

DoD practices.

Current law should be changed to designate the Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff (JCS) as the principal uniformed military advisor to the Presi-
dent, the National Security Council, and the Secretary of Defense, repre-
senting his own views as well as the corporate views of the JCS.

Current law should be changed to place the Joint Staff and the Organiza-
tion of the Joint Chiefs of Staff under the exclusive direction of the Chair-
man, to perform such duties as he prescribes to support the JCS and to re-
spond to the Secretary of Defense. The statutory limit on the number of
officers on the Joint Staff should be removed to permit the Chairman a staff 4.

sufficient to discharge his responsibilities.

The Secretary of Defense should direct that the commands to and reports
by the Commanders-in-Chief of the Unified and Specified Commands
(CINCs) should be channeled through the Chairman so that the Chairman
may better incorporate the views of senior combatant commanders in his ad-
vice to the Secretary.

The Service Chiefs should serve as members of the JCS. The position of
a four-star Vice Chairman should be established by law as a sixth member of
the JCS. The Vice Chairman should assist the Chairman by representing the
interests of the CINCs, co-chairing the Joint Requirements and Management
Board, and performing such other duties as the Chairman may prescribe.

The Secretary of Defense, subject to the direction of the President,
should determine the procedures under which an Acting Chairman is desig-
nated to serve in the absence of the Chairman of the JCS. Such procedures
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should remain flexible and responsive to changing circumstances.

Subject to the review and approval of the Secretary of Defense, Unified
Commanders should be given broader authority to structure subordinate
commands, joint task forces, and support activities in a way that best sup-
ports their missions and results in a significant reduction in the size and
numbers of military headquarters.

The Unified Command Plan should be revised to assure increased flexi-
bility to deal with situations that overlap the geographic boundaries of the
current combatant commands and with changing world conditions.

For contingencies short of general war, the Secretary of Defense, with
the advice of the Chairman and the JCS, should have the flexibility to estab-
lish the shortest possible chains of command for each force deployed, con-
sistent with proper supervision and support. This would help the CINCs and .
the JCS perform better in situations ranging from peace to crisis to general

war.

The Secretary of Defense should establish a single unified command to
integrate global air, land, and sea transportation, and should have flexibility
to structure this organization as he sees fit. Legislation prohibiting such a
command should be repealed.

JR
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I. Introduction

T he President established the Blue Ribbon Commission on Defense
Management in part because public confidence in the effectiveness of the

defense acquisition system has been shaken by a spate of "horror stories"-
overpriced spare parts, test deficiencies, and cost and schedule overruns.
Unwelcome at any time, such stories are particularly unsettling when the
Administration and Congress are seeking ways to deal with record budget
deficits. A major task of this Commission has been to evaluate the defense
acquisition system, to determine how it might be improved, and to recommend
changes that can lead to the acquisition of military equipment with equal or
greater perormance but at lower cost and with less delay. For this purpose, the
Commission formed an Acquisition Task Force.*

We analyzed the horror stories, as others have done, but concluded that a
diagnosis based on recognized deficiencies could lead only to band-aid
treatments for a system more fundamentally ill. Therefore, our basic
methodology has been deliberately quite different.

We compared the defense acquisition system with other systems, both
government and commercial, that develop and produce equipment of
comparable complexity, in order to find success stories that could provide a
model on which reforms of the defense acquisition system could be based.
Defense acquisition represents the largest and, in our judgment, the most
important business enterprise in the world. It deserve to be managed with the
highest standards. We therefore conducted a "search for excellence" by
examining organizations that had been most successful in acquisition, in order
to find a model of excellence for defense acquisition.

Chances for meaningful improvement will come not from more regulation
but only with major institutional change. During the last decade or so a new
theory of management has evolved. It has been developed by a limited number
of U.S. companies, and it has flourished in Japan. These new management

*The findings and recommendations of this Chapter are substantially those presented

earlier in A Formula for Action: A Report to the President on Defens.e Acquisition, submitted April 7,
1986. Additional recommendations, first presented here, relate to rights in technical data and
industrial mobilization.

The work of the Acquisition Task Force was directed by William 1. Perry. In addition to
David Packard, its members included Louis W. Cabot, Charles J. Pilliod, r., R. james Woolsey,
and the late Ernest C. Arbuckle.
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practices have resulted in much higher productivity and much higher quality in
the products being produced. They involve the participation of all of the people
in the organization in deciuing among themselves how the job can best be done.
They involve, above all, trust in people. They involve the belief that people in
an organization want to do a good job, and that they will-if given the
opportunity-all contribute their knowledge, skill, and enthusiasm to work
together to achieve the aims and goals of their organization. Supervision can be
minimized, and detailed review of work can be greatly reduced. A real sense of
teamwork can be established. Every group in an organization can become a
center of excellence, and in this way the entire organization achieves a level of
excellence in every aspect of its work.

Centers of excellence have evolved here and there in the acquisition
process, in the form of project teams that have developed and produced new
weapons rapidly, efficiently, and with high quality performance. Unfortunately,
this is not the way DoD typically operates. All too many people in DoD work in
an environment of far too many laws, regulations, and detailed instructions
about how to do their work. Far too many inspectors and auditors check their
work, and there is a hierarchy of oversight in far too many layers, requiring
much wasteful reporting and paperwork.

The quest for excellence in defense management will be successful only if a (
new management philosophy can replace the old. Instead of concentrating on
the things that are being done wrong and trying to fix them with more laws,
more regulations, and more inspectors, DoD should concentrate on those things
that are done right and use them as models.

Common sense must be made to prevail alike in the enactments of Congress
and the operations of the Department. We must give acquisition personnel more
authority to do their jobs. We must make it possible for people to do the right
thing the first time and allow them to use their common sense. When this is
done, layers of supervision can be eliminated, reporting can be minimized, and
DoD can get by with far fewer people. Only then will productivity and quality

" become hallmarks of defense acquisition.
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II. The Scope of the Defense Acquisition
System

D efense acquisition is the largest business enterprise in the world. Annual
purchases by the Department of Defense (DoD) total almost $170

billion-more than the combined purchases of General Motors, EXXON, and
IBM. DoD's research and development (R&D) expenditures are more than
fifteen times those of France, Germany, or the United Kingdom, and eighty
times those of Japan. Defense acquisition involves almost 15 million separate
contract actions per year-or an average of 56,000 contract actions every
working day.

DoD makes only a small percentage of its equipment. It depends primarily
on the nation's industrial companies to develop its weapons and to
manufacture everything from belt buckles to aircraft carriers. In general, these
companies do not work solely on defense contracts. Most of the top 50 defense
contractors also engage in substantial commercial production. Boeing, for
example, supplies aircraft both to DoD and to commercial airlines. IBM
supplies computers for military and commercial applications. In this way, the
technological base developed for commercial products can be effectively
applied to military products, and vice versa. On the other hand, this dual
commercial-military product base greatly complicates DoD's task of regulating
and auditing the technical and financial performance of industry.

DoD employs more than 165,000 people, both civilian and military, to
manage this vast array of R&D, procurement, and logistics programs. Nearly
all of these people work for the Services, which directly manage these
programs subject to the oversight of a relatively small staff in the Office of the
Secretary of Defense (OSD). Further oversight is provided by the Executive
Office of the President, including the Office of Management and Budget,
particularly in connection with the President's defense budget. And the
Congress, in exercising its constitutional responsibility to provide for our
Armed Forces, authorizes and appropriates funds for each of more than 2,600 I.
specified procurement and R&D line items, and plays a major role in
overseeing acquisition programs.

A responsible analysis of problems in the defense acquisition system must
take into account the complexity and scope of acquisition programs. A
responsible prescription for change must address the actions of everyone
who-for better or worse-can influence these programs, from defense
contractors and program managers to OSD officials and Members of Congress.
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Ill. Problems With the Present Acquisition
System

A ll of our analysis leads us unequivocally to the conclusion that the detense
acquisition system has basic problems that must be corrected. These

problems are deeply entrenched and have developed over several decades
from an increasingly bureaucratic and overregulated process. As a result, all
too many of our weapon systems cost too much, take too long to develop, and,
by the time they are fielded, incorporate obsolete technology.

Recent public attention has focused on cases of spare parts overpricing
that have been prominently reported by the media. Many of these cases were
uncovered by DoD itself, which has a major effort underway to detect spare
parts overpricing and to minimize such problems in the future. By contrast, we
have focused on the acquisition of major weapon systems, because improved
efficiency there can lead to cost savings greater by orders of magnitude. We
nonetheless also analyzed the spare parts cases to determine whether they are
indicative of systemic problems and, if so, how these should be addressed.
Although each of the cases we examined had its own peculiarities, we
identified a number of problems that Frequently recurred: for example,
government insistence on rigid custom specifications for products, despite the
commercial availability of adequate alternative items costing much less; the
ordering of spare parts so late in a program, after the close of the production
line, that they must be expensively hand tooled; the use of' unsuitable cost
allocation procedures that grossly distort the price tags of inexpensive spare
parts; the buying of spare parts in uneconomically small quantities and hence
at higher prices; and the simple exercise of' poor judgment by acquisition
personnel.

In general, we discovered, these problems were seldom the result of fraud
or dishonesty. Rather they were symptomatic of other underlying problems
that affect the entire acquisition system. Ironically, actions being prescribed in
law and regulation to correct spare parts procurement tend to exacerbate these
underlying problems by making acquisition procedures even more inflexible
and by removing whatever motivation exist. for the exercise of individual
judgment. This Chapter will concentrate on ways of improving the efficiency of
the overall acquisition system. Removing bureaucratic inefficiencies in our
acquisition of major weapon systems also will realize significant improvements
in our procurement of associated spare parts.
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Problems with the present defense acquisition system begin with the
establishment of approved "military requirements" for a new weapon, a step
that occurs before development starts. Two common methods exist for
establishing the need for a new system-"user pull" and "technology push."
Both methods are unsatisfactory.

User pull defines the institutional process by which users (notably the
Services) assess the adequacy of existing weapons to meet military needs, and
state the characteristics of the next generation of equipment desired to
overcome identified inadequacies. In general, this process does not adequately
involve participants with a sophisticated knowledge of the cost and schedule
implications of technical improvements required to satisfy these characteristics.
Consequently, user pull often leads to goldplating-that is, the inclusion of'
features that are desirable but whose cost far exceeds their real value. If users
understood the likely impact of their requirements on the schedule, quantity,
and maintainability of the weapons they eventually received, they would have
strong motivation for compromise. Generally, however, that compromise-a
conscious trade-off between performance and cost--does not take place to an
adequate degree. Implicitly, it is assumed that military requirements should be
"pure," and that any necessary trade-offs will take place later in the process.

Alternatively, requirements often are established by technology push. A
government or industry team conceives of a new or advanced technology. It
then tries to persuade users to state requirements that will exploit the new
technology. Most of the really significant improvements in military
technology-radar, jet engines, and the atomic bomb, for example-have
occurred by technology push rather than by an abstract statement of
requirements. Because participants in this process tend to push technology for
its own sake, however, this method is no less prone to result in goldplating than
user pull.

Once military requirements are defined, the next step is to assemble a
small team whose job is to define a weapon system to meet these requirements,
and "market" the system within the government, in order to get funding
authorized for its development. Such marketing takes place in a highly
competitive environment, which is desirable because we want only the best
ideas to survive and be funded. It is quite clear, however, that this competitive
environment for program approval does not encourage realistic estimates of'
cost and schedule. So, all too often, when a program finally receives budget
approval, it embodies not only overstated requirements but also understated
costs.

Funding having been approved, the Il)o) program team is then enlarged
and given the task of' preparing detailed specifications. Weapon system
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specifications for a major program typically run to thousands of pages, not
counting generic military specifications included by reference. System
specifications effectively become a surrogate for overstated military
requirements, which tend to fade from view.

DoD then invites industry to bid on the program. The overly detailed
system specifications serve as a basis for defense contractors to prepare
competitive proposals describing how they would meet the specifications, and
at what cost to them and price to the government. The preparation of'
competitive proposals may very well expose technical problems with the
specifications, or reveal modifications that would be cost effective. The
environment in which program competition typically takes place, however,
encourages improvements uithin specifications, but discourages modifications ',
that deviate from specifications. This effectively forecloses one princil)al
factor-trade-offs between performance and cost---o w.hich the ,,m peti i ion
should be based. The resulting competition, based instead principally on ccost.
all too often goes to the contractor whose bid is the most optimistic.

In underbidding, contractors assume there will be an opportnni later in
a program to negotiate performance trade-off's that make a low bid achieVable.
or to recover understated costs through engineering change orders. lodav,
however, most production and many development conltracts are negotiated ofn
a firm, fixed-price basis. For the government, the advantages of a fixed-price
arrangement, particularly the incentives it creates for realistic bidding, are
obvious. The disadvantages to the government, while more subtle, are.
nevertheless of real concern. Fixed-price contracts effectively can enshrine
overstated requirements and understated costs in a legal arrangement that
allows little or no flexibility for needed trade-offs between cost and
performance. This contractual arrangement, intended to protect the
government, may cause both sides to lose.

In the face of these daunting problems, I)oI) selects a successful bidder
and launches the program. The DoD program manager sets out to accomplish
the improbable task of managing his overspecified and underfunded program
to a successful conclusion.

But what was merely improbable soon becomes impossible. The program..
manager finds that, far from being the manager of the program, he is merely
one of the participants who can influence it. An army of advocates for special
interests descends on the program to ensure that it complies with various
standards for military specifications, reliability, maintainability, operability,
small and minority business utilization, and competition, to name a few. Each
of these advocates can demand that the program manager take or refrain from,
taking some action, but none of them has any responsibility for the ultimate
cost, schedule, or performance of the program.
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II

None of the purposes they advocate is undesirable in itself. In the
aggregate, however, they leave the program manager no room to balance their
many demands, some of which are in conflict with each other, and most of
which are in conflict with the program's cost and schedule objectives. Even
more importantly, they produce a diffusion of management responsibility, in
which everyone is responsible, and no one is responsible.

Meanwhile, throughout this process, various committees of Congress are
involved. During the marketing phase, it is not enough for the program
manager to sell the program to his Service leaders and the various staffs in the
Office of the Secretary of )efense. He also must sell the program to at least
four committees and to numerous subcommittees of Congress, and then resell
it for each fiscal year it is considered. InI so doing, the program manager is
either assisted or opposed by a variety of contractors, each advocating its own
views of the program on Capitol Hill. While congressmen have an abstract
interest in greater program effectiveness, they also have an intense pragmatic
interest in their own constituencies. These two interests are fiequently in
conflict, as they exert pressure on specific programs through legislative

oversight.
All of these pressures, both internal and external to )o), cause the

program manager to spend most of his time briefing his program. In effect, he
is reduced to being a supplicant for, rather than a manager of, his program.
The resuling huckster psychology does not condition the program manager to
search fOr possible inconsistencies between perftormance and schedule, on the
one hand, and authorized funding, on the other. Predictably, there is a high
incidence of cost overruns on major weapon systems programs.

But a much more serious result of this management environment is an
unreasonably long acquisition cycle-ten to fifteen years fOr our major weapon
systems. IThis is a central problem from which most other acquisition problems
sten:

lIt

* It leads to unnecessarily high costs of development. Time is money, and,
experience argues that a ten-year acquisition cycle is clearly more expensive
than a five-year cycle.

* It leads to obsolete technology in our fielded equipment. We forfeit our
five-year technological lead by the time it takes us to get our technology from
the laboratory into the field. -'

* And it aggravates the very goldplating that is one of its causes. Users,
knowing that the equipment to meet their requirements is fifteen years away,
make extremely conservative threat estimates. Because long-term forecasts are
uncertain at best, users tend to err on the side of overstating the threat.
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This description of' the acquisitionl system~ is stark, but it by no means
exaggerates the environment of' many, if' not most, (defense programis. G;iven
this pernicious set of' undIerlying prolem~s, it is a trib)ute to the dedication of-
iiiany prof'essionals in the system, bo0th in and out of' Dbi), that more programs
(10 not end1 up ini seriouIs trou-l)e.
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IV. An Acquisition Model To Emulate

P roblems attendant to defense acquisition are not new, nor are such
problems unique to DoD. Rather, they are typical of the way in which large

bureaucracies, particularly government bureaucracies, manage large, complex
projects. With this in mind, we compared how other large institutions have
managed programs of similar complexity-that is, multi-year, multi-billion
dollar programs incorporating state-of-the-art technology.

Two recent efforts have been made to draw such a comparison (see
Appendix F). Notably, average cost growth in major defense programs has
been found to be less than that experienced by many comparable civil
programs, including highway projects, water projects, public buildings, and
large processing plants. The good news from these studies is that DoD is no
worse than other large bureaucratic organizations in managing major
programs.

This leaves unanswered, however, what level of excellence can be achieved
in defense programs. To answer this question, a landmark study was
undertaken by the Defense Science Board (DSB) last year. The DSB compared
typical DoD development programs with successful programs from private
industry. It used as case studies the development of the IBM 360 computer,
the Boeing 767 transport, the AT&T telephone switch, and the Hughes
communication satellite. Each of these programs compares in complexity and
size to a major weapon system development, yet each took only about half as
long to develop and cost concomitantly less. These commercial programs
clearly represent the models of excellence we are seeking, but it is not obvious
that DoD, or any large bureaucratic organization, can follow successfully the
management procedures used in private industry.

To address that question, the Acquisition Task Force examined several
DoD programs that were developed under special streamlined procedures-
the Polaris missile, the Minuteman missile, the air-launched cruise missile
(ALCM), and several highly classified projects. We found that, in these
programs, DoD achieved the accelerated schedules of the successful

,4.-

commercial programs.
It is clear that majo saig re possible in the development of weapon
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techniques to all major defense acquisitions, and more widely realize the
attendant benefits in schedule and costs.

To this end, we analyzed a number of successful programs to identify
management features that they had in common, and that could be
incorporated in the defense acquisition system. We identified six underlying
features that typified the most successful commercial programs:

1. Clear command channels. A commercial program manager has clear
responsibility for his program, and a short, unambiguous chain of command to
his chief executive officer (CEO), group general manager, or some comparable
decision-maker. Corporate interest groups, wishing to influence program
actions, must persuade the responsible program manager, who may accept or
reject their proposals. Major unresolved issues are referred to the CEO, who
has the clear authority to resolve any conflicts.

2. Stability. At the outset of a commercial program, a program manager
enters into a fundamental agreement or "contract" with his CEO on specifics of'
performance, schedule, and cost. So long as a program manager lives by this
contract, his CEO provides strong management support throughout the life of'
the program. This gives a program manager maximum incentive to make
realistic estimates, and maximum support in achieving them. In turn, a CEO
does not authorize full-scale development f'r a program until his board of'
directors is solidly behind it, prepared to fund the program fully and let the
CEO run it within the agreed-to funding.

3. Limited reporting requirements. A commercial program manager reports,1
only to his CEO. Typically, he does so on a "management-by-exception" basis,
focusing on deviations from plan.

4. Small, high-quality staffs. Generally, commercial program management
*staffs are much smaller than in typical defense programs, but personnel are

hand-selected by the program manager and are of very high quality. Program 
staff spend their time managing the program, not selling it or defending it.

• .5. Communications with users. A commercial program manager establishes
a dialogue with the customer, or user, at the conception of the program when
the initial trade-offs are made, and maintains that communication throughout
the program. Generally, when developmental problems arise, performance
trade-offs are made-with the user's coticurrence-in order to protect cost and
schedule. As a result, a program manager is motivated to seek out and address
problems, rather than hide them.

6. Prototyping and testing. In commercial programs, a system (or critical
subsystem) involving unproven technology is realized in prototype hardware
and tested under simulated operational conditions before final design approval
or authorization ftOr production. In naly cases, a program manager establishes
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it "redl team," or devil's advocate, within the program office to seek out

pitf ails-particuilarly those that might arise f'rom operational p~rob~lems, or fi om1
anI unexpected response by a comipetitor. Protot vping, early operational
testing, andl red teaming are used in concert fo(r the timely identification and
correction of' prob~lems unf'oreseen at at program's start.

It is clear From olur earlier description that defense acquisition typically
differs fr~om this commercial model in almost every respect. Yet a number of'
successf'ul IDoD programis have incorp~orated some or all of' these management
features to a greater or- lesser dlegree. We therefore concentrated our efforts
on (deriving it f'Ornitla fir action-steps by which (lef'enSe aCquiLsitiol Canl Conlie
to emuLlate this miodel to the maximum extent practical.



V. A Formula for Action

W hile we would model defense acquisition after the practices of the best
industrial companies, we recognize the unique problems DoD faces.

Management of the acquisition of military equipment requires a unique blend
of flexibility and judgment. The contributions of innovative scientists and
engineers, necessary for equipment to achieve maximum performance, must be
matched by those of military personnel who will use and maintain the
equipment. Overlaying these complexities is the need for an informed trade-
off between quantity and quality. At some point, more weapons of lower
performance can overcome fewer weapons of higher performance. Hence it is
necessary to achieve a critical balance between high military capability and low
life cycle cost. In these and other respects, defense acquisition is one of the
most difficult management jobs.

Despite the difficulties, we believe it is possible to make major
improvements in defense acquisition by emulating the model of the most
successful industrial companies. Surely this will not be easy, because present
procedures are deeply entrenched. Acquisition problems have been with us for
several decades, and are becoming more intractable with the growing
adversarial relationship between government and the defense industry, and
the increasing tendency of Congress to legislate management solutions. In
frustration, many have come to accept the ten-to-fifteen-year acquisition cycle
as normal, or even inevitable.

We believe that it is possible to cut this cycle in half. This will require
radical reform of acquisition organization and procedures. It will require
concerted action by the Executive Branch and Congress, and the full support
of' defense industry. Specifically, we recommend that the Administration and
Congress join forces to implement the following changes in the defense
acquisition system.

A. Streamline Acquisition Organization and t
Procedures

As we noted in our Interim Report, federal law governing acquisition has be-
come steadily more complex, the acquisition system more bureaucratic, and
acquisition management more encumbered and unproductive. In the absence
of a single, senior DoD official working full time to supervise the overall
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acquisition system, policy responsibility has become fragmented. As a result,
the Services have tended to assume policy responsibilities and to exercise them
at times without necessary coordination or uniformity. Worse still, authority for
executing acquisition programs-and accountability for their results-has
become vastly diluted.

For these reasons, it is fundamental that we establish unambiguous
authority for overall acquisition policy, clear accountability for acquisition
execution, and plain lines of command for those with program management
responsibilities. It is also imperative that we streamline acquisition procedures.
This can be facilitated by five related actions:

1. We strongly recommend creation by statute of the new position of
Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition) and authorization of an additional
Level II appointment in the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD).

This new Under Secretary should have full-time responsibility for
matnaging the defense acquisition system. He should be a Level II Presidential

appointee and should have a solid industrial background in the management
of complex technical programs. The new Under Secretary should be the
I)efense Acquisition Executive. As such, he should supervise the performance
of the entire acquisition system and set overall policy for R&D, procurement,
logistics, and testing. He should have the responsibility to determine that new
programs are thoroughly researched, that military requirements are verified,
and that realistic cost estimates are made before the start of full-scale
development. (In general, we believe, cost estimates should include the cost of
operating and maintaining a system through its life.) He should assure that an
appropriate type of procurement is employed, and that adequate operational
testing is clone before the start of high-rate production. He also should be
responsible for determining the continuing adequacy of the defense industrial
base.

Appendix G sets out an illustrative reorganization of acquisition responsi-
bilities within OSD. Reporting to the new Under Secretary should be a
Director of Research and Engineering*; an Assistant Secretary of Defense for
lroduction and Logistics*; the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Command,
(ontrol, Communications, and Intelligence; the Director of Operational Test
and Evaluation; and such other offices and agencies as the Secretary of
Defense may dlesignate. The Under Secretary should be responsible to the

Secretary of D)efense for balancing the sometimes conflicting views and
interests of these various offices. He should establish overall acquisition policy,

*We use these new titles to represent a reorganization of acquisition responsibilities for
o licials reporting to the new Under Secretary.
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as well as contract audit policy should pinuilg ,ie and issue appropriate
directives and regulations; and. exC(ept for nv ilill investigatio n, should
supervise oversight of detense ( oiirilo i,)i's. Finall . be sho,,uld prepare annual
and other reports to ( ongiress o niao, issues of a ,uisition policy and on
acquisition programs.

2. The Army, Navy, and Air Force should each establish a comparable
senior position filled by a top-level civilian Presidential appointee.

The Commission considered recommncidations to ( ,,nl(liclte all delense
acquisition activities under the )efense ACqUisitilol EXC(Citi. . but Concluded
that such centralization would not serve fihe cause of re(uing the bureaucracy,
because it would tend to separate further the acquisition stalff rom the military
user. We believe that it is important to maintain the Services, tralitional role in
managing new weapon programs.

Accordingly, we recommend that each o[ the Military Departments
establish a Service Acquisition Executive selected by the Service Secretary in
consultation with the Defense Acquisition Executive. The Service Acquisition
Executive should be a top-level civilian Presidential appointee, of rank
equivalent to a Service Under Secretary. He should be responsible for
administering Service acquisition programs under policy guidance from the
Defense Acquisition Executive; accordingly, he should have substantial
experience in acquisition and should devote full time to his acquisition
responsibilities. For major programs, the Defense Acquisition Executive and
his Service counterpart should function respectively like chief executive
officers of a corporation and a principal corporate subsidiary. They should
resolve major issues and conflicts as they arise, and represent programs before
most senior decision-makers (here, the Secretary of Defense, the President, and
Congress, rather than a board of directors).

3. Each Service Acquisition Executive should appoint a number of
Program Executive Officers.

Each Service Acquisition Executive should appoint a number of Program
Executive Officers (PEO) who, like group general managers in industry, should
be responsible for a reasonable and defined number of acquisition programs.
Program managers for these programs should be responsible directly to their
respective PEO and, on program matters, report only to him. In other words,
every major program should be set up as a center of excellence and maniged
with modern techniques. The Defense Acquisition Executive should insure that
no additional layers are inserted into this program chain of command.

4. Federal laws governing procurement should be recodified into a
single, greatly simplified statute applicable government-wide.

A streamlined organization for defense acquisition is not enough. It must
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be matched by streamlined procedures. Over the years, Congress and DoD have
tried to dictate management improvements in the form of ever more detailed
and extensive laws or regulations. As a result, the legal regime for defense
acquisition is today impossibly cumbersome. For example, we have identified
394 different regulatory requirements in the Federal Acquisition Regulation
(FAR) and the DoD FAR supplement that are pegged to some 62 different
dollar thresholds, ranging from as little as $15 to as much as $100 million or
more. In ourjudgment, there can be far fewer of these requirements, and those
that are retained can apply at far fewer dollar thresholds.

The sheer weight of such requirements often makes well-conceived reform
efforts unavailing. At operating levels within DoD, it is now virtually impossible
to assimilate new legislative or regulatory refinements promptly or effectively.
For these reasons, we recommend that Congress work with the Administration
to recodify federal laws governing procurement in a single, consistent, and
greatly simplified procurement statute.

5. DoD should substa-tially reduce the number of acquisition personnel.
The fundamental intent of the Commission's recommendations is to

simplify the acquisition system by consolidating policy and oversight, reducing
reporting chains, eliminating duplicative functions and excessive regulations,
and establishing an environment in which program managers and their staffs
can operate as centers of excellence. This should allow for a substantial
reduction in the total number of personnel in the defense acquisition system, to
levels that more nearly compare with commercial acquisition counterparts.
Eliminating a layer of management by moving the functions and people of that
layer to some other layer clearly will not suffice.

B. Use Technology to Reduce Cost
We recommend a high priority on building and testing prototype

systems to demonstrate that new technology can substantially improve
military capability, and to provide a basis for realistic cost estimates prior to
a full-scale development decision. Operational testing should begin early in
advanced development, using prototype hardware. The early phase of R&D
should employ extensive informal competition and use streamlined
procurement processes. To promote innovation, the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency should engage in prototyping and other advanced
development work on joint programs and in areas not adequately emphasized
by the Services.

Fully exploiting our technological leadership is critical to the national
security. The Soviet Union has twice as many personnel in its armned forces,
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and produces military equipment in far greater quantities than the United
States. We depend on our technological advantage to offset this quantitative
disadvantage. But our technology can be exploited in two quite different ways:
to reduce cost (so that we can better compete in quantity), or to increase
performance (so that we can compensate for our smaller quantity).

We believe that DoD should place a much greater emphasis on using
technology to reduce cost-both directly by reducing unit acquisition cost and
indirectly by improving the reliability, operability, and maintainability of
military equipment. Cost reduction has been a primary motivation in the

introduction of new technology to commercial products. This emphasis has led
to a tenfold reduction in the cost of computer products during the past decade.
DoD should give a similar high priority to cost reductions by exerting greater
discipline in the setting of performance requirements for new platforms, and
by increasing the use of technology to extend the life of existing platforms. We
could, for example, extend the effective life of most of our existing aircraft ten
to twenty years by replacing their electromechanical subsystems with modern
microelectronics. This would reduce the cost of operating and maintaining our
aircraft, and at the same time improve their performance.

In some of our new weapon systems-fighter aircraft, for example-the
need for maximum performance will be sufficiently compelling to justify the
introduction of state-of-the-art technology. But this is not the case for all new
systems. A weapon system should be predicated on state-of-the-art technology
only when the benefits of the new technology offset the concomitant risks. This
piinciple, easy to state, is hard to apply because of the difficulty in getting
reliable information with which to make the trade-off of risks and benefits.

The only consistently reliable means of getting such information is by
building prototypes that embody the new technology. Accordingly, we
recommend that such prototyping, either at the system or critical subsystem
level, be done as a matter of' course f'or all major weapon systems. Operational
tests should be combined with developmental tests of the prototype to uncover
operational as well as technical deficiencies before a decision is made to
proceed with full-scale development.

The early phase of R&D should follow procedures quite different from
those of approved production programs, in order to complete the entire
prototyping cycle in two or three years. Contracting should be streamlined to
speed up the process of evaluating diverse new ideas. In the advanced
technology phase of' a program, competition should play a critical role, but the
emphasis should be on an informal competition of ideas and technologies,
rather than a formal competition of cost. At this stage, a formal competitiol
based on detailed specifications not only is ineffective, but also introduces
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substantial delay. In fact, recent emphasis on cost competition has stretched out
the time required to let some R&D contracts from a few months to as much as
a year.

In general, prototyping and testing in the early stage of R&D should be
done by the Service that would be the primary user of the resulting system. In
order to promote the use of prototyping, however, we recommend expanding
the role of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA).

At present, DARPA conducts research and exploratory development in
high-risk, high-payoff technologies. DARPA should have the additional
mission of stimulating a greater emphasis on prototyping in defense systems. It
should do this by actually conducting prototype projects that embody
technology that might be incorporated in joint programs, or in selected Service
programs. On request, it also should assist the Services in their own
l)rototyping programs. The common objective of all of these prototyping
programs should be to determine to what extent a given new technology can
improve military capability, and to provide a basis for making realistic cost
estimates prior to a decision on full-scale development. In short, the prototype
program should allow us to fly-and know how much it will cost-before we
buy.":.

b-aY

C. Balance Cost and Performance
A restructured Joint Requirements and Management Board (JRMB),

cochaired by the Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition) and the Vice
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, should play an active and important
role in all joint programs and in all major Service programs. The JRMB
should define weapon requirements for development, and provide thereby an
early trade-off between cost and performance.

Full-scale development of a new weapon system is the single most critical.9'
step in the acquisition process. At this point, a number of fundamental
decisions must be made-whether to undertake a new development or adapt
an existing system, how far to push the new technology being incorporated in
the system, what cost and schedule to authorize, and what the management
structure will be. Misjudgment about any of these items can start a program off
on a course that dooms it to failure. Currently, this critical decision is made by
the Secretary of [)efense, acting on advice from the Defense Systems
Acquisition Review Council (DSARC), after the DSARC has made a detailed
review of whether the proposed system will meet the stated user requirements
and whether the cost and schedule estimates are credible. The recommended
new emphasis on prototyping will contribute materially to improving the
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judgments about cost and schedule estimates. But the DSARC process, while
adequate to determine whether the proposed specifications will meet the stated
user requirements, lacks a viable mechanism for challenging those requirements. .

Fundamental to the ultimate success of a new program is an informed
trade-off between user requirements, on the one hand, and schedule and cost,
on the other. A delicate balance is required in formulating system specifications
that allow for a real advance in military capability but avoid goldplating.
Generally, users do not have sufficient technical knowledge and program
experience, and acquisition teams do not have sufficient experience with or
insight into operational problems, to strike this critical balance. It requires a
blend of diverse backgrounds and perspectives that, because the pressures for
goldplating can be so great, must be achieved at a very high level in Dot).

The DSARC is not the proper forum for effecting this balance. It has had
very little success, for example, in stimulating the use of nondevelopmental
items as an alternative to developing unique military products. Any time the
military needs new trucks, tractors, radios, computers, and transport aircraft,
for example, it should be the rule rather than the exception that DoD adapts
products already developed by industry or by the armed forces of an allied
nation. Much greater reliance on such items could realize major savings of'
money and time, but experience indicates that a decision to use non-
developmental items must come from a high level in DoD, and must reflect
operational judgment as well as technical sophistication.

We recommend, therefore, that the JRMB be restructured to make such
trade-offs and then to decide whether to initiate full-scale development. The
JRMB should have this authority for all joint programs and appropriate
Service programs. It should evaluate major trade-offs proposed as a program
progresses. Its determination, in effect, should substitute for the decision now
made by the DSARC at what is called Milestone II. The JRMB should be
cochaired by the Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition) and the Vice
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

Thus, the JRMB should be responsible for two decisions commonly made
in industry, but not now an explicit part of DoD's decision-making process.
One of these is the "affordability" decision, and the other is the "make-or-I)uyN".
decision.

The affordability decision requires that a subjective judgment be made on
how much a new military capability is worth. If a new weapon system can be
developed and produced at that target cost, it may be authorized for
development; otherwise, ways should be found to extend the life of the
existing system. Determining a target cost is difficult, to be sure, but (E)s in
industry must make comparably difficult decisions on which their companies'
survival depends.
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The make-or-buy decision requires that the JRMB assess the need for a
unique development program, and determine if* it is possible instead to buy or
adapt an existing commercial or military system. At present, DoD passes up "6
many valid opportunities for adapting existing systems, opportunities that
could improve military capability more quickly and at reduced cost.

D. Stabilize Programs
Program stability must be enhanced in two fundamental ways. First, DoD

should fully institutionalize "baselining" for major weapon systems at the
initiation of full-scale engineering development. Second, DoD and Congress
should expand the use of multi-year procurement for high-priority systems.

In connection with the decision to begin full-scale development of a major
new program, the program manager should prepare a brief' baseline
agreement describing functional specifications, cost, schedule, and other
factors critical to the program's success. This baseline agreement should be
submitted, through the responsible Program Executive Officer and the Service
Acquisition Executive, for approval by the Defense Acquisition Executive.

Within the terms of this agreement, the program manager should have
full authority to execute the program. He should be fully committed to abide
by the program's specified baseline and, so long as he does so, the Defense and
Service Acquisition Executives should support his program and permit him to
manage it. This arrangement would provide much-needed program stability,
which could be enhanced significantly if the program were approved for multi-
year funding. We recommend that Congress approve multi-year funding for
the development and low-rate production of all major programs approved for
full-scale development by the JRMB. In this way, Congress could join in the
baseline agreement with the program manager, enhance program stability, and
promote lower unit prices.

A program manager should agree to a baseline for all phases of his
program. For the Acquisition Executives, however, the agreement should
extend only to the first two phases of a program, full-scale development and
low-rate production. Before a program could enter its third phase, high-rate
production, it must be subjected to developmental and operational testing.
Operational tests are particularly critical, and should continue through full-
scale development. The first units that conie off a low-rate production line
should be subjected to intensive operational testing. Low-rate production
should continue during testing, but a program should not be approved for
high-rate production until the results of these tests are evaluated.

The JRMB should then reconsider the program at its second major
milestone-whether to authorize high-rate production, at what level of
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funding, and on what schedule. At this stage, available test results should
provide a realistic portrait of the weapon's probable performance under
operational conditions, current intelligence data should yield a realistic threat
estimate, and low-rate production experience should provide a realistic
estimate of production costs. Thus, the JRMB would possess the necessary data
to make an informed judgment on high-rate production.

If the JRMB so determines, a program manager could proceed in
accordance with the balance of his baseline agreement. Congress would be
asked to authorize multi-year funding for the production phase of the
program.

E. Expand the Use of Commercial Products
Rather than relying on excessively rigid military specifications, DoD

should make greater use of components, systems, and services available "off-
the-shelf." It should develop new or custom-made items only when it has
been established that those readily available are clearly inadequate to meet
military requirements.

No matter how DoD improves its organization or procedures, the defense
acquisition system is unlikely to manufacture products as cheaply as the
commercial marketplace. DoD cannot duplicate the economies of scale possible
in products serving a mass market, nor the power of the free market system to
select and perpetuate the most innovative and efficient producers. Products
developed uniquely for military use and to military specifications generally cost
substantially more than their commercial counterparts. DoD program
managers accordingly should make maximum use of commercial products and
devices in their programs.

A case in point is the integrated circuit or microchip-an electronic device
used pervasively in military equipment today. This year DoD will buy almost $2
billion worth of' microchips, most of them manufactured to military
specifications. The unit cost of a military microchip typically is three to tel
times that of its commercial counterpart. This is a result of the extensive testing
and documentation I)ol) requires and of smaller production runs. (Dol) buys
less than ten percent of the microchips made in the U.S.) Moreover, the
process of procuring microchips made to military specifications involves
substantial delay. As a consequence, military microchips typically lag a
generation (three to five years) behind commercial microchips.

When military specifications for microchips were first established, they"
assured a high standard of quality and reliability that was worth a premium
price. 'he need f'or quality and reliability in military equipment is as great as
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ever. In the last few years, however, industrial consumers of microchips have
come to demand equivalent standards, and manufacturing processes and
statistical methods of quality control have been gieatly improved. It is now
possible for DoD program managers to buy the bulk of their microchips from-
commercial lines with adequate quality and reliability, and thus to get the latest
technology at a substantially lower cost. The Electronic Systems Division,
responsible in the Air Force for the quality of electronic devices, recently began S
revising its procedures to achieve these objectives. We recommend that the Air
Force accelerate its efforts and that the other Services follow its lead.

This same principle-the expanded use of commercial items--can apply to
a great variety of products and services bought by DoD. These range from
personal computers, computer software, and professional services, to a host of'
non-technical products such as bath towels and steak sauce.

We recommend that the Defense Acquisition Executive take steps to assure
a major increase in the use of commercial products, as opposed to those made
to military specifications. He should direct that program managers get a waiver
befiore using a product made to military specifications, if there is an available
commercial counterpart. When a "make-or-buy" decision must be made, the
presumption should be to buy. This would invert present procedures, biasing
the system in f'avor of' commercial products and services, but permitting the use V.
of items made to military specifications whenever a program manager believes
it necessary to do so.

In addition, we recommend that the I)oD Supplement to the Federal
Acquisition Regulation be changed to encourage streamlining military
specifications themselves. Applying full military specifications, far from being
ideal, can be wastef'ul. A program manager should strive to invoke neither
minimum nor maximum, but only relevant, requirements; and he should think
in terms of' optimization rather than deviations and waivers.

Thus, DoD should reduce its use of military specifications when they are
not needed, and should take steps to improve the utility of military
specifications when they are needed. '[his will require a serious effort to
harmonize military specifications with the various commercially used
specifications. For example, required military drawings for integrated circuits
Could incorporate a manufacturers standard design specifications, test
methods, and test programs. More generally, military specifications could be
based on industry standards, such as those promulgated by the American
National Standards Institute and the American Society for Testing and
Materials. This would provide the technical underpinning for I)ol) to make
substantially greater use of commercial devices and products, and thereby take
advantage of the much lower costs that result from larger production runs.
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One indirect benefit of' buying commercial products is that the price is
determined by market forces. This should relieve DoD of' the administrative
burden and cost of verifying a producer's overhead costs. For DoD to realize

4. the full benefit of commercial buying, it should let competitive market forces
provide a check on price and direct its own attention to validating quality.

A more detailed explanation of current issues concerning the expanded use
of commercial products is contained in Appendix H.

F. Increase the Use of Competition
Federal law and DoD regulations should provide for substantially

increased use of commercial-style competition, emphasizing quality and
established performance as well as price.

Even when commercial products are not suitable for DoD's purposes, it
c-an still use commercial buying practices to real advantage. Foremost among
these practices is competition, which should be used aggressively in the buying
of' systems, products, and professional services. DoD clearly understands the
need1 for such competition, which was articulated in the 1981 Carlucci
Initiatives. Although DoD has made major efforts in this direction, much more
can be done. It is particularly important to focus on achieving more effective
competition, modeled after the competitive procurement techniques used in
industry.

Commercial procurement competition simultaneously pursues several
related objectives: attracting the best q1ualified suppliers, validating product
p)erforman~ce and quality, and securing the best price. Price is, of' course, as
important a factor in commercial procurement as it 1s in DoD procurement.
But it is only one of' several equally important factors. Price should not be the
sole determinant, especially for procurement of complex systems and services.
D~efense procurement tends to concentrate heavily on selecting the lowest price
of feror, but all too often poorly serves or even ignores other important
objectives.

In validlating product quality, for examplle, IDol) places too Much emlphasis
onspchcdealsofhw-h m anucturing process is to lbe done and too little

on mlodernl techniques of quality control. Industry makes extensive use of'
4. statistical sampling, and w~ill accept or reject an order on that basis. Iypicallv.
4. an industrial company will keep lists of' qualified suppliers that have

mnaintainled historically high standards of' product quality and reliability. As
long as these standardls are maintai ned, incitisti a1 buyers (10 not reqIuire
exhaustive Inspection, andl thereby save expense on both sides. Suipplier's are
highly mlot ivatedl to get-andl stay-on lists of'qualified supp~lliers by
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consistently exceeding quality control standards.
Moreover, because competition is not a one-way street for the buyer,

defense procurement practices must be less cumbersome if DoD is to attract
the best suppliers. Procurement officers must be allowed and encouraged to
solicit bids through purchase descriptions that are stated as functional
performance characteristics rather than through detailed design and "how-to"
specifications; to limit bids to qualified suppliers; to give preference to
suppliers that have demonstrated the quality and reliability of their products;
and to recognize value (quality and price) based on products' commercial
acceptance in the marketplace. These practices have been found to yield
effective competition in the commercial field, and their use in defense
acquisition could provide better military equipment at no increase in cost.

Although Congress has ardently advocated increasing competition, some
provisions of recent legislation in fact work at cross purpose to that objective.
For example, burdening suppliers of off-the-shelf catalog items to identify all
component parts and their producers, or to submit detailed pricing
certifications, inhibits qualified companies from competing for government
contracts. Regulatory implementation-for example, DoD's efforts to require
contractors to release rights in technical data on their products-has a similar
effect.

A further problem stems from confusion regardig the intent of recent
legislation-notably the Competition in Contracting Act's (CICA) requirement
of "full and open comp-tition," which some have interpreted to mean that the
government must buy from the lowest offeror. CICA sought to make it clear
that the award of a contract through competitive negotiation is a method of'
procurement no less acceptable than an award using formal advertising or
sealed bids, and thus to recognize that competition entails more than just an
assessment of lowvest price. This goal has been obscured by the notion that full
and open competition precludes the government from establishing
qualification criteria, and forces the award of a contract based on price without
regard, for example, to technical expertise or life cycle costs. This reinforces
DoD's proclivity for writing detailed military specifications rather than
functional product descriptions-in this context, in order to insure that all
bidders off'er identical items. At the same time, however, these narrow product
specifications preclude the acquisition of most commercial products and, in
effect, DoD's doing business with many qualified st ppliers. Thus, the full
potential of* CICA is not being realized because of a focus on the quantity
rather than the quality of competition.

In sum, we believe that Dol) should greatly increase its use of truly
effective competition, using as a model the competitive buying practices of'
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p
major corporations and their suppliers. We recommend the elimination of'
those legal and regulatory provisions that are at variance with full
establishment of commercial competitive practices.

G. Clarify the Need for Technical Data Rights
DoD must recognize the delicate and necessary balance between the

government's requirement for technical data and the benefit to the nation that
comes from protecting the private sector's proprietary rights. That balance
must be struck so as to foster technological innovation and private investment
which is so important in developing products vital to our defense. DoD
should adopt a technical data rights policy that reflects the following
principles:

* If a product has been developed with private funds, the government
should not demand, as a precondition for buying that product,
unlimited data rights (except as necessary for installation, operation,
and maintenance), even if the government provides the only market.
Should the government plan later to seek additional (competitive)
sources, the required data rights should be obtained through the least
obtrusive means (e.g., directed licensing) rather than through the
pursuit of unlimited rights.

* If a product is to be developed with mixed private and government
funding, the government's rights to the data should be defined during
contract negotiations. Significant private funding should entitle the
contractor to retain ownership of the data, subject to a license to the
government on a royalty-free or fair royalty basis.

* If a product is developed entirely with government funds, the
government normally acquires all the rights in the resulting data. To
foster innovation, however, the government should permit the rights to
reside in the contractor, subject to a royalty-free license, if the data are
not needed for dissemination, publication, or competition.

DoD is a major developer and user of high technology, most of which comes
from government contractors. DoD can use its unique position to enhance
U.S. industry's worldwide technological position; or unwittingly. through the
pursuit of other shorter term goals, to reduce incentives for developing new
technology; or, even worse, make commercially valuable technology available to
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international competitors. It is in our national interest to encourage innovation
in the U.S.; and we should heed the words of Abraham Lincoln: "The patent
system added the fuel of interest to the fire of genius."

In order to operate and maintain the systems it acquires, DoD must have
certain rights to use internally technical data pertaining to products developed
by its contractors. DoD's suppliers fully understand this need. Recently,
however, these suppliers have become alarmed by DolD's increasingly vigorous .,
pursuit of unlimited rights in technical data to be used in fostering competition.

DoD's search for technical data needed to obtain competition is reflected in
the Department's new rights-in-data regulations and in its contracting actions.
This search has been intensified as a result of unfavorable publicity, as well as
recent legislative initiatives regarding competitive procurement practices in both
DoD and the civil agencies. The two principal statutes resulting from these
initiatives are broad and are thus susceptible to varying interpretation,
particularly where the statutes use different words to address the same point.
But DoD's approach to these problems is shaped less by statute than by its own
policies. Because no concrete, plainly stated government-wide rights-in-data
policy has been adopted or insisted upon, the Department (and each of the
Services within DoD) has been left to develop an individual approach.

An authoritative statement of government-wide policy on balancing the
interest of the parties in technical data is required. This in turn must be followed
by specific implementing guidance in the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR),
supplemented as necessary in the DoD FAR Supplement (DFARS). This
guidance must embody uniform concepts and definitions to overcome the
confusion and disagreement that now prevail among the separate components
of DoD and among the departments and agencies of the executive branch.

The technical data rights regulations as now proposed need much work if
they are to be fully responsive to the statutes, clear and consistent enough to be
followed, and equitable. In this regard, DoD's rights-in-technical-data contract
clause should be simplified and made more precise and workable. O"

In addition to refinement of the statutes and basic reworking of the
procurement regulations touching on technical data, improvements are needed
in the areas of' commercial product data, software (which should have special
treatment), and technical data management. A detailed analysis of the technical
data rights issue is contained in Appendix I.

H. Enhance the Quality of Acquisition Personnel
DoD must be able to attract and retain the caliber of people necessary for

a quality acquisition program. Significant improvements should be made in
the senior-level appointment system. The Secretary of Defense should have
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increased authority to establish flexible personnel management policies
necessary to improve defense acquisition. An alternate personnel
management system should be established to include senior acquisition
personnel and contracting officers as well as scientists and engineers.
Federal regulations should establish business-related education and
experience criteria for civilian contracting personnel, which will provide a
basis for the professionalization of their career paths. Federal law should
permit expanded opportunities for the education and training of all civilian
acquisition personnel.

Our study convinces us that lasting progress in the performance of the
acquisition system demands dramatic improvements in our management of'
acquisition personnel at all levels within DoD.

A pivotal recommendation of the Commission is the establishment of the
position of Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition) and comparable Service
positions, all to be filled by leaders with outstanding business management
credentials. Recruiting the most capable executives forjobs of such importance
to the nation is extremely difficult, however, in the face of current disincentives
to entering public service. A recent report of the Presidential Appointee
Project of the National Academy of Public Administration* analyzes this
problem and details twenty-three separate recommendations for improving the
recruitment of senior-level Executive Branch personnel. These include, for
example, specific suggestions for simplifying financial disclosure reports and
for allowing Presidential appointees to defer capital gains taxes incurred by
divesting assets to comply with conflict-of-interest provisions. Such steps would
improve the government's ability to attract and retain the highly qualified
people needed for effective senior management of defense acquisition. We
strongly support these proposals.

Comparable improvements also are required for effective middle
management and better line personnel. The defense acquisition work force
mingles civilian and military expertise in numerous disciplines for management
and staffing of the world's largest procurement organization. Each year billions
of dollars are spent more or less efficiently, based on the competence and
experience of these personnel. Yet, compared to its industry counterparts, this
workforce is undertrained, underpaid, and inexperienced. Whatever other
changes may be made, it is vitally important to enhance the quality of the
defense acquisition workforce-both by attracting qualified new personnel and

*Leadership In Jeopardy: The Fraying o te I'reiddential Appmninntent Sy'stemn (Final Reporz of

the Presidential Appointee Projec), November 1985.
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by improving the training and motivation of current personnel.*
The General Accounting Office (GAO) has been engaged in an important

study to evaluate the capabilities of DoD program managers and contracting
officers. The results of GAO's study* confirm the central importance of'
improving the quality of training for these two critical acquisition specialties.

The caliber of uniformed military personnel engaged in program
management has improved significantly of late. Military officers manage over
90 percent of DoD's roughly 240 program offices. Their ranks range from 0-5

(lieutenant colonel/commander) to 0-8 (major general/rear admiral). Each of'
the Services has established a well-defined acquisition career program for its
officers. These include the Army's Materiel Acquisition Management (MAM)
program, the Navy's Materiel Professional (MP) programs, and detailed career
planning regulations for Air Force technical personnel and program managers.
We strongly support these measures. We also support recent legislation that
has further defined career paths for all program managers. In 1984, Congress -"

established a minimum four-year tenure for program management
assignments. The 1986 Authorization Act prescribed requisite qualifications
and training, including at least eight years of acquisition-related experience
and appropriate instruction at the Defense Systems Management College (or
equivalent training).

By contrast, much more remains to be done concerning civilian acquisition
personnel generally. Civilians frequently cite the rigid pay grades and
seniority-based promotion standards of the federal civil service as disincentives
to continued employment. Higher pay and better opportunities in private
industry lure the best college graduates and the brightest trainees away from
government, particularly in such highly competitive fields as science,
engineering, and contracting. One extremely important means to improve the
acquisition workforce is to establish an alternative personnel management

*To this end, the Assistant Secretary of' Defense for Acquisition and Logistics recently
proposed creating a single Defense Acquisition Corps, modeled after the State Department's
Foreign Service. See DoD Acquisition Improvement-The Challenges Ahead, Perspectives of the
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Logistics: White Paper No. 2-Revitalization
of the I)oD Acquisition and Logistics Workforce (Nov. 5, 1985). We studied this proposal
carefully, and support many of its specific features. Because it would have the undersirable
result of putting too much distance between acquisition programs and users, however, we do
not support the proposal in its full form.

tSee U.S. General Accounting Office, Do!) Acquisition: Capabilities of Kev DoI) Personnel in
System Acquiition (GAO/NSI Al)-86--45).
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system permitting greater flexibility with respect to the status, pay, and
qualifications of civilian employees.

We reviewed the results of the Navy's so-called China Lake personnel
project, in which recruitment and retention of key civilians were correlated
with pay, incentives, and advancement based on performance. The China Lake
experiment, which is outlined briefly in Appendix J, served to increase the
retention of engineers and scientists, improve supervisor-employee
relationships, and dramatically reduce management paperwork. Legislation is
now pending to implement such a system for all federal scientists and
engineers. The China Lake personnel system has produced significant benefits.
It merits expansion. We therefore recommend that federal law permit the
Secretary of Defense to include other critical acquisition personnel in such a
system,. and facilitate greater professionalism among civilian acquisition
employees through government sponsorship of graduate instruction in
acquisition management.

Among acquisition personnel, contract specialists have an especially critical
role. More than 24,000 members of DoD's acquisition workforce specialize in
the award and administration of contracts. Eighty-five percent of these contract
specialists are civilians. Contract specialists must master the extensive, complex
body of knowledge encompassing materials and operations management,
contract law, cost analysis, negotiation techniques, and industrial marketing.
Yet, the Office of Personnel Management designates the Contract Specialist
personnel series (GS 1102) as an administrative and not a professional series
under Civil Service Title VIII. This administrative designation prohibits the
establishment of any business education requirement for contract specialists. As
a result, only half of DoD's contract specialists have college degrees, which may
or may not be business-related. We recommend establishing a minimum
education and/or experience requirement for the Contract Specialist series.
Such a requirement, similar to that now established for the Accounting
personnel series, would mandate an entry-level criterion of twenty-four
semester hours in business-related courses or equivalent experience.

Independently, DoD should enhance the professional status of contract
specialists by increasing the number of outside hires, conduicting on-camlpus
recruitment, mandating the use of written tests for in-service placement and
promotion, and establishing upward mobility programs for purchasing agents
(GS 1105) and procurement clerks (GS 1106). DoD already has established L

acquisition training programs at five major facilities, and requires that all
civilian contract specialists complete an average of six-hundred hours of'
nandatory training. According to a 1984 report of the I)oI) Inspector

0,
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General,* however, approximately two-thirds of all DoD contract specialists
had not completed this training. In a recent report, the Executive Committee
on Federal Procurement Reformt also recognized the inadequate training
given contract specialists.

Insufficient management attention and financial resources are serious
impediments to adequate training of contract specialists and, for that matter,
all acquisition personnel. Such training-like that provided generally in DoD
intern programs-should be centrally managed and funded. This is necessary
to improve the utilization of teaching faculty, to enforce compliance with
mandatory training requirements, and to coordinate overall acquisition
training policies.

Training, promotion opportunities, acquisition regulations, education
levels, and public perceptions were among the many issues addressed in the
Commission-sponsored 1986 Survey of Department of Defense Acquisition Workforce.
The Commission conducted its survey to determine the opinions and
perceptions of those who must translate procedures and policy into contract
decisions and to learn from the workers themselves how to attract, motivate, and
retain a team of excellence. The study, which is summarized in Appendix K,
focuses on contract specialists, with a matched sample of other acquisition team
members responding for comparison.

This survey provides powerful support for many key Commission
recommendations-clarifying regulations, streamlining organization, enhancing
education and training, building a personnel system based on performance, and
designing a compensation system sufficiently flexible to attract and retain the %
best available team players.

Key findings of the survey are:

" DoD's acquisition team members say they operate under inetficient,
confusing regulations which often are inconsistent with sound business
practices.

* In evaluating thc relative competence of their fellow DoD team players,
contract specialists, in every case, express greater confidence in the
capabilites of defense industry personnel.

*()ffice of the Inspector General, 1)ol), Report on the Audit of D)epartment of )efen'e
Procurement Training, No. 84-047 (Feb. 14, 1984).

tExecutive Committee on Federal Procurement Ref'Orm Task (roup No. 6, Guidance on
E.%tablimhing Procurement Career Management Proram.s, Vol. I (May 1985).
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" Members of headquarters staff are rated as least likely to provide needed
support to other team members. ..

" Nearly one-third of the respondents feel that their supervisors do not
really know whether or not jobs are performed well. Another 30 percent
feel their formal evaluations do not accurately reflect performance.

" Civilians, who form the majority of the work force, name pay and
benefits as their most valued work reward and overwhelmingly believe
private sector compensation for similar work to be much greater.

" A majority of the respondents say that important resources such as time,
office space and equipment, and clerical support are lacking to such a
degree that professional effectiveness is significantly hampered.

In spite of such difficulties, these acquisition workers describe themselves as
possessing a healthy self-respect, taking great pride in meeting the challenges of
defense acquisition, and using their talents to serve their country. They want to
provide quality defense products and services to the American military. They
take seriously their moral responsibilities to the taxpayers, saying that the nature
of defense contracting requires higher ethical standards than does normal
business practice.

The wealth of data produced by the survey has immense potential for use
by management to improve both efficiency and effectiveness of the acquisition
process. The Commission commends the survey and its data base to the new
Under Secretary for Acquisition, with a strong recommendation to make
maximum use of them as management tools in striving for excellence.

I. Improve the Capability for Industrial Mobilization
We recommend that the President, through the National Security Council,

establish a comprehensive and effective national industrial responsiveness
policy to support the full spectrum of potential emergencies. The Secretary of
Defense, with advice from the Joint Chiefs of Staff, should respond with a
general statement of surge mobilization requirements for basic wartime
defense industries, and logistic needs to support those industries and the
essential economy. The DoD and Service Acquisition Executives should
consider this mobilization guidance in formulating their acquisition policy,
and program managers should incorporate industrial surge and mobilization
considerations in program execution.
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Historically, the United States has not worried much during peacetime
about industrial mobilization. All the major wars fought in this century have
allowed ample time for unhindered industrial buildup after the beginning of
hostilities. At this time there is no effective national policy on industrial
mobilization even though the missions of various agencies include
responsibilities in these areas.

The DoD's own industrial facilities (e.g. arsenals, shipyards, and
manufacturing equipment) are aging. United States industry is becoming
increasingly dependent on foreign sources for not only strategic raw materials
but subassemblies and manufactured components. American industry
essentially does no mobilization planning. With a few exceptions, contractors are
not given firm requirements upon which to base their planning; and in any case,
the preparation of such plans is not funded by DoD.

Our concepts of stockpiling-historically done at the raw-materials level
and driven by domestic politics-need modernization. Components and
structures that can make a difference in the early period of a crisis should be
stockpile candidates-not solely ores (that require - year or more to move
through the economy).

In mobilizing industry to meet crisis and wartime needs, time, not money, is
the major constraint. DoD can no longer assume that American industry will be
able to respond automatically to production surge requirements. Additionally,
dependence on foreign sources is becoming common for economic reasons.
This can have serious consequences for maintenance of our technology base for
the next generation of weapons and equipment.

Finally, DoD's procurement practices lead to significant disincentives for
U.S. manufacturers to modernize their production processes, and thus impact
both peacetime efficiency as well as crisis responsiveness.

Production surge capability is essential for improved readiness and
sustainability of United States forces. Up to now, planning for surge and
industrial mobilization has been an ad hoc affair, largely the result of individual
initiatives rather than done on a regular basis or in response to a shift in the
threat, U.S. national strategy, or world economic conditions. Industrial
preparedness typically loses out in the competition for DoD funds. The problem
has been studied, reviewed, and analyzed by many-with documented findings.
There is a need now for selective and prudent investments to obtain real
improvement in industrial base responsiveness.
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Chapter Four

Government- Industry
Accountability



I. Introduction

ur study of defense management compels us to conclude that nothing
Jmerits greater concern than the increasingly troubled relationship between

the defense industry and government. We have, therefore, given highest
priority to development of recommendations which, if implemented, will result
in a more satisfactory working relationship between government and that
industry. In our Interim Report, we made six broad recommendations directed
toward improving that relationship. In this conclusion of our work, we offer
more detailed observations that will treat the more troublesome aspects of
government-industry accountability.

From its earlitst days, the United States has relied on private industry for
procurement of needed military equipment. The vigor of industry is
indispensable to the successful defense of America and the security of our
people.

The Department of Defense (DoD) annually conducts business with some
60,000 prime contractors and hundreds of thousands of other suppliers and
subcontractors.' In 1985, the Department placed contracts worth approximately
$164 billion, seventy percent of which went to a group of 100 contractors.
Twenty-five contractors did business of $1 billion or more, 147 (lid $ 100 million
or more, and almost 6,000 did $1 million or more.

Acquisition of the tools of defense is an immense and complex enterprise.
The Commission believes that DoD reliance on private industry has not been
misplaced. The success of this enterprise, however, is now clouded by repeated
allegations of fraudlulent industry activity. With notable results, DoD has
devoted increased attention and resources to detecting and preventing unlawful
practices affecting defense contracts.2 But a plethora of departmental auditors

'See The Government' Role in Preventing Contractor Abuse: Ilearing. be/ore the Sub omnmitlee on
Oversight and Inve-tigation, of the lHouse Committee on Eine gy and Commerce, 99th (Corg., I si Sess. .102
(1985) (Statement of Joseph I. Sherick. Inspector (eneral, 1)o)). As noted ]it otir Report on
De/en.e Acquisition, defense contracting is a business of nearl 15 million se)arate contract actions
each year- an average of'56,000 such actions every working day. (Contract goods and services
sustain 5,500 defense installations and activities throughout the wonld.

2As of May 1985, 13 1 separate investigations were pending against ,15 of the [)o[)s I00
largest contractors. These involved such issues as detective pricing, cost and labor mischarging,
pro(luct sutstitution, sub)ontractor kickbacks, and false claims. Fromi .tne 1983 to April 1985,
12 separate investigations were instituted against one major (olt ( tol" abll(e. 6

h
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and other overseers-and the burgeoning directives pertaining to procuremwnt
-also have tended to establish a dIysfunctional and adversarial relationship
between DoD and its contractors.

Widely publicized investigations and prosecutions of large defense
contractors have fostered an impression of widespread lawlessness, fueling
popular mistrust of the integrity of defense industry. A national pul)Iic O)pinion
survey, conducted for the Commission in January 1986, revealed that many
Americans believe defense contractors customarily place profits above legal and
ethical responsibilities. The following specific conclusions can be drawn ftroim
this survey:3

0 Americans consider waste and firaud in defense spending a very serious
national problem and one of major proportions. On average, the public
believes almost half the defense budget is lost to waste and fraud.

0 Americans believe that fraud (illegal activity) accounts for as much loss in
defense dollars as waste (poor management).

* While anyone involved in defiense procurement is thought likely to
commit fraudulent and dishonest acts, defense contractors are widely
perceived to be especially culpable for fraud in defense spending.

0 In overwhelming numbers, Americans support imposition of the severest
penalties fIor illegal actions by contractors-including more criminal
indoiriments-as a promising means to reduce waste and fraud.

0 Nine in ten Americans believe that the goal of reduced f'raud and waste
also could be served through development and enforcement of strict
codes of conduct. Americans are almost evenly divided, however, on
whether defense contractors can be expected to live up to codes they
develop f'or themselves.

'The survey - U.S. National Survey Public Attitudes on Delen.se Management (Jan. 1986) - was
designed to provide the Commission information about American public opinion on a broad
range of defense management issues. These included, among others, the seriousness and causes
of waste and fraud in defense spending, as well as p)ossible solutions fo)r these problems. Ti'he
survey was performed by Market Opinion Research, whose compjilation and analysis of survey

% results are included as Appendix I. to this Final Report.
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SFour in five Americans think that def'ense cont ractors should feel anl
obligation, when (loing lbusiness with DoD, to ob~serve ethIica~l stada~ds1

higher than those observed in their normal business practices.

Thle dlepth of'pullic Mistrust of'(ICI'ense contracting is (leeply disquLieting
f'or a numiber of'reasons. First, the public is almost certainly mistaken d)Ot t ile
extent of corruption in indlustry and waste in the Department. While hi-an-d
constitutes a serious probllem1, it is not ats extensive or costl it s many Americans
believe. Thle nation's defense programs lose far more to inefficiencv than to
dishonesty.

Second, a lack of confidlence in (lel'ense contractors mlay af'fect public
Suipport for important def'ense programs, andl thus weaken our national
security. Restoring ptiblic confidence in our- acqulisition system is essential IfI we
are to ensure Our (defense.

Third, thle current ~)pLIlaI- imlpr-ession of runlaway tranl and waste
undermines Cruicial support f'or implementing p~recisely those management
ref'orms that would increase efficiency. These include exectitve and
congressional support f'or sensib~le nlew% longer-termi planining and budgeting
procedures, recommended by the Commission, to eliminate major but hidden
costs that instability imposes onl our overall defense effort.

Fourth, thle Commission is concerned that thle Current adversarial
atmiosphere will harm our 1Cidustrial base. It is implortanit (fhat innovar k-c
compIanies find it desirable to contract with D~OD. III current circuinstances,
impoirtant companies could dlecide to f'Orego this oppot-tuni .

Finally, it is significant that prIiva~te businesses bear- thle br-nutI of' public,
indlignation over waste and fr-aud In our- defenlse pi-ogi-ams. With most
Americans, we b~elieve that those who contract Inl thle (efeilse of' our- count rN

* must perform at a higher level than business ats usual. It stands repeatiing, from
our- Interim Re/wort, that:

mnanagenient and emiployees of co flpaities that conitrPact with Il e IDefeiise
Departmnent assuI~l inc unue arid coVrnpeHlliig Obl Igat i( IrS to 0ie people Of'
on r A rtned Forces, thle Ainiericim lax paver. andiol (li itr i m I hley iii usi
aply (aiill be perceived as applying) thle h1ihst Sti aidarl s of buinssii5
eticls anid condouct.-

By this measuri-, the national Opi nion suirvey represents at striking vote 0 If ii
confidence in defense contractors generally.

Though governimenit oversight is critically Important to die accoluisiti0ti

prcsno conceivab~le nmbet- of'aofditional federal auiditors. Inspectors,
Investigators, andl prosecutor-s can police It fntlly, inuch less make it wo)rk mlore
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effectively. Nor have criminal sanctions historically proved to he a reliable tool
for ensuring contractor compliance." We conclude there is a particular urgency
in dealing affirmatively with contractor practices.

To this end, leaders in the defense industry recently have committed
themselves to an initiative, consistent with recommendations of our Interim
Report on Government-Industry Accountability, that promises collective and
highly constructive action. This noteworthy effort is embodied in a document
signed to date by at least 32 major defense contractors who pledge to adopt and
to implement a set of principles of business ethics and conduct that
acknowledge and address their corporate responsibilities under federal
procurement laws and to the public.5 All signatories pledge to:

" have and adhere to written codes of conduct;

" train their employees in such codes;

* encourage employees to report violations of such codes, without fear of
retribution;

* monitor compliance with laws incident to defense procurement;

* adopt procedures f(or voluntary disclosure of violations and for necessary
corrective action;

%• SO• share with other firms their methods for and experience in implementing
% such principles, through annual participation in an industry-wide "Best

lractices Forum"; and

* have outside or non-employee members of their boards of' directors
review compliance.

T'rosecutorial resources are limited. IEAide|ice of criiaIl coidtio.t is oftell isuifficient for
proof bewond reasonable doubt. Some cases lack prose(utive mclii or jruti appcd. In others,
(inIilitI siItltIs aire ofccIted less appr)opriate thaiI adnIIIIIistratrit 'e retIle(lis. StiIl cte' cases
involve little or no financial loss to the federal govel'tllent. For these ind otfher reasons, the
)epartnen t of lustice (e lines to il<osCtle al r)IOXill V Six illtell possilble lril(d (ases
referred to it hN federal I agent ics. Sete V'.S. ( ,eI,ert I:\ cotuItiIg ( )ffiRe, l roid in? (;1,+crnmcntI
Progiams: HO ie.sxlep Is'e It U? Io' Con It Be (,uollrI/ed ( A0,AF() D I)-S I -5 7. atl 28-3() (.\fa 7,
1981).

5See Defese Indwtrv Initiatives on Bu.inre.ss Fthics :?,d Conduct (iune 1986). included as
Appendix M to this Final Report.

I
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To lend additional force and credibility to their initiative, these contractors
further propose that a respected organization, independent of both the
government and defense industry, be commissioned to report annually the
results of a survey assessing compliance with the above principles.

Such a commitment by its leaders would be an impressive undertaking for
any industrial group, and it is particularly appropriate for defense contractors.
We hope many other firms will make this pledge of self-governance and share in
an initiative voluntarily begun and freely joined by defense contractors
themselves. At least one major industry association is, we understand,
considering making adherence to these principles a condition of membership.

We are convinced that significant improvements in corporate self-i

governance can redress shortcomings in the procurement system and create a
more productive working relationship between government and industry.
Corporate managers must take bold and constructive steps that will ensure the
integrity of their own contract performance. Systems that ensure compliance
with pertinent regulations and contract requirements must be put in place so
that violations do not occur. When they do occur, contractors have
responsibilities not only to take immediate corrective action but also to make
disclosures to DoD.

We do not underestimate this task-it is enormous and demanding.
Requirements of diligence imposed on contractor management are
unquestionably stringent but are not more stringent than the public has a right
to expect of those who hold positions of authority with businesses on which the
national security depends. Contractor effort to improve performance should
not be impeded by DoD action; instead DoD should foster effective contractor
self-governance. It is in this context that we offer the recommendations that
follow.
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II. Industry Accountability: Contractor
Self-Governance

n our view major improvements in contractor self-governance are es-
sential.

Contracting with DoD is markedly different from other commercial
contracting activity. Defense contractors must observe various unique and
complex contractual, regulatory, and statutory requirements in bidding for,
performing, and warranting fixed-price and cost-type contracts. A distinct body
of contract principles has evolved in the defense contracting field.

Recent cases have involved violations of specific contractual and regulatory
provisions. Many of these violations have resulted from management failure to
establish internal controls to assure compliance with unique Dol) requirements.
Contractors historically relied on DoD auditors to identify instances where
standards were not followed, and contractor failure to establish internal controls. -

has developed in this regulated environment. Also in this environment,
contractor defaults were largely resolved contractually rather than through
criminal or civil actions.

Today, defense contractors should be aware that a concerned and
responsible government will aggressively enforce compliance. Contractors will
be required to (1o much more than they have done in the past to comply with
contractual, regulatory, and statutory standards and to provide adequate
supervision and instruction for employees. To (1o so will necessitate their putting
in place broad and effective systems of internal control. The effectiveness of
such systemis depends upon a host of factors, including:

" good organizational structure, providing for proper delegation of
authority and differentiation of responsibilities;

" clear policies and procedures, well adapted to business objectives and to
specific tasks and functions;

* training of and communication with employees at all performance levels:
alld

* ongoing arrangements to monitor compliance with, and to evaluate the
continuing efficacy of, internal control.
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The requirements of defense contracting establish an especially high
standard against which the adequacy of systems of contractor internal control
must be measured. It is not prudent or possible to detail specific systems of
control adequate to the needs of every defense contractor. This must be
determined in light of each contractor's circumstances, including its size,
operating habits, nature of business, range of' products and services, and
geographical dispersion of operations. Contractors should undertake careful
review of the adequacy of their specific internal control systems, evaluate
potential improvements, and determine what steps will provide greater
assurance of compliance with contracting requirements.

Information developed by the Commission indicates that corporate controls
could be greatly improved in at least three fundamental areas:

* development of codes of conduct addressing problems and procedures
incident to defense procurement;

* promulgation and enforcement of more effective internal control systems
to ensure compliance with those codes and the establishment of internal
auditing capacity to monitor, among other things, compliance with codes
and the efficacy of the control systems; and

* establishment of a more effective oversight of the entire process by an
independent committee, such as an outside audit conmittee of the board
of' directors.

A. Contractor Standards of Conduct

Defense contractors must promulgate and enforce codes of conduct that
address their unique problems.

Written standards of' conduct are necessary to establish an environment in
which a contractor's goals and its administrative and accounting controls become
understoo(l and functional. A well-drafted code is more than a mere (lirection to
employees on what is and what is not permissil)le co)nduct, although that is
certainly a major function of the code. It can provi(le a conceptual framcwoirk
for both management and employees to understand how company policy
interrelates with other applicable policies. It can articulate plrinciples oin the basis
of' which decisions should be na(le when government regulations fail to address
issues specifically. In the broad sense, a code of conduct should be designed to
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preserve or enhance a contractor's reputation for integrity. In our Interim Report
we recommended:

Defense contractors must promulgate and vigilantly enforce codes of
ethics that address the unique problems and procedures incident to
defense procurement. They must also (levelop and implement internal
controls to monitor these codes of ethics and sensitive aspects of contract ,,
compliance.

This recommendation was based, in part, onl a stud%, undertaken for the "
Commission by the Ethics Resource Centel-, n1C.6 In, Sur%,eying the practices of a _
representative sampling of major defense contractors, the (:enter inquired

about the:

* processes for establishing, and the form and content of, corporate
policies and procedures For ensuring ethical condtuct in dealings with the
federal government and with subcontractors, suppliers, and others;

* means contractors use for conmunicating these policies and procedtures;

0 internal systems contractors use for monitoring and enforcing their
policies and procedures; and

* internal contractor systems for adjudicating and punishing violations.

The Center's survey documents more widespread adoption of business
codes of conduct among defense firms than among American companies
generally, and suggests relatively greater appreciation by contractors of the risks
of unethical conduct and the value of explicit standards of behavior. The survey
also indicates, however, that contractors' codes often fail to address areas inl
government contracting where the incidence of nisconu(tct is highest. For
example, matters such as cost allocation, quality control, bidding and billing
practices, defective pricing, materials substitution, contract negotiation, the
monitoring of contract compliance, and the hiring of fOrmer )efense
Department personnel were explicitly addressed in only a third of the codes of
those defense contractors surveyed.

'Ethics Resource Center, Inc.. a non-profit organization located in Washington, 1).C., has
done extensive study of issues involved in ethical corporate governance. The results of its work
for the Commission are set forth in a Final Report and Recommendation.% on Voluntary Corporate
Policies, Practices, and Procedures Relating to Ethical Bimine,.s Conduct (Feb. 18. 1986), which is
included as Appendix N to this Final Report of the Commission.
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There are also inadequacies in the communication and enforcement of
standards of conduct. For example, only half the contractors with written codes
indicated that they distribute copies to all employees, and many reported that
distribution was limited to only senior management. Only half the codes
specified procedures for employees to follow in reporting possible misconduct,
and barely one in five provided procedures for protecting employees who bring
unethical practices to light. Finally, although trends indicate an increasing
attention by upper management to business ethics issues, the survey documents
the need for much better mechanisms at highest corporate levels to monitor
and enforce compliance. Too often industry regards promulgation of a code of
conduct as the end product and does not aggressively pursue its enforcement.

The Commission makes the following specific recommendations
regarding codes of conduct for defense contractors:

1. Each contractor should review its internal policies and procedures to
determine whether, if followed, they are sufficient to ensure performance that
complies with the special requirements of government contracting.
Contractors should adopt-or revise, if they have adopted-written standards
of ethical business conduct to assure that they reasonably address, among
other matters, the special requirements of defense contracting. Such standards
of conduct should include:

a. procedures for employees to report apparent misconduct directly
to senior management or, where appropriate, to a member of the committee of
outside directors-ideally the audit committee-that has responsibility for
oversight of ethical business conduct; and

b. procedures for protecting employees who report instances of
apparent misconduct.

2. To ensure utmost propriety in their relations with government
personnel, contractor standards of ethical business conduct should seek to
foster compliance by employees of DoD with ethical requirements incident to
federal service. To this end, contractor codes should address real or apparent
conflicts of interest that might arise in conducting negotiations for future
employment with employees of DoD and in hiring or assigning
responsibilities to former DoD officials. Codes should include, for example,
existing statutory reporting requirements that may be applicable to former
DoD officials in a contractor's employ.
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3. Each contractor must develop instructional systems to ensure that its
internal policies and procedures are clearly articulated and understood by all
corporate personnel. It should distribute copies of its standards of ethical
business conduct to all employees at least annually and to new employees
when hired. Review of standards and typical business situations that require
ethical judgments should be a regular part of an employee's work experience
and performance evaluations.

4. Contractors must establish systems to monitor compliance with

corporate standards of conduct and to evaluate the continuing efficacy of their
internal controls, including:

a. organizational arrangements (and, as necessary, subsequent J

adjustments) and procedural structures that ensure that contractor personnel
receive appropriate supervision; and

b. development of appropriate internal controls to ensure
compliance with their established policies and procedures.

5. Each major contractor should vest its independent audit committee-
consisting entirely of nonemployee members of its board of directors-with
responsibility to oversee corporate systems for monitoring and enforcing
compliance with corporate standards of conduct. Where it is not feasible to
establish such a committee, as where the contractor is not a corporation, a
suitable alternative mechanism should be developed. To advise and assist it in
the exercise of its oversight function, the committee should be entitled to
retain independent legal counsel, outside auditors, or other expert advisers at
corporate expense. Outside auditors, reporting directly to the audit
committee or an alternative mechanism, should periodically evaluate and
report whether contractor systems of internal controls provide reasonable
assurance that the contractor is complying with federal procurement laws and
regulations generally, and with corporate standards of conduct in particular.

The (:ofllflissiofIl Ieliexes ishat ,%e/f o\'Ilalc" is the llost )()IUl isi, g
1.'chIaisiii to fostetr im 1)rov e(I ( )lotnrt (oI) I')ia lwc'. It [0hoI),'s that etaI

U Witirtl or IliS11 ind i\ ituall iiiat , (l.e eiolj), ii[il'Illt il 1(1 ii t o se
encliits of U lIr)orate g oVerlaiC that are (lilt ial to (tllract (u liIIp1liit'e,
in-hidinilg ai I olC ((I of cU)ndil(it. The extelt of' each otl liit( )l"s effort ilIlI

I.I(i iig so %%-III IieeI th l1(.' v l of relI)ttionlot 1,1i l gity VIt MIteil(Is to set h )- it sel I.
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B. Contractor Internal Auditing
Contractors must develop and implement internal controls to ensure

compliance with corporate standards of conduct and the requirements of
defense contracting.

Contractors must also establish an internal audit capacity to monitor
whether the controls they have put in place are effective. Internal auditing will k
help ensure contractor compliance with internal procedures, standards of
conduct, and contractual requirements. An internal audit organization, to serve
these purposes, must be staffed with competent personnel able to operate with
the requisite degree of independence and candor.

Use of internal auditing to review adherence to procurement requirements
involves a significant broadening of the traditional application of this
monitoring device. In developing new auditing processes to review these issues,
contractors must consider which areas are most sensitive and in need of audit
review, as well as which auditing devices will be most cost-effective and efficient.

Recommendations in our Interim Report encouraging increased self-
governance were based, in part, on an internal audit study completed for the
Commission by the certified public accounting firm of Peat, Marwick, Mitchell &
Co.7 Over 2 10 business units-aggregating approximately $90 billion in DoD
fiscal year 1985 outlays for negotiated contracts-participated in the survey.
The survey was designed to ascertain, among other things, the following:

" the extent to which internal auditing, in addition to its traditional
applications, has been utilized to monitor defense contract compliance;

* the scope and coverage of such expanded auditing efforts;

* the effectiveness and usefulness of such internal auditing; and

* the extent to which, in view of recent dev'elopments, contractors intend to
expand their internal audit capabilitv or coverage.

7Peat, Marwick's Report on Surme. of Defense Contractor< Internal Audit Processe.% (Feb. 1986) is
included as Appendix 0 to this Final Report of the Commission. For survey purposes, "internal
auditing" was considered to include any regular, cyclical, or special examination conducted by or
on behalf of a company's management to assess the extent of compliance with the company's
established policies, procedures, and systems of internal controls. This excluded normal
supervisory efforts as well as financial audits performed by a company's independent
accountants.
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The survey indicates that most contractors have internal audit functions of
some kind and that many companies recently have expanded internal auditing
to cover more aspects of their government contract operations. But it also
provides compelling evidence of a need for defense industry generally to
upgrade the capabilities and broaden the mission of its internal auditors.
Among other important results of the survey are the following:

Internal Auditing Capacity. Over one-quarter of the business units surveyed
had no formal internal audit function; over two-thirds had no such functi)n at
their operating levels. Seven in ten indicated that they rely fbr audit coverage, in
whole or in part, on the work of independent accountants and on government
auditors. Given the added degree of effbrt needed to monitor government
contract work, internal audit staffs are too small: 58 percent of the business units
surveyed had fewer than 10 internal auditors, and almost two-thirds reported
that their internal audit staffs do not complete a full cycle of'auditable areas
within a three-year period.

Scope of internal Auditing. To serve the pu-pose of improving compliance
with federal procurement laws, internal auditing must address a variety of
practices specific to government contracts. Effective audits of such practices
require more penetrating evaluations perfbried more frequently than do
traditional financial audits. The survey shows that, despite recent ef'forts by
contractors to broaden internal auditing efforts, sensitive issues of contract

. compliance are not reviewed adequately. These include key areas of labor cost
- distribution and controls, material management, estimating practices, cost
.* allowability, accuracy of costing and reporting, and contract administration.

Competence of nternal Audit Stalf Internal audit staffs-where they exist-
generally have a satisfactory professional background. They need substantially
more formal training, however, in areas critical to compliance with federal
procurement law, including Cost Accounting Standards, Federal Acquisition
Regulation, Truth in Negotiations Act, and fraud detection. Approximately a
quarter of the units surveyed provide training in none of these areas, and less
than a quarter provide training in all of them.

Effectiveness ofInternal A uditing. I nternal auditors must operate with
independence and objectivity." By this measure, the basic design of contractors'
internal audit programs appears to be good. The survey nonetheless indicates

'The independence ot internali uditors del)ends ill pu- Ulpon Ilie organizational levels to
which they commilunicate results of iheir work and to) %whlh Il ey replort adnilinistrativelv. lhese
atre indicative of iniernal audi ors" abilil to aci indeelidenllt1% of inidividlials responsible fo)r the
functiojis being audited. 1lThe Olje'(ii of Ititernial audiloiriO IliV h Judged front finldings and
re4 illeiledil(dtiois Ilade inI their retpor,, thItw I rankness )f %%hiRh dlcn depend in itlnporlit IMll
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several areas of concern. Audit design may be inadequate because its scope is
determined largely by management requests. Management may not in all cases
be assuming proper responsibility or taking necessary action for follow-up on
problems identified through internal auditing. Moreover, the wide availability to
government personnel of internal audit reports and supporting work papers
may not be conducive to auditors' candor and objectivity concerning the
performance of the individuals responsible for the functions being audited.

We conclude that defense contractors have failed to take advantage of
assistance that internal auditors may provide to management responsible for the
design and function of systems of internal control of government contracting.
Identifying important elements of such systems and remedying their weaknesses
and deficiencies should be matters of the highest priority to all defense
contractors. This demands ongoing study and evaluation of a sort that cannot be
provided by either a company's outside auditors or by government auditors."-

Defense contractors must individually develop and implement better
systems of internal controls to ensure compliance with contractual
commitments and procurement standards. To assist in this effort and to
monitor its success, we recommend contractors take the following steps:

1. Establish internal auditing of compliance with government contracting
procedures, corporate standards of conduct, and other requirements. Such %
auditing should review actual compliance as well as the effectiveness of
internal control systems. 4

2. Design systems of internal control to ensure that they cover, among

Ot the extent to which such reports are regularly accessible to others, particularly to go\vernel t

agencies. See American I nstittel of ( ertifled Publi( Accotutnttllta.n .SI(llli'mlra ml A i g , d,udtnandAi (I

.No. 9. "'I LH fl of .in I nternial Atidit Fun~tctiotnOt oi ( oof theit Independen(I~tt AudI(itor'sExamination."

"A+ c m pallNy's outside auditors ordinal-1r ivv an\i 'w ,rd e\a hlate internal c.oltr-() (lp i ril ' 1

ami )llling C-mltr()i) oly~ to determIline tlht- lltllr .exten'lt, anld timingll (A audit Itests tilt'\ trill1| t

(01)(I( t l tnnialk ill exatllinig ai (millacImt s fina ciwi.i sltdtlittis. [ it'il 11r this limitled ptrl)ij Sc.
h t intertnal ( ()itol of goe t l'lllll li (ilt tilg pose's altld t tlsi(ltitti<tns l) (Imdetr thani

has \'t't l)tl refeotel ill 11t0' t(( otiltiig pro(,essiol's formail gllidarl(c t its ()%%(I 1t1t)(1tih rs mO.

traditional litattlt ,l(lits ()f go\ttltllltllt (oltitractos. Sete Anltrie all Instittit I () :etih' d

lluibli( Ac mintnrs. A udit, , (;i , u,', Go n i tctlCn lloi (2d ed. 1983). A. ask F'<( e (d lilt .\ l riil(l

Illstillite f ( ertilietd Ptnlllic A(.. c lliatis is I)()% alt work oil a re\ se itind stinst ntudlit guide that ,

pro-llises t( lbe of grtetttr assistant, to otside ll? diwrs, inttrl ll ittit s, and .litrakttm1
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other things, compliance with the contractor's standards of ethical business
conduct.

3. Establish internal audit staffs sufficient in numbers, professional
background, and training to the volume, nature, and complexity of the

company's government contracts business.

4. Establish sufficient direct reporting channels from internal auditors to

the independent audit committee of the contractor's board of directors to
assure the independence and objectivity of the audit function. Auditors
should not report to any management official with direct responsibility for the
systems, practices, or transactions that are the subject of an audit. Such
structure assures frank reporting of and prompt action on internal audit
results. To encourage and preserve the vitality of such an internal auditing
and reporting process, DoD should develop appropriate guidelines heavily
circumscribing the use of investigative subpoenas to compel disclosure of
contractor internal auditing materials.

Major contractor improvements in recommended self-governance will, no
doubt, require considerable effort over several %ears. Making these
improvemerts will also require greater involvement by contractors' boards of
directors and top management. The importance of the executive leadership role
in achieving a proper control environment cannot )e overemphasized. The
necessary initiatives ntst be instituted by industry, not government. Defense
contractors must take the steps described above or run the risk of action by
government, in response to pu)lic expectations, that may lbc both excessive and
unavailing. We share the concerns of the Ethics Resource Ceenter that:

intensive federal regulation has not only increased costs and lead-lime,
but thay have actuallN decreased the sense of, individual and (orporate
responsibility For the quality of products and services delivered to the
federal government. The standard of ethical business conduct seenis to
have become regulatory compliance, rather than responsible dlecision
making. In areas where these are not coincidental or where regulatiolns
(10 not dictate conIuct, the managemenl conscience may fail. The sense
of moral agency and ethical respoisibility ay be overridden b% tht-

'gaiuesianship" attitude fostered by regulall ory adversarial isIM.

Whatever actio ns the present Adfiniistratiotl or the (ongress maN ake to)
improve the effectiveness of ftderal regulations and oversight acti it les.
serious attetlionlt ill ist be paid to til inherent lin itations and I)5si ltl
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counter-productivity of an approach that is ahnost entirely a matter of
external policing.")

The process by which a contractor recognizes and distinguishes
responsibility for compliance from a mere facade of compliance is

self-governance, and essential elements of that process are implementation and
enforcement of proper codes of conduct and internal auditing systems.

Vigorous programs of the sort recommended hold far greater potential for
ensuring the integrity of defense contracting than does increased government
oversight. Successful self-policing by defense contractors has the considerable
advantage of making such oversight more efficient and effective. For very
practical reasons, therefore, government must exert its authority to oversee the
defense acquisition process in ways calculated to hasten the progress of
responsible companies toward improved self-governance. Our study of DoD.,
practices-with respect to administering its own standards of ethical conduct,
coordinating its own auditing and oversight efforts, and employing the range of
possible sanctions against contractor misconduct-suggests various areas for
improvement. These we address below.

'6,*

'"SNe'v rltif .s Resoiuiirt. ( Cnfer. Appad prt and R,'e ,mmendalm%, .\ ppc~uix N.
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111. Government Accountability: DoD
Auditing and Oversight, Standards of
Conduct, and Enforcement

T o ensure accountability- For its ownl operat ions anid progranlis. the feCderal
governmllenit has sN-stelils of' adillilliStraIdi id 11 iA()inilg()it IA (111 Lit ar

anialogouis to t hose ill the plriNVatc esecto r. 'I Iieir effecctivenecss is (IeIpelie oil(1 11

(omimaale factors such as orgaiiizat ionl. policies aiiid proceduries. anld

personnlel. (in1r study~f persuiades IIs thatl, in ucIIi as With1 (10Ic l eI 11(II1S1 IA. ) 1)
in u1st exert substanitiaIIk' better liiterilial coiit rol if' it is Io i in pho tle t

effectivenless of' its programls For (ouitract a 11(1it il a 11( over-sightl eII cm loe
staiillar15 of"(011(111(, anld civiIl anid adllnIlIist rat\, ieenfbr1cenieiit.

A. Department of Defense Auditing and Oversight
Oversight of defense contractors must be better coordinated among DoD

agencies and Congress. Guidelines must be developed to remove undesirable
duplication of official effort and, when appropriate, to encourage sharing of
contractor data by audit agencies. The new Under Secretary of Defense
(Acquisition) should establish appropriate overall contract audit policy.

A.s stated ]in outr Ih' criii I-eorl. there is anl tili nqust i d eliieel f,1 ro ad aiild
efcieadllilitist hitI- ive lvsigilt of' (cletse ac(1 uisit iou . lhD )L) n it ors tIhe

pcirf( irniaic ( )f efenise )ilitllactors ali1( thle i utegitIN o f ( lit ract( r (A iii piIM1Ce
aN num 1111)( 0')f lA)(SS('S. IiicIIdli ig III Vest igat lo lls, ilisp~ct ()iios. alid special-

" thle Iefenlse (:011trtact Ad in in st rat ion Services ( )(AS) of the IDef cii se
Logistics Aget(ny (I)L:\);

0 the Services, re(spec,(tiv( latit irel-resetitative offices ( PRO ), aud(it agencies.
ii1Vest9MV igat \ ive s erice.al(i in1slectors genecral:A

4. S~~ the I elns ( ilct Aud1(1it ;\genlcv ( 1)(AA-

* S" tht liDI)feiisc. 0-1r111n iiial nvstigative se cl](c:
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" the DoD Office of the Inspector General (OIG); and

* DoD's many procurement and contract management organizations.

Overseeing these efforts are the General Accounting Office (GAO),
committees and subcommittees of Congress, and congressional staff.

The oversight apparatus within DoD has evolved over time. As various
organizations and activities have been established, their jurisdictions, functions,
and responsibilities have emerged, often without clear delineation. Today, a .
distinction may be drawn between criminal investigative and internal auditing
responsibility-largely consolidated inder the OIG-and procurement and
contract administrative responsibility-traditionally exercised by the DCAS and
cognizant Service PRO with the advice and assistance of DCAA auditors.
Proper coordination and economy of oversight effort have proven particularly
difficult to achieve in view of the multiplicity of DoD organizations involved.

At the outset of our work we were aware of concerns that control over DoD
contract oversight efforts had degenerated. Most notably, the Senate Armed
Services Committee has expressed the view that contract auditing requires
sound overall coordination to promote efficiency and minimize duplication of
effort.1  In December 1985, the OIG reported the results of a survey conducted
by that office to determine whether effective coordination exists among various
DoD organizations involved in the oversight of contractor operations in order
to avoid unnecessary duplicative efforts.12 The survey examined 25 separate
DoD reviews conducted in 1984 at two major contractor locations. Fourteen of
these 25 oversight exercises-involving altogether some 13 different DoD

organizations, the GAO, and a prime contractor-were found to involve
elements of needless duplication. The Inspector General concluded, "Unless
specific actions are taken to address the problems of coordination, unnecessary
duplicative reviews (of this sort) are likely to continue."

Our own work confirms the Inspector General's conclusion. It also
underscores the enormity of the problem.

In December 1985, we engaged the certified public accounting firm of
Arthur Andersen & Co. to study DoD contract auditing and oversight, including

"'S. Rep. No. 41. 99th Cong., Ist Sess.. 21.4 (1985).
'"See Office of the Inspector (;eneral. I)ol), Report o(' The Surve, i of i'papti/ent o/ l'efrnm'

Oversight of (onraetor ()Operaion%. No. A P() 86-0)0 I. at 4 ( )e. 1985).
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its overall design and any duplication of effort. 3 Arthur Andersen & Co.
reviewed pertinent laws and regulations, consulted with responsible DoD
officials, and made nationwide field visits to ascertain the recent experience of
some 15 major defense contractors that together do substantial work for each of
the Services and for the DLA. Figure I reflects the principal findings and
recommendations that emerged from this study. It is noteworthy that Arthur
Andersen & Co. and the OIG found identical problems of a systemic nature
among DoD contract oversight organizations:

" Their efforts lack advance planning and coordination.

* Their respective responsibilities are ill-defined.

* They are unwilling to rely on each other's work.

* They are reluctant to share information.

Arthur Andersen & Co. concluded that "duplication in the oversight
process is extensive. Changes are clearly required to enhance efficiency and
reduce costs to both contractors and the government." (Emphasis added.)

In our view, necessary changes are not likely to be accomplished, however,
without first consolidating the authority to make and implement contract audit
policy in a senior DoD official.

For these purposes, we recommend the following:

1. Among his other responsibilities, the new Under Secretary of Defense
(Acquisition) should:

a. oversee DoD-wide establishment of contract audit policy,
particularly policy for audits conducted in support of procurement and
contract administration;

b. except for criminal investigations and DoD internal audits,
supervise establishment of policy for all DoD oversight of defense contractors,
including oversight performed by procurement and contract management
organizations; and

c. recognize established GAO and professional auditing standards.

"The full report of Arthur Andersen & Co.'s work - Study ofGovernment Audit and Other
Oversight Activities Relating to Defense Contractors (Feb. 25, 1986) - is included as Appendix P to
this Final Report.
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Figure 1
ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO.

STUDY OF GOVERNMENT OVERSIGHT ACTIVITIES

PRINCIPAL PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED

PERVASIVE LACK OF COORDINATION INDISCRIMINATE APPROACH BY DoD
AMONG DoD ORGANIZATIONS ORGANIZATIONS

* Reluctant to rely on each other's work " Nature, timing, and extent of audit and

" Unwilling to share information oversight shows inadequate attention to
* Deficient in advance planning -contractors' past performance

* Inconsistent in interpreting -results of prior and ongoing reviews
-contract and other requirements -relative costs and benefits
-results of audits and reviews

* Respective responsibilities poorly ERODING AUTHORITY OF ADMINISTRATIVE
defined CONTRACTING OFFICERS (ACOs)
-e.g., increased DCAA involvement in * DoD Directive 7640.2 (Dec. 29, 1982)

non-financial areas limits ACO authority to resolve audit
* Not observing DoD regulations designed recommendations

to ensure coordination of audit and * ACO no longer functioning as
oversight government's "team leader"

* Organizations possess no centralized * Indecision, delays, unnecessary and
coordinating authority costly disputes

RECOMMENDATIONS AND COMMENTS

REAFFIRM AUTHORITY OF ACO IMPROVE DAY-TO-DAY WORKING
* To function as DoD's team leader in all RELATIONSHIPS

dealings with contractor * Organizations should rely on each
* Responsible for other's work

-- determining final overhead rates * Share data base of contractor information
-coordinating all DoD auditing and

other oversight at contractor location ADHERE TO REGULATORY PRINCIPLES THAT
* Supported by DCAA in advisory capacity PROMOTE EFFICIENCY

-reevaluate DoD Directive 7640.2 Audit and oversight plans should reflect
appropriate consideration of

REEVALUATE AND CLARIFY RESPECTIVE -- contractors' past performance
AUDIT AND OVERSIGHT RESPONSIBILITIES -effectiveness of their internal control

* For example, those of contract systems

administrative organizations versus -results of prior and ongoing reviews
DCAA in the areas of -relative costs and benefits
-- operational auditing
-compensation and insurance reviews

* More generally, to improve planning,
organization, and control
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2. To optimize the use of available oversight resources by eliminating
undesirable duplication of official effort, contract audit policy should be
designed to:

a. delineate clearly respective responsibilities and jurisdictions of
DoD oversight organizations;

b. develop guidelines and mechanisms for DoD oversight
organizations to share contractor data and otherwise to rely more extensively
upon each other's work; and

c. improve audit strategies for the conduct, scope, and frequency of
contract auditing. These strategies should reflect due consideration for
contractors' past performance, the proven effectiveness of their internal
control systems, the results of prior and ongoing reviews conducted by DoD
organizations and by contractors themselves, and relative costs and benefits.

* B. Department of Defense Standards of Conduct
DoD should vigorously administer current ethics regulations for military

and civilian personnel to assure that its employees comply with the same high
standards expected of contractor personnel. This effort should include
development of specific ethics guidance and specialized training programs
concerning matters of particular concern to DoD acquisition personnel,
including post-government relationships with defense contractors.

An extensive body of law and regulation exists to prevent conflicts between
personal interest and public duty of current and former uniformed personnel
and civilian employees of DoD. These laws and regulations:

" impose financial disclosure reporting obligations on broad categories of %
DoD personnel, including extremely detailed reporting by the most
senior officials;

" describe standards of behavior for all Dol) personnel, including the
general requirement that they avoid any circumstance, whether or not
expressly prohibited, that might create the "appearance" of inpropriety;

* broadly penalize conduct by I),o) or other federal employees that could
involve personal enrichment in connection with ongoing official duty,
including bribes and gratuities, the so-called private supplementation of
federal salaries, representation of' private parties il matters of federal
Concern, and official acts that affect personal or f1am ilv ftiaTces Or the
financial interests of, a lprospective private emphoyer: and
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0 restrict in various ways what former federal employees generally, and
DoD personnel specifically, may do upon leaving government service.
Figure 2 summarizes current post-employment disqualifications and
certain related statutory provisions.

Standards thus established for the conduct of current and former DoD
acquisition personnel seek to maintain an environment in which DoD's internal
fiscal and managerial controls can work. Like codes of conduct adopted by
private contractors, they help protect the integrity and promote the efficiency of
the contracting process, minimize conflicts of interest, and assure the public thatdefense contracting is managed effectively and honestly.

The Commission conducted a careful review of the adequacy of DoD's
ethics programs for military and civilian acquisition personnel.14 Several facts
prompted this review. In defense acquisition, as throughout the government,
there is a substantial incidence of federal employee involvement in reported,%
cases of fraud and other unlawful conduct. Many cases have involved bribery or
other criminal activity by relatively low-level purchasing officials at military
procurement facilities, and others have involved gratuities for senior personnel.
Such official misconduct in the acquisition system is doubly destructive: it
subverts operations of DoD and defense industry, and corrodes public
confidence in government and business generally. It is critical in defense
management to establish and maintain an environment where official standards
of conduct are well understood, broadly observed, and vigorously enfOrced. We
believe that significant improvements are required.

Our study indicates, for example, that-much as is the case with the defense
industry-DoD's published conduct regulations do not provide timely or
effective guidance to personnel engaged in the acquisition process. DoD
Directive 5500.7, Standards of Conduct, has not been updated since 1977 or
revised to reflect such subsequent legal developments as passage of the Ethics in
Government Act of 1978. Even in its current version, Directive 5500.7 provides
only general ethical guidance to personnel and components throughout DoD.
No comparable directive provides more specific guidance to all of DoD's
acquisition personnel.

Nor does any system exist to ensure that all DoD acquisition personnel
receive, on a periodic basis, a prescribed minimum of ethics training specifically %

O4()ur public meeting of May 5, 1986, was devoted exclusively to testimion on this subject.
As part of our review of relevant laws and administrative practices, we received an extensive
briefing and detailed conclusions and recommendations from the Office of the Inspector
General.
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related to the acquisition function. Just as among dfefense contractors,
considerable disparity exists in the efforts that DoD acquisition organizations
expend in this area. An effective program of instruction and compliance
concerning ethics matters, including post-employment disqualifications and
reporting, should be established and implemented. To do so will require
sustained leadership throughout DoD and a commitment of greater personnel
and administrative resources. 15

In our Interim Report, we thus expressed the general view that the important
challenge for defense management lies in improving compliance with existing
ethical standards, not in defining new or more stringent standards. We
nonetheless also have reviewed the substance of current laws and regulations
from two distinct points of view: first, for their effect on recruitment of capable
senior-level personnel to run the acquisition system; and second, for their
adequacy to protect the integrity of that system from perceived dangers posed
by the so-called revolving door phenomenon. The "revolving door" refers, in
this context, to the movement of a DoD acquisition employee into a position with
a private company f)r whose government contracts he has or had some official
responsibilitv.

Both our Interim Report and our Report on Defense Acqui.ition emphasize the
importance of improving the government's ability to attract and retain the
highly qualified people needed f'or effective senior management of defense
acquisition. We agree with the Presidential Appointee Project of the National
Academy of Public Administration that ethics regulations:

have assumed a very important role in the appointment process. Their
impact is mixed. In some ways, these laws have brought genuine benefits
to the American people by eliminating blatant potential conflicts of'
interest andi enhancing opportunities for the identification and prosecu-
tion of those who would violate the public trust. On the other hand, these
changes have been costly: costlV to the government'.s abilit" to recruit pre.siden-
tial appointees, costly to the relations between the news media and public

tAt the Commission's May 5. 1986. nieeting, DD's (;eneral Counsel reitcwed planis.
pursuant to the President's April 1986 dire(tive, for imjl)ro'eId a(hninist ratiton of (-urrellt et hics
regulations fIt) lol) personnel. as Ie(olillnlenlded ill outr Interi iReport. We support this e'ffort. It
should, we believe, f()tus ill importt lll part ile lie need lirt specialized guidance and training of
I)oi) acquisition personnel. It shoulI also seek to establish better tnltutial understanlding
between, and promote col pleneuta r efforts to address tile respective ethical concerns of,
governfmenlt Ilanl in(lustrv.
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officials, and costly in financial sacrifices to a number of honest and
dedicated public officials. 6

Our examination of the substance of current ethics regulations underscores
an important truth: ethical standards are only as easy to observe, administer,
and enforce as they are certain in scope, simple in concept, and clear in
application. Undue complexity and vagueness-for example, that we believe
characterizes current financial disclosure reporting requirenents-serve no
legitimate public purpose. Either can transform ethical standards from matters
of principle to mere traps for the unwary, and put at risk the reputation of'
anyone who enters or leaves a responsible position in government.

Figure 2 outlines established criminal statutory restrictions on what federal
employees and retired military officers may or may not do once they have left
government. Actions of officials still in federal service have been restricted to
exclude matters in which they, or prospective private employers with whom they
are negotiating, have a financial interest. These statutes should be enforced
more vigorously, and their import made clear to DoD employees far more
effectively, than is now done.

Figure 2 also outlines the one current criminal statute, Public Law 99-145,
concerning for whom defense acquisition officials may work after they have left
DoD. This new provision, and comparable measures now pending in Congress,
significantly depart from prior law in attempting to define as criminal conduct
certain post-government employment per se. They do so on a highly selective
basis-applying only to personnel involved in the acquisition process, and only
to such personnel as are employed by I)oD. More significantly, they pose serious
problems of definition, never satisfactorily resolved in statutory form,
concerning precisely which DoD personnel should be covered and precisely
what sort of exposure to a contractor should lead to the employment
prohibition. In practice, these definitions are very difficult to work out sensibly
and fairly. This is reflected in the confusion concerning tle applicability of
Congress' one current venture into restricting post-government employment per
.se, Public Law 99-145. The highly uncertain inpact of these new and proposed
statutes, and the understand(le desire of law-abiding inidividuals to avoid even
the remote chance of a criminal violation, may well prompt talented people not
to work for I)oL) in the first place or to leave once such restrictions appear
imminent.

l* _ _ _ _ _*

. Leaderhip injeoparidy: The Fraying ol h r i'ridenttl AI/)I)ollIm l I,%,t S%t,?'n (Fin itI Rc por( t (t

", Presidential A\ppotitee Project). November 1985, at 13 (eml)hasis added).
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Figure 2

THE REVOLVING DOOR: CURRENT POST-EMPLOYMENT
DISQUALIFICATIONS AND CERTAIN RELATED PROVISIONS

STATUTE PROVISIONS
18 U.S.C. 207(a) Permanently bans representation to the government of any person on any

"particular matter involving a specific party" in which a former Executive
Branch employee "participated personally and substantially" while in
government.*

1. 18 U.S.C. 207(b)(i) Bans for two years representation to the government of any person on any
particular matter over which a former Executive Branch employee
exercised "official responsibility" while in government.*

18 U.S.C. 207(b)(ii) Bans for two years representation by a former "senior employee" of
Executive Branch, through his "personal presence at any formal or
informal appearance" before the government, of any person on any
particular matter in which such former employee personally and
substantially participated while in government.*

18 U.S.C. 207(c) Bans for one year representation by a former "senior employee" of
)Executive Branch of any person to his former agency on any particular

matter before or of substantial interest to that agency.*

18 U.S.C. 208 Prohibits an employee of Executive Branch from participating "personally
and substantially" as such in any "particular matter" in which any person
with whom he is "negotiating" or has any "arrangement" concerning
post-government employment has a financial interest.*

18 U.S.C. 281 Prohibits retired military officers from representing any person in the sale
of anything to the government through their former department.*

18 U.S.C. 283 Bans for two years following retirement participation by military officers
in prosecution of claims against the United States involving their former
department.*

37 U.S.C. 801 Prohibits payment of compensation to military officers engaged, within
three years after retirement, "in selling, or contracting or negotiating to
sell, supplies or war materials" to DoD or other agencies.

*10 U.S.C. 2397 Requires reporting by certain military personnel and civilian officials of
DoD of employment by defense contractors occurring within two years
prior or subsequent to government service.t

10 U.S.C. 2397a Requires reporting by military personnel and civilian officials having
procurement responsibilities in DoD of "contacts" regarding post-
government employment opportunities with certain defense contractors.t

P.L. 99-145, Prohibits a "Presidential appointee" who acts as a "primary government
99 Stat. 693 representative" in the "negotiation" or "settlement" of a contract with a

defense contractor to accept, within two years thereafter, employment
from that contractor.*

*Violation punishable by fine and/or imprisonment.
tViolation subject to administrative penalty in amount up to $10,000.
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While mindful of the critical need to recruit and retain capable acquisition
personnel, we do not minimize the importance of upholding the real and
apparent integrity of the acquisition process. Our recommendations seek to
achieve vigorous enforcement of ethical requirements and steadfast attention to
ethics programs and training by government and industry alike. We believe that
our recommendations, if fully implemented, would go much further toward
improving the ethical environment of defense acquisition than would any
legislative proposal. Had such administrative efforts been undertaken by DoD
heretofore, the adequacy of the existing legislative scheme would be far more
evident.

Public Law 99-145, and the additional revolving-door restrictions now
proposed, in part reflect a legitimate dissatisfaction with individual enforcement
of existing DoD standards of conduct. They also reflect a widespread concern
that opportunities for post-government employment with defense contractors
may seem to tempt acquisition officials to favor improperly those contractors
over whose affairs they exercise authority. We do not dismiss this concern.
Acquisition officials must scrupulously avoid any action that might create even
the appearance of giving preferential treatment to any contractor or losing
complete independence or impartiality of action. Existing standards of conduct
demand nothing less. The real challenge, we believe, is to establish and maintain
an ethical environment for defense acquisition that applies this principle across
the board. This will not be accomplished through piecemeal legislation that
subjects special classes of government employees to imprecise standards,
unpredictable restrictions on future conduct, and harsh criminal penalties.

Instead, the revolving-door concern must be addressed where it originates,
in the relations of DoD and the defense industry. Complementary efforts must
be undertaken by DoD and defense industry to define appropriate and highly
specific limitations in the area of post-government employment relationships.
These limitations should not be legislated but instead should he articulated
through complementary prohibitions in both government and industry'
standards of conduct, for the clear guidance of putative empl)yers (i.e.,
contractors) and employees (i.e., former DoD officials) alike. This exercise
would reinforce a healthy, ongoing dialogue between industry and government.
Appropriate voluntary disqualifications by private employers and prospective
employees could and should become an accepted aspect of the official and
professional responsibilities assumed by those who work in and contract with
DoD. Were statutory requirements to report employment with defense
contractors properly observed and administered, Dol, industry, and the public

could monitor the success of the approach we recommend. In this way, I)oL) and
defense industry could assume leadership roles for the lpblic and private

VV
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sectors, and set a standard that others-notably Congress and other Executive
departments-should emulate.

For these purposes, we recommend the following:

1. DoD standards of conduct directives should be developed and
periodically reviewed and updated, to provide clear, complete, and timely
guidance:

a. to all components and employees, on ethical issues and standards
of general concern and applicability within DoD; and

b. to all acquisition organizations and personnel, on ethical issues and
standards of particular concern to DoD acquisition process.

2. The acquisition standards of conduct directive should address, among
other matters, specific conflict-of-interest and other concerns that arise in the
course of official dealings, employment negotiations, and post-government
employment relationships with defense contractors. With respect to the last
category, the Secretary of Defense should develop norms concerning the
specific personnel classification, type of official responsibility, level of
individual discretion or authority, and nature of personal contact that, taken
together, should disqualify a former acquisition official from employment
with a given contractor for a specified period after government service. These
recommended norms, observance of which should be monitored through
existing statutory reporting requirements, would establish minimum
standards to guide both acquisition officials and defense industry.*

*Comment by Herbert Stein:

Although I do not disagree with what the Commission says about the
"rewvoling door," I wish to add the following comment:

Department of Defense officials whose position in the acquisition process
enables them to affect substantially the interests of particular contracting
companies should not be employed by those companies for a period, such as two
years, after leaving the Department, except in special cases where the national
security clearly dictates otherwise. This principle is not now adecquately
recognized in the standards of proper conduct in the I)epartnient or among
defense contractors. For the Department, the Secretary should clearly state the
principle, define the categories of officials to which it applies and identify the
individual officers and their contractor-relationships covered. Undoubtedly the
line between covered and uncovered relationships will be difficult to draw, but
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3. DoD should vigorously administer and enforce ethics requirements for
all employees, and commit necessary personnel and administrative resources
to ensure that relevant standards of conduct are effectively communicated,
well understood, and carefully observed. This is especially important for all
acquisition personnel, to whom copies of relevant standards should be
distributed at least annually. Review of such standards should be an important
part of all regular orientation programs for new acquisition employees,
internal training and development programs, and performance evaluations. 0

C. Civil and Administrative Enforcement
Suspension and debarment should be applied only to protect the public

interest where a contractor is found to lack "present responsibility" to
contract with the federal government. The Federal Acquisition Regulation
should be amended to provide more precise criteria for applying these
sanctions and, in particular, determining present responsibility.

Specific measures should be taken to make civil enforcement of laws
governing defense acquisition still more effective.

Failure to establish internal disciplines necessary to responsible self-
governance subjects a defense contractor to a variety of governmental
enforcement remedies. Thus, the government may seek relief against a
contractor for breach of contract and, even in the absence of technical breaches,
criminal and civil sanctions for contractor and contractor-employee misconduct.
Our Interim Report recommended "continued, aggressive enforcement of'
federal civil and criminal law governing defense acquisition." This was
predicated on the view that such enforcement "punishes and deters misconduct
by the few, vindicates the vast majority who deal with the government lawfully,

Comment ron'd..

it will be better to draw the line imperfectly than either to ignore the revolving
door problem or to leave officials and contractors in a state of' uncertainty."
Contractors' codes of conduct should include a bar to employment that violates
this principle.

I believe that if the standards of' permissible employment are clearly
defined both officials and contractors will voluntarily abide by them. In line with
the Commission's desire to foster an atmosphere of' trust anong the
Department, contractors and the public, I would much prefer to see the
problem handled in this voluntary way. But if experience shows that reliance on
voluntary observance of the principle is inadequate, legislative remedies should
be considered.
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and recoups losses to the Treasury." In this section we discuss noncriminal
sanctions by which the government can protect its interes ts.

Unlike criminal or other punitive measures, Suspension and dlebarment are
sanctions intended to ensure that DoD max' "solicit of'fers fi-om, awardl contracts
to, and consent to subcontracts with res'potisible cotilractors ( 11 y. " '7 The Federal
Acquisition Regulation sets f'Orth specific circumstances ini which suspension
(disqualification pending the comipletioni of investigationi or legal proceedigs)
or debarment (disqualification for a specific period of time) may' be ap)1 lied.'81
Imposed in appropriate circumstances, these sanictionis seek to serv'e a*i pub~lic
interest for the G;overnment's protection" rather thani to p~rov'ide f'Or increasedl
punishment F'or wrongdoing.'"

While suspension and debarment are indispenisable tools in assuring that
DoD not contract with those lacking present responsibility, they iievertheless are
severe remedies that should be applied only in accordlance with their stated
purpose and legal standards. Members of' the (lefetise conitracting in1(lustrv claiml
that neither the purpose nor- the standards have beeni observed, andl that the
threat of imposition of' the sanctions has become the government's primary'
negotiating weapon in criinial prosecutions to force contractors to enter guilty

* ~pleas to avoidI suspenlii or debarnent." 1 There is comncei that IDoI has
* improperly concluded that the f'act of' a criminal ini(li('tment of a conitractor or at

management employee is an "automatic" gr'ound for suspensioni, without
sufficient regardl f'or c'orrective actions already taken. 2' Such claimed abuses are
said not only to constitute arbitrary (IC nals of' protected personal anl liproprty

'7 Federal Acquisition Regulation (hereinafter FAR) § 9.4012(a) (emiphlasis add~ed ).
"'FAR H* 9.406-1 .9407-1 (b). Following imphlosit ion of* tile sdilit ion. it c0111 ra(tor, and its

subwontracto)rs may con tinue to perform work oil ongoing cont1ract s, bItt thet (olnt Id tC i s

rendered1 ineligible for fture awardls dunring the period( of'sltsjpension or olebaijIlent.
19 FAR § 9.402(b).
'2CC there is liitle (1011)1t hlat stispension )r- deliarnient . whet her prop)erly or improper]N

imposed. (anl he (te~~stating to it (ohltrnt(tor wkor- hailv elgage I n tile defense tlllnsI rx.
W~hile suich con11tractorIna 1 sCt'i r)1 hill i~i' lleavV civil and1( (rhlnl iiatlties. t hey mlay not)

suivIe at lelngt by suspension or deb~armenCt1. No t itltehl(ledland not1 itmlposed its pilit ive

mecasuires, suispenlsioni or dlebarmlent Iliay uie~ertlieless be file miost severe sand tion (oil fro ilt ihg a C

wayN ward'(li11 ractor.
211tt is getiei'aill% (-otICedledl 1 StSI)eil(hihlg/([I)arr-1ihg authorniies that suspension occurs5 (11)01

issuant rce of an Ii I (ficttilent. andl that I lie (on I rat Ior is theI reafter atfford-(ed o pport IIIiti I to Show
cauise wh ' the suspension shlould niot he termlinlated. A.' C me of the three NI ilitaryN Services and!
the 1)efense Lo~gistics Agency ( tWA) t11aN suspend or debar a (0111 rator. anld thle Cother ServiCes
and the IDLA will honior the sand itiin.
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rights, but also to eliminate as the criteria for suspension, the measure of a
contractor's "present" reSponSI)iIIt%.2

Whatever the mnerit of defense InL~st rv claims, it is clear that nowhere Is the
attitude Of mu1-tual mistrust between Dol) and the dlef ense industry more in
evidlence than lin DoI)s exercise of its p~owers ofstispenlsion andl dlebarment.

lIn recent y'ears there has been a marked Increase InI tile numII)l- of actions
taken to Suspetwl or debar individuLal Or Corporate contractors fromt entering
into new contracts with DoD. lIn 1975 there wvere 57 suspensions and
dlebarments by [)D in 1980) there were 78. In 1985 there were 6352 SuLSpensions

it a'

h)lav's problems can be addressedl by (k\CIlping al -O~n basis for both
gov-ernment and Industry to carryN out their r-ectiVe fl-IictiOns. By workn

together with more cooperation and dedication to performance and less
mistrust and suspicion, a renewed commitment to excellence -an be made.

1. Circumstances in Which a Contractor May Be Suspended or

Debarred

a. Current Rules /e'r Sufenseol i

Siuspension ofa contractor is itn te nature ofda prelimindary remedy
available to the government efore full development ofthe facts. It should be
mposed "ons the basis of adequate evidence ... hen it has been determined

that immediate action is necessary to protect the government's interest.-2

Adequate evidence is defined as "Informaton sufficient to support thie
reasonable belief that t particular act or o isin has OCCnfre ee.2

22kX'Iliie ( II-(I l t -( oI ( t It fitI l~it IstitI Ies at I-i [IIaI it 111(l(1Iflefl I a I );%Ie Prma /(I( t' evid(IIcelC of
yIIespollsibiIIt%, such and1(11( a greate wIi c(es t I ill (titelIt io t .e (olItraclig Il(ItiV I) two oi

M 1 ToC y's. The hre ct a o e a ItI(fI(Itlte sseII thus 6c an Imlrinoer tllstie of' (e (oIltrtd (ot0s
preent resp andsibiiI should sti )t lsio r oull t ir tIllil of irei(peiie t. iuring the period
together (the o erat i t I dedIctIo f t r fit a% e rea ed es If IP

1. Circumseances in WhichtatConteatoirayt Be Suspened r

g .iiht% of roe ngooiig. (torR led ausI S siols. Illade rest iti loll. h)ettel U0lIIlii l ted ad
I n) phe ell el it ~ acorpora Ie (o(1 cof (of ~I I I. i II I f)I-o t(] iI I IerI ii al (1I I iIfI Ig )JIIi(es. itIf (I ofhIel-wist

I..

taeSatseonstfrating its'ra t r ls he n ture All aiprliinar rls e m tey "",.,

afimoe o for asis(1 po alloute vindee whenllvc lt imphl een dloeerie"

resonsible self thve-lat atiu ato miso hsocurd T

2 4 FAR § 9-403.
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The Federal Acquisition Regulation sets forth particula contlltitins in
which suspension may be applied. A contractor may be suspenced, tf r texanple,
upon "adequate evidence" of the commission of a fraud or criminal oftfense in
the procurement process, the violation of federal or state antitrust stattltes, the
commission of various other criminal offenses, and the commission of any other
offense showing "lack of business integrity or business honesty" that "directly
affects" the contractor's present responsibility. Inlictment for any of these
delineated actions constitutes ale(luate evidence for suspension. A contra(tor
may also be suspended for any other cause that shows an al)senc of l)resent
responsibility .25

b. Current Ruhs Jor Debarment
.4

Regulations governing debarment provide that the responsible official
" may debar" a contractor if it has been convicted fOr any offense listed above
that may provide a basis for suspension. The regulations further state that the
existence of one of the described causes does not require debarment. "IT]he
seriousness of the contractor's acts or omissions and any mitigating factors
should be considered in making any debarment decision. '2h

21FAR § 9.407-2, Causes for Suspension, provides:

(a) The suspending official may stspendt at contractor stuspected, upon adequate evidence,
of-

(I ) Commiission of a halld o it triminal offellse ill connection with 0) obtaining, (ii)
attenpti ng to obtain. or (iii) perftrming a public tr Itact or st bcotnotract

(2) Violation o f Federal or State antitrust statutes relating to the submission of of fers:
(3) (oCiinlission of embetfeme nt, theft., Orgetv, bribery. falsiticationl or destruction of

re(ods, t takini g false statenmentts, or receiN ing Stoleti property., or
(,4) Commission of atrn other oftense indicating at lack of business integrity or business

N honesty thal setrioausi arld directy affects the presetit responsibility of ('overnment

(ott tract I i on Sub IMtlit rail ut.
(b) htdi(ctment for an of the auses ill paragraph (a) above constitutes adequate evidence

for suslpeinsion.

t ) 1he suspending oif fial may tpoti adequtate \idetice also sitspeiid a ctnt ract or tot any
other (attise of so seriols o( n ottipelling a nture that it affects tie presenit respoosibilitv of a
G ne t i triact orm ma ixbotratot.i

1 'SFAR § 10 1- 1l~)
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2. Improvements in Regulations Governing Conditions Under Which a
Contractor May Be Suspended or Debarred

Existing regulations can be improved in crucial respects by providing
criteria for government officials making present responsibility determinations.

a. Determination of Present Responsibility

The requirement that all suspension/debarment decisions be based on a
present responsibility determination should be more clearly set forth by
amendment of particular provisions of the Federal Acquisition Regulation.
Such amended provisions should include an explicit requirement that
suspension and debarment must be related to a lack of present responsibility
before either sanction is applied. For example, adequate evidence of the
occurrence of a criminal offense by a contractor or its employee should not
necessarily result in suspension. Nor should conviction for a prior offense be the
sole predicate for debarment. Basis for imposition of suspension or debarment
is lacking unless the suspending or debarring authority determines that
conditions causing the criminal misconduct are present problems within the
company. Provisions referred to above setting forth particular conditions in
which a contractor may be suspended or debarred should be amended to clarify
that such a condition is a sufficient basis only if it can be linked to a lack of
contractor present responsibility.27

b. Criteria for Present Responsibility

Administration of suspension/debarment would also be improved if
regulations were amended to include specific criteria to be considered in
determining whether a contractor is "presently responsible." Such criteria are
not now set forth in the regulations. The following are recommended for
consideration as proper criteria:

7'lFhe cited regulatory provision (FAR 9.407-2(b)), stating that indictment for any of the
listed causes "constitutes adequate evidence of suspension, is particularly troublesome. Given
the time-consuming nature of litigation, indictments are invariably based on prior misconduct.
The events causing an indictment generally precede an indictment by one or more years. Thus,
where an agency suspends a contractor on the sole basis of an indictment, it applies this sanction
without regard to the requirement that suspension should be predicated on lack of present
responsibility. Such administrative action involves an abdication of the suspending authority's %
obligation under current law. This provision of the Federal Acquisition Regulation - stating
that indictment constitutes adequate evidence - should be reexamined.
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* The nature of integrity programs, if any, currently being implemented by
the contractor. The debarring/suspending authority should be
particularly interested in the extent of the contractor's affirmative efforts
to implement ethical standards of conduct that address contract
performance and systems of internal controls to monitor compliance with
those standards.

* The contractor's reputation for probity on recent procurements with
DoD and other federal agencies.

" The reputation of the contractor's management and directors in recent
circumstances as persons of good character and integrity.

* The extent to which misconduct is symptomatic of basic systemic
problems within the corporation as opposed to isolated, aberrational
corporate behavior.

* The nature and extent of voluntary disclosure and cooperation offered
by the contractor in identifying and investigating the misconduct.

* The sufficiency of remedial measures taken to eliminate the causes of the
misconduct.

c. Determination ofPublic Interest

Before suspending or debarring a contractor the responsible official must
determine, in addition to present responsibility, whether such action serves the
"public interest." To an extent, consideration of public interest is subsumed in
the determination whether the contractor is currently responsible. Some factors
affecting public interest are, however, distinct from those affecting present
responsibility and should be considered separately. Except where a contractor's
misconduct endangers life or property, in which case the government's interest
is clearly indicated, the Federal Acquisition Regulation should be amended to
mandate review of the effect a proposed suspension/debarment might have on
the ability of DoD and other government agencies to obtain needed goods or
services.

In making the public interest determination, the suspending or (ebarring
agency should consult with agencies both within and outside DoD. The decision
that suspension or debarment will serve the public interest requires a careful
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balancing of public needs against any potential harm that might occur from
continued dealings with the contractor.

d. Cursory Suspension of Contractors

The current practice of "automatic" suspension of contractors following
indictment on contract fraud should be reconsidered by DoD with a view that it
be more discriminating and take into account all circumstances of a particular
situation. In our Interim Report we stated, "Suspension and Debarment should
not be imposed solely as a result of an indictment or conviction predicated upon
former (not ongoing) conduct ......

A device that has been used by a military department in lieu of "automatic"
suspension is the so-called "shock and alarm" letter. Such a letter brings sharply
to the attention of the executive of a defense firm DoD's cause for concern of
wrongdoing, and the executive is urged to take immediate corrective action.
What distinguishes the "shock and alarm" technique is that it does not carry with
it the formal and immediate sanction of suspension. It provides the contractor
an opportunity to put its own house in order before suspension becomes
imperative.

e. Scope of Suspension or Debarment Orders

Once a determination is made to suspend or debar a contractor, the Military
Service or DLA must determine the appropriate scope of the order. The
government may elect to suspend or debar a particular division or similar
organizational component of the contractor, a number of divisions or
organizational components, or the entire corporate structure of' which the
contractor is a part.

An overly broad suspension or debarment of a contractor involved in
numerous procurements can deny DoD important sources of supply and cause
economic and commercial harm to the contractor. On the other hand, an
inappropriately narrow application of these sanctions can lead to continued
government dealings with irresponsible parties.

Current regulations give the responsible agency wide authority to tailor the
scope of a suspension or debarment order without providing guidance about
how the agency should exercise its discretion. Suspension applies to "all divisions
or other organizational elements of the contractor, unless the suspenson11 .
decision is limited by its terms to specific divisions, organizational elements or
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commodities. 28 Similarly, "debarment constitutes debarment of all divisions or
other organizational elements of the contractor, unless the debarment decision
is limited by its terms to specific divisions, organizational elements or
commodities. '2 9

Given the significance and difficulty of these determinations, res)onsible
officials should have more specific guidance in considering the scope of possible
suspension or debarment actions. The Federal Acquisition Regulation should
mandate review of the following criteria:

" the extent to which the misconduct was confined to a particular
organizational unit and the autonomy of that unit;

" the extent of knowledge corporate management and directors had of the
relevant misconduct;

0 the extent to which sanctions must be imposed to provide minimum
protection of the public interest; and

. other effects that could occur if organizational units other than that
within which the misconduct occurred are suspended or debarred.

Suspending and debarring authorities should craft application of these
sanctions as narrowly as possible to exclude only those organizational units that
threaten the integrity of the procurement process.

f. Independence of Determinations

The government, because of broad discretionary powers entailed in
declaring contractors ineligible for awards, carries a heavy burden. It must
affirmatively seek to avoid arbitrary action. DoD should ensure that
opportunities for abuse are reduced by insulating decisionmakers in the
suspension and debarment process from untoward pressure from within or
without DoD. Present policies do not provide suflicient insulation for officials
involved in the process.

2'FAR § 9.407- 1 (c).
2FAR § 9.406-1(t).
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g. Procedures Guiding Suspension and Debarment Within Components of DoD

Under current regulations, the several suspending and debarring
authorities are given discretion to "establish procedures" governing suspension
and debarment "decision-making" processes.30 This discretion has resulted in
each of the authorized agencies developing different and somewhat inconsistent
procedures. The Inspector General made the following pertinent observations:

Each suspension/debarment authority within DoD has developed its own
method of processing suspension and debarment determinations and
implementing suspension and debarment procedures regarding the pro-
vision of notice to contractors and the conduct of hearing procedures.

For example, if a contractor requests and is provided a hearing on a
debarment v1atter in DLA, the General Counsel, as the suspension/de-
barment authority, conducts the hearings. Argument and testimony is
directly presented to the suspension/debarment authority, who can assess
the credibility of witnesses and can examine all evidence. In the Air Force,
suspension and debarment hearings are held before the Debarment and
Suspension Review Board, which in turn makes recommendations to the
suspension/debarment authority.-"

Given the severity of suspension and debarment, the Commission believes
that uniform procedures should guide the review and decision-making process
in each of the agencies. It is, for example very important that debarring officials %

in each agency should be of a similar stature and that hearing procedures
should be comparable. In the absence of uniformity, inconsistent and unfair
results may follow. The Secretary of Defense should ensure that uniform
policies govern each agency's decision-making process and the Federal
Acquisition Regulation should be amended to so require.

h. Alternative Civil Remedies

The government should expand its use of and more aggressively pursue
civil remedies. To make civil enforcement more effective, our Interim Report
recommended specific measures that included the passage of Administration

10FAR §§ 9.406-3(b)(1), 9.407-3(h)(I).
"()ffice of the Inspector General, I)ol), Review of Suvpension and Debarment Activities within the

Department qf Defenme, at 86-87 (May 1984).
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proposals to amend the Civil False Claims Act and to establish administrative
adjudication of small civil false claims cases.

It is suggested that those officials charged with administration of
suspension/debarment - in particular instances when the propriety of
imposition of suspension is questionable - give greater consideration to civil
sanctions as a complete remedy. For such an alternative to be effective, DoD
must have available to it expanded civil remedies for recovery of assets.
Expansion of traditional civil money judgments is a much needed resource, and
by endorsing legislation still pending in the Congress - i.e., the Program Fraud
Civil Remedies Act - the Commission has sought to encourage the grant of %
sweeping new administrative powers to levy fines more effectively against
individuals and corporations engaged in wrongdoing of a lesser nature.

3. Voluntary Disclosure of Irregularities

Contractors have a legal and moral obligation to report to government
authorities misconduct discovered in the process of self-review. The
Departments of Defense and Justice should jointly initiate a program
encouraging the voluntary disclosure of' irregularities by contractors. Such
a program, if successful, could afford the government timely notice of'
improprieties that otherwise might not be available, and provide details of
known wrongdoing without the expense and compulsion of an adversarial
investigation.

A voluntary disclosure program will be effective if there are inducements
that assure skeptical contractors they will not suffer greater sanctions by coming
forward. Private companies that fail to disclose should not be rewarded by the
fortuitous inability of government investigators to make a timely discovery of an
irregularity. Nor should contractors benefit that come forward only under
compulsion of imminent discovery.

Guidelines considered by I)oD in a voluntary disclosure program should
include:

" The timing of the disclosure with respect to the contractor's initial
awareness of the irregularity and the proximity of government oversight
action.

* The completeness, accuracy, and truthfulness of the disclosure, as well as
other factors supporting voluntariness.

* Management levels at which the wrongdoing occurred and at which the
decision to disclose was madce.
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" Whether internal corporate procedures or standards of conduct covered
the conduct of those involved in the wrongdoing and in the disclosure
decision.

* Whether there were in place internal auditing systems that, when
properly implemented, addressed the irregularity.

For these purposes, we recommend the following:

1. The Federal Acquisition Regulation should be amended:
a. to state more clearly that a contractor may not be suspended or

debarred except when it is established that the contractor is not "presently
responsible," and that suspension or debarment is in the "public interest"; and

b. to set out criteria to be considered in determining present
responsibility and public interest.

2. The Department of Defense should reconsider:
a. "automatic" suspensions of contractors following indictment on

charges of contract fraud;
b. suspending and debarring the whole of a contractor organization

based on wrongdoing of a component part;
c. insulating its suspending/debarring officials from untoward

pressures; and

d. establishing uniform procedures to guide the review and .6

decision-making process in each agency exercising suspension/debarment
authority.

3. DoD should give serious consideration to:
a. greater use of broadened civil remedies in lieu of suspension,

when suspension is not mandated; and
b. implementation of a voluntary disclosure program, and incentives

for making such disclosures.

4. Specific measures should be taken to make civil enforcement of laws
governing defense acquisition still more effective. These include passage of
Administration proposals to amend the Civil False Claims Act and to establish
administrative adjudication of small, civil false claims cases. In appropriate
circumstances, officials charged with administration of suspension/
debarment should consider application of civil monetary sanctions as a
complete remedy.

|I|
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